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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

I.  For more than 75 years, regulations issued by the Department of Labor have 

used a three-part test to identify workers who are employed in a “bona fide executive, 

administrative, or professional capacity” and thus exempt from the minimum wage 

and overtime pay protections of the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”).  See 29 

U.S.C. § 213(a)(1).  To be subject to this “EAP” exemption, a worker must (1) be paid 

on a salary basis; (2) earn a specified salary level; and (3) satisfy a duties test.  See 29 

C.F.R. pt. 541. 

In enjoining the 2016 rule, the district court reasoned that the salary-level 

component of this three-part test is unlawful.  It concluded that “Congress defined 

the EAP exemption with regard to duties, which does not include a minimum salary 

level,” ROA.3817, and that the statute “does not grant the Department the authority 

to utilize a salary-level test,” ROA.3825.  As our opening brief explained (at 19), that 

reasoning would apply to all prior versions of the salary-level test, including the salary 

level set by the 2004 regulations that the 2016 rule replaced.   

Although plaintiffs defend the district court’s broad reasoning, they offer no 

basis to call into question a regulatory test that has been in place since the FLSA’s 

inception.  Their argument is foreclosed by this Court’s decision in Wirtz v. Mississippi 

Publishers Corp., 364 F.2d 603 (5th Cir. 1966), which expressly upheld the 

Department’s use of a salary-level test.  Contrary to plaintiffs’ suggestion, this Court 
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in Wirtz did not ignore the statutory text.  Writing for this Court, then-Judge Warren 

Burger rejected the textual argument that plaintiffs make here.  Whereas plaintiffs 

argue that an employee’s salary level is not “a natural and admissible attribute of the 

term ‘bona fide executive and administrative * * * capacity,’ ” Pl. Br. 30, Judge Burger 

concluded that an employee’s salary level is “rationally related to the determination of 

whether an employee is employed in a ‘bona fide executive * * * capacity,’ ” and that 

the salary-level test is thus a permissible exercise of the Department’s “broad latitude 

to ‘define and delimit’ ” the exemption’s terms.  Wirtz, 364 F.2d. at 608 (quoting 29 

U.S.C. § 213(a)(1)).  As our opening brief explained (at 21-29), that holding has ample 

support in the text, purpose, and history of the EAP exemption, and Congress 

acquiesced in the Department’s approach by amending the EAP exemption without 

altering the Department’s regulations. 

Plaintiffs incorrectly state that before 2016, the salary level was “set so low as 

to be inconsequential.”  Pl. Br. 4.  Wirtz itself involved employees who met the duties 

test then in place, but whose salaries were below the level that was in effect at the 

time.  364 F.2d at 607.  And in the 2004 regulations, the Department made “the 

largest increase of the salary levels in the 65-year history of the FLSA.”  69 Fed. Reg. 

22122 (Apr. 23, 2004).  As a result of that 2004 increase, 1.3 million white-collar 

workers who were exempt under the previous regulations gained FLSA protection, id. 

at 22123, a result that was not inconsequential. 
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The amicus brief filed by business associations rejects plaintiffs’ broad 

contention that the FLSA precludes use of any salary-level test in the EAP regulations.  

See Business Assoc. Amicus Brief 10-11.  In the 2016 rulemaking, most business 

groups supported an increase in the salary level that had been in place since 2004.  See, 

e.g., Small Business Association (“SBA”) Comment at 10 (Add. 10) (indicating that 

“small businesses support a modest increase in the salary threshold under the ‘white 

collar’ FLSA exemption”); National Restaurant Association (“NRA”) Comment at 9 

(Add. 19) (“To be clear, we do support raising the salary threshold.”).1  The business 

associations object to the particular salary level ($913 per week) set by the 2016 

regulations and to the particular methodology used to arrive at that amount.  The 

district court did not address those specific objections, however, and this Court 

likewise should not do so.  This Court should simply lift the cloud created by the 

district court’s broad reasoning, which would call into question any salary-level test 

adopted by the Department. 

II.  The district court correctly held that plaintiffs’ Tenth Amendment claim is 

foreclosed by Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528 (1985), 

which held that the FLSA is constitutional as applied to state and local government 

employers.  Plaintiffs’ alternative contention that the FLSA unconstitutionally 

delegates legislative power to the Department rests on the incorrect premise that the 

                                                 
1 For the convenience of the Court, excerpts from the rulemaking comments 

cited in this reply brief are reproduced in the Addendum to this brief. 
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Department claimed “unconstrained” power to define and delimit the EAP 

exemption’s scope.  Pl. Br. 44.  The Department made no such claim; instead, it 

determined that salary level is a relevant consideration in determining whether a 

worker is employed in a “bona fide executive, administrative, or professional 

capacity.”  The historical record demonstrates “surprisingly wide agreement” on that 

point among employers and employees alike.  1940 Stein Report 19 (ROA.1567). 

ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiffs Provide No Basis To Overturn The Regulatory Test That 
Has Been Used Since The Inception Of The FLSA. 

A. Plaintiffs’ Statutory Argument Is Foreclosed by This Court’s 
Decision in Wirtz v. Mississippi Publishers Corp., 364 F.2d 
603 (5th Cir. 1966). 

1.  Section 13(a) of the FLSA exempts from the Act’s minimum wage and 

overtime pay requirements “any employee employed in a bona fide executive, 

administrative, or professional capacity * * * (as such terms are defined and delimited 

from time to time by regulations of the Secretary [of Labor] ).”  29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1).  

Since 1938, the Department’s implementing regulations have relied in part on a salary-

level test to identify workers who are “employed in a bona fide executive, 

administrative, or professional capacity.” 

In enjoining the 2016 rule, the district court reasoned that a salary-level test is 

unlawful.  It concluded that “Congress defined the EAP exemption with regard to 

duties, which does not include a minimum salary level,” ROA.3817, and that the 
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FLSA “does not grant the Department the authority to utilize a salary-level test” in 

the EAP regulations.  ROA.3825.2  Defending that broad reasoning, plaintiffs likewise 

argue that the salary-level test has “always been an unauthorized DOL invention,” Pl. 

Br. 3, and they declare that “[t]he longevity of an unlawful rule makes no difference,” 

Pl. Br. 35.   

Although longevity would not save an unlawful rule, this Court expressly 

rejected the claim that the salary-level test is unlawful.  In Wirtz v. Mississippi Publishers 

Corp., 364 F.2d 603 (5th Cir. 1966), the employers argued that “the minimum salary 

requirement is not a justifiable regulation under Section 13(a)(1) of the Act because 

not rationally related to the determination of whether an employee is employed in a 

‘bona fide executive * * * capacity.’ ”  Id. at 608.  This Court concluded that “[t]hese 

contentions lack merit.”  Id.  Writing for this Court, then-Judge Warren Burger (sitting 

by designation) reasoned that “[t]he statute gives the Secretary broad latitude to 

‘define and delimit’ the meaning of the term ‘bona fide executive * * * capacity,” and 

he rejected the contention that “the minimum salary requirement is arbitrary or 

capricious.”  Id. 

Plaintiffs provide no basis to disregard this Circuit precedent.  Wirtz does not 

cease to bind this panel merely because it is “pre-Chevron case law.”  Pl. Br. 27.  The 

interpretive principle on which the district court here relied—that the Judiciary “must 

                                                 
2 The district court invalidated the final rule’s indexing mechanism for the same 

reason.  See ROA.3821; see also Pl. Br. 36. 
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give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress,” ROA.3787 (quoting 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984))—was 

established long before Chevron, and it governed the analysis in Wirtz.  Moreover, 

Chevron increased (rather than diminished) the deference that courts give to an 

agency’s interpretation of the statute it is charged with administering. 

Nor is the Supreme Court’s decision in National Cable & Telecommunications 

Association v. Brand X Internet Services, 545 U.S. 967 (2005), license for courts to 

disregard circuit precedents predating Chevron.  The Brand X decision addressed the 

relationship between judicial decisions and agency prerogatives: “[a] court’s prior 

judicial construction of a statute trumps an agency construction otherwise entitled to 

Chevron deference only if the prior court decision holds that its construction follows 

from the unambiguous terms of the statute and thus leaves no room for agency 

discretion.”  545 U.S. at 982.  That holding has no relevance here. 

Far from ignoring the statutory text as plaintiffs suggest, Pl. Br. 28, this Court 

in Wirtz rejected the textual argument that plaintiffs make here.  Plaintiffs contend 

that a 1941 district court decision correctly held that salary level is not “a natural and 

admissible attribute of the term ‘bona fide executive and administrative * * * 

capacity.’ ”  Pl. Br. 30 (quoting Devoe v. Atlanta Paper Co., 40 F. Supp. 284, 286 (N.D. 

Ga. 1941)).  But this Court reached the opposite conclusion in Wirtz and held that 
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salary level is “rationally related to the determination of whether an employee is 

employed in a ‘bona fide executive * * * capacity.’ ”  364 F.2d at 608.   

As our opening brief explained (at 21-29), Wirtz ’s holding has ample support in 

the text, history, and purpose of the EAP exemption.  Indeed, there was widespread 

support for the Department’s conclusion that salary level is a relevant consideration in 

determining whether a worker is employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, or 

professional capacity.  Although plaintiffs assert that “the salary-level test was 

controversial when first implemented and remained so,” Pl. Br. 8, the reports on 

which they rely actually demonstrate that the salary-level test was endorsed by 

employer and employee representatives alike.  Plaintiffs emphasize a sentence in the 

1940 Stein Report stating that “[i]t was asserted by some that the Administrator has 

no authority to include a salary qualification.”  Pl. Br. 9 (quoting ROA.1567).  But the 

Stein Report went on to explain that “[t]his view had little support,” and “[t]here was 

indeed surprisingly wide agreement that a salary qualification in the definition of the 

term ‘executive’ is a valuable and easily applied index to the ‘bona fide’ character of 

the employment for which exemption is claimed and which must be of a ‘bona fide’ 

executive character by the terms of the statute itself.”  ROA.1567.  The report noted 

that thirty-two employer representatives expressed approval of the salary-level test, 

while only four employer representatives expressed disapproval.  ROA.1567 n.65. 
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Similarly, the 1949 Weiss Report explained that witnesses for both employers 

and employees testified to the “usefulness and propriety” of the salary-level test.  1949 

Weiss Report 8 (ROA.1652).  The “use of a salary test was supported by a very 

substantial number of management witnesses in addition to the almost universal 

support it had from labor representatives.”  Id. at 9 (ROA.1653).  And “[t]here was 

testimony that, generally speaking, salary is the best single indicator of the degree of 

importance involved in a particular employee’s job.”  Id. 

Contrary to plaintiffs’ assertion, the Minimum Wage Study Commission did not 

“admit[] in 1981 that the salary-level test impermissibly acts as a minimum wage 

contrary to Congressional intent.”  Pl. Br. 4 (citing ROA.1291).  The statement in the 

staff paper on which plaintiffs rely did not represent the conclusion of the 

Commission, see ROA.1057, which recommended that the salary level be increased.  

See Report of the Minimum Wage Study Commission, vol. I, at 137-38 (June 1981)3 

(“The Commission recommends that this exemption be retained and that salary test 

levels used as a partial criterion to determine eligibility for this exemption be raised to 

the historical level prevailing during the period 1950 to 1975 and adjusted upward as 

needed to maintain this historical relationship.”) (emphasis added; other emphasis 

omitted). 

                                                 
3 Available at http://rsickles.rice.edu/files/2015/11/Minimum-Wage-Study-

1983-Carter-Administration-1hkd1cv.pdf. 
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Likewise, in comments submitted during the 2016 rulemaking, many business 

groups supported an increase in the salary level (although they opposed the particular 

increase that the Department proposed).  For example, the National Restaurant 

Association “agree[d] that the 2004 salary threshold for exempt status is now too low 

and should be raised.”  NRA Comment at 2 (Add. 12).  The SBA Office of Advocacy 

explained that “small businesses support a modest increase in the salary threshold 

under the ‘white collar’ FLSA exemption.”  SBA Comment at 10 (Add. 10).  The 

International Franchise Association (“IFA”) indicated that it would not oppose a 

“modest increase to the standard salary level.”  IFA Comment at 22 (Add. 52).  Other 

business groups, including several amici, asked the Department to consider a small 

increase to the salary level.  See, e.g., American Hotel & Lodging Association Comment 

at 2 (Add. 55) (urging the Department to “utilize the methodology it used in 2004 in 

setting the standard salary level for exempt employees”); Independent Insurance 

Agents and Brokers of America (“IIABA”) Comment at 1 (Add. 68) (“IIABA 

recognizes that the salary levels have not been altered since 2004 and agrees that a 

modification of some form is warranted[.]”); National Retail Federation Comment at 

4 (Add. 75) (urging the Department to maintain the methodology used in 2004 “with 

adjustments for inflation”); U.S. Chamber of Commerce Comment at 20 (Add. 108) 

(explaining that “[t]he application of other measures and methodologies results in 

salary levels thousands of dollars below the $50,440 proposed by the Department”). 
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2.  As our opening brief explained (at 21-29), the district court’s broad 

reasoning would fail even if Wirtz were not binding precedent.  Every circuit to 

consider the issue has upheld the salary-level test as a permissible component of the 

EAP regulations.  See Walling v. Yeakley, 140 F.2d 830, 833 (10th Cir. 1944) (“in most 

cases, salary is a pertinent criterion and we cannot say that it is irrational or 

unreasonable to include it in the definition and delimitation”); see also Fanelli v. U.S. 

Gypsum Co., 141 F.2d 216, 218 (2d Cir. 1944); Walling v. Morris, 155 F.2d 832, 836 (6th 

Cir. 1946), vacated on other grounds, 332 U.S. 422 (1947). 

Although plaintiffs and their amici give short shrift to this aspect of the 

statute’s text, Section 213(a)(1) explicitly grants the Department authority to “defin[e] 

and delimi[t]” the scope of the exemption.  29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1).  Thus, the phrase 

“bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity” is necessarily 

ambiguous, as Congress “explicitly left a gap for the agency to fill,” and the 

Department’s interpretation must be “given controlling weight” unless it is “arbitrary, 

capricious, or manifestly contrary to the statute.”  Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843-44.  And 

that ambiguous phrase can be reasonably read to connote a status not attained by low- 

paid workers.  Moreover, the Department’s longstanding interpretation of 

Section 213(a)(1) to require a salary level is reinforced by the statute’s inclusion of the 

term “bona fide.”  The Department has found that such good faith is best 

demonstrated through the salary the employer pays. 
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The breadth of the Department’s authority to define and delimit the scope of 

the EAP exemption was underscored by the Supreme Court in Auer v. Robbins, 519 

U.S. 452 (1997).  Plaintiffs make no attempt to reconcile their position with the 

Supreme Court’s decision, which rejected a challenge to an application of the salary-

basis test.  In Auer, the Supreme Court explained that under the EAP regulations, 

“one requirement for exempt status under § 213(a)(1) is that the employee earn a 

specified minimum amount on a ‘salary basis.’ ”  519 U.S. at 455 (emphasis added).  The 

Court noted that “[u]nder the Secretary’s chosen approach, exempt status requires 

that the employee be paid on a salary basis, which in turn requires that his 

compensation not be subject to reduction because of variations in the quality or 

quantity of the work performed.”  Id. at 456 (quotation marks omitted).  And the 

Court concluded that the Secretary’s approach was “based on a permissible 

construction of the statute.”  Id. at 457 (quoting Chevron, 467 U.S. at 843). 

Plaintiffs do not dispute that their position, if adopted, would invalidate the 

salary-basis test upheld in Auer as well as the salary-level test upheld in Wirtz.  Instead, 

they quote the Supreme Court’s observation that the respondents did “not raise any 

general challenge to the Secretary’s reliance on the salary-basis test,” Pl. Br. 31 

(quoting Auer, 519 U.S. at 456-57), and they declare that “some have read the Court’s 

statement pointing out respondents’ concessions as a subtle invitation to challenge” 

the salary-basis test, Pl. Br. 32.  Plaintiffs do not cite any support for the assertion that 

Auer was a “subtle invitation” to challenge the salary-basis test, id., and nothing in the 
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Supreme Court’s reasoning called that longstanding test into question.  To the 

contrary, the unanimous Supreme Court emphasized that the “FLSA grants the 

Secretary broad authority to ‘defin[e] and delimi[t]’ the scope of the exemption for 

executive, administrative, and professional employees,” Auer, 519 U.S. at 456, and it 

upheld the Secretary’s approach because it was “based on a permissible construction 

of the statute,” id. at 457. 

B. Plaintiffs Also Misunderstand the Way the EAP Regulations 
Work. 

 Plaintiffs’ various subsidiary arguments also reveal a basic misunderstanding of 

the way the EAP regulations work. 

First, plaintiffs note that the Department of Labor “is not authorized to set 

wages or salaries for executive, administrative, and professional employees,” Pl. Br. 2 

(quoting ROA.1655), and they argue that the salary-level test is “a battering-ram to 

force a species of minimum wage through the backdoor,” id.  But the salary-level test 

does not alter the minimum wage set by Congress.  The salary-level test does not 

require any employer to pay its employees the salary level it sets.  Rather, the EAP 

regulations use the salary-level test, together with the salary-basis and duties tests, to 

identify those workers who are exempt from the statutory requirement to pay the 

minimum wage and overtime.  Workers who are not exempt must be paid in 

accordance with Congress’s directives as set forth in the FLSA, including the 

minimum wage (currently $7.25 per hour) set by Congress. 
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Second, plaintiffs incorrectly state that before 2016, the salary level was “set so 

low as to be inconsequential.”  Pl. Br. 4.  That assertion is refuted by Wirtz itself, 

where employees who met the duties test nonetheless did not qualify for the EAP 

exemption because their salaries were below the salary level then in effect.  See Wirtz , 

364 F.2d at 607. 

Nor was there anything inconsequential about the salary level set by the 2004 

regulations.  As a result of the 2004 salary-level increase, 1.3 million white-collar 

workers who were exempt under the previous regulations gained FLSA protection.  

See 69 Fed. Reg. 22123.  Plaintiffs note that “by 2004,” the long test salary level had 

fallen “below the minimum wage.”  Pl. Br. 10 (citing 69 Fed. Reg. 22164).  But as the 

cited Federal Register notice explained, that erosion of the salary level was a catalyst 

for the 2004 salary-level increase.  The preamble to the 2004 rule explained that 

“[b]ecause the salary levels have not been increased since 1975, the existing salary 

levels are outdated and no longer useful in distinguishing between exempt and 

nonexempt employees.”  Id. at 22164.  The preamble emphasized that “[t]he 

minimum wage and overtime pay requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act 

(FLSA) are among the nation’s most important worker protections.”  Id. at 22122.  

And the preamble explained that “[r]evisions to both the salary tests and the duties 
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tests [were] necessary to restore the overtime protections intended by the FLSA which 

have eroded over the decades.”  Id.4  

Third, plaintiffs note that “employees earning less than the new level ‘will not 

qualify for the EAP exemption * * * irrespective of their job duties and responsibilities.”  Pl. 

Br. 6 (quoting 81 Fed. Reg. 32391, 32405 (May 23, 2016)).  That result is not unique 

to the 2016 update; it flows from the longstanding requirement that an employee meet 

all three tests—salary basis, salary level, and duties—to be subject to the EAP 

exemption.  Indeed, the language that plaintiffs emphasize appeared verbatim in the 

preamble to the 2004 rule.  See 69 Fed. Reg. 22164 (“Employees paid below the 

minimum salary level are not exempt, irrespective of their job duties and responsibilities.”) 

(emphasis added). 

Contrary to plaintiffs’ understanding, the fact that salary level will be dispositive 

of exempt status in some cases does not transform the Department’s three-part 

regulations into a “salary only” test.  As our opening brief explained (at 29-30), the 

Department has long recognized that it cannot establish a “salary only” test that 

would exempt from the FLSA employees who do not perform EAP duties—such as 

mechanics and carpenters—merely because they are well paid.  See 1949 Weiss Report 

                                                 
4 Plaintiffs also quote language from the 1949 Weiss Report stating that the 

salary level was historically set low to screen out obviously nonexempt employees.  
See, e.g., Pl. Br. 9, 11, 15.  But as our opening brief explained (at 31), those statements 
referred to the salary level that was paired with the more rigorous long duties test, 
rather than to the higher salary level paired with the less rigorous short duties test. 
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23 (ROA.1667); see also 69 Fed. Reg. 22173 (rejecting requests from commenters that 

the Department eliminate the duties test entirely for highly compensated employees).  

By contrast, the Department has never suggested that it lacks authority to set a salary-

level test for employees who do perform EAP duties.  As noted above, this Court’s 

Wirtz decision itself involved employees who met the duties test in place at that time, 

but whose salaries were below the level then in effect.  364 F.2d at 607. 

Fourth, plaintiffs argue that instead of relying in part on a salary-level test, the 

Department should impose “a more accurate and rigorous duties test.”  Pl. Br. 13.  

Plaintiffs are correct to note that the Department has historically paired a lower salary 

level with a more rigorous duties test (just as it has historically paired a higher salary 

level with a less rigorous duties test).  See Opening Br. 6-7.  But as our opening brief 

explained (at 8, 11, 32-33), employer representatives strongly opposed a more rigorous 

duties test.  Indeed, concerns raised by employers prompted the Department to 

eliminate the more rigorous long duties test in 2004.  That test was more rigorous 

because it imposed a bright-line, twenty percent cap on the amount of time an 

employee could spend performing nonexempt work (such as manual labor or clerical 

work) and still be treated as exempt.  But the percentage cap required employers to 

time-test managers for the duties they performed, hour-by-hour in a typical 

workweek, even though employers are generally not required to maintain any records 

of daily or weekly hours worked by exempt employees.  69 Fed. Reg. 22126.  The cap 

was opposed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the National Small Business 
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Association, which argued that a move away from a percentage cap on nonexempt 

work would alleviate the burden on small business owners.  Id. at 22127. 

In the 2016 rulemaking, employer representatives again opposed a percentage 

cap on the amount of time an employee could spend on nonexempt work and still be 

treated as exempt.  81 Fed. Reg. 32446.  Many employer representatives argued that 

such a cap would prevent exempt employees from “pitching in” during staff shortages 

or busy periods, thus increasing labor costs or negatively affecting business efficiency 

and customer service.  Id.  They explained that a cap on nonexempt work would 

impose significant recordkeeping burdens on employers.  Id.  And they predicted that 

resurrecting a quantitative cap on nonexempt work would increase FLSA litigation 

because of the administrative difficulties associated with tracking the hours of exempt 

employees, and result in the upheaval of the past decade of case law and agency 

opinions.  Id. 

Without acknowledging the concerns raised by employer representatives, 

plaintiffs suggest that it would not be “difficult” to make the current duties test “more 

rigorous.”  Pl. Br. 15.  But judgments of this sort “turn upon the kind of thorough 

knowledge of the subject matter and ability to consult at length with affected parties 

that an agency, such as the DOL, possesses.”  Long Island Care at Home, Ltd. v. Coke, 

551 U.S. 158, 167-68 (2007).  And as the Supreme Court explained in addressing a 

parallel FLSA exemption that authorized the Department to define and delimit its 

terms, “Congress intended its broad grant of definitional authority to the Department 
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to include the authority to answer these kinds of questions.”  Id. at 168; see also Home 

Care Ass’n of Am. v. Weil, 799 F.3d 1084, 1091 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (concluding that the 

FLSA’s exemptions for companionship services and live-in domestic services “invite 

further specification, the details of which ‘turn upon the kind of thorough knowledge 

of the subject matter and ability to consult at length with affected parties that an 

agency, such as the DOL, possesses.’”) (quoting Coke, 551 U.S. at 165, 167-68).5 

The district court did not determine whether the salary level set by the 2016 

final rule is arbitrary and capricious or unsupported by the administrative record.  

Because the preliminary injunction rested on the legal conclusion that the Department 

lacks authority to set a salary level, it may be reversed on the ground that that legal 

ruling was erroneous.  The Department has decided not to advocate for the specific 

salary level ($913 per week) set in the final rule at this time and intends to undertake 

further rulemaking to determine what the salary level should be.  Accordingly, the 

Department requests that this Court address only the threshold legal question of the 

Department’s statutory authority to set a salary level, without addressing the specific 

                                                 
5 Plaintiffs note that in Home Care, the D.C. Circuit relied in part on the 

Department’s general rulemaking authority.  See Pl. Br. 33.  That general authority 
mattered in Home Care because one of the two exemptions at issue there did not 
contain language authorizing the Department to “define and delimit” its terms.  See 
Home Care, 799 F.3d at 1091 (“Appellees also stress that the companionship-services 
exemption provides for the Secretary to ‘define[ ] and delimit[ ]’ its terms, while the 
live-in worker exemption contains no similar supplement.”).  By contrast, the FLSA 
grants the Department “broad authority to ‘defin[e] and delimi[t]’ the scope of the 
[EAP] exemption.”  Auer, 519 U.S. at 456. 
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salary level set by the 2016 final rule.  In light of this litigation contesting the 

Department’s authority to establish any salary level test, the Department has decided 

not to proceed immediately with issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to 

address the appropriate salary level.  The rulemaking process imposes significant 

burdens on both the promulgating agency and the public, and the Department is 

reluctant to issue a proposal predicated on its authority to establish a salary level test 

while this litigation remains pending.  Instead, the Department soon will publish a 

request for information seeking public input on several questions that will aid in the 

development of a proposal. 

II. Plaintiffs’ Constitutional Claims Are Meritless.  

A. Plaintiffs’ Tenth Amendment Argument Is Foreclosed by the 
Supreme Court’s Decision in Garcia v. San Antonio 
Metropolitan Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528 (1985). 

Plaintiffs’ constitutional claims are likewise unavailing.  They first contend that 

the FLSA and its implementing regulations are unconstitutional as applied to state and 

local government employers.  The district court correctly recognized that this claim is 

foreclosed by the Supreme Court’s decision in Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit 

Authority, 469 U.S. 528 (1985), which “established that Congress had authority under 

the Commerce Clause to impose the FLSA’s minimum wage and overtime 

requirements on state and local employees.”  ROA.3813 (citing 469 U.S. at 554). 

Although plaintiffs assert that “Garcia has been—or should be—overruled,” 

Pl. Br. 36, the Supreme Court has not overruled Garcia.  To the contrary, in Auer, the 
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Supreme Court reiterated Garcia ’s holding that the extension of “FLSA coverage to 

virtually all public-sector employees * * * was consistent with the Tenth 

Amendment.”  519 U.S. at 457.  And in Reno v. Condon, 528 U.S. 141, 151 (2000), the 

Court reaffirmed that “generally applicable” laws regulating private as well as 

governmental entities present no Tenth Amendment issue. 

The commandeering decisions on which plaintiffs rely—Printz v. United States, 

521 U.S. 898 (1997), and New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144 (1992)—are 

inapposite because the FLSA does not commandeer state and local governments.  

Instead, the FLSA regulates state and local governments in their capacity as employers 

and in the same manner as private employers.  The Supreme Court has repeatedly 

held that Congress does not “commandeer” state and local governments when it 

regulates them directly, rather than requiring them to enact or enforce a federal 

regulatory scheme.  See Condon, 528 U.S. at 150-151 (citing South Carolina v. Baker, 485 

U.S. 505 (1988)).  Indeed, in the New York decision, the Supreme Court emphasized 

that “this is not a case in which Congress has subjected a State to the same legislation 

applicable to private parties.” 

As the district court further explained, plaintiffs’ “clear statement” argument 

does not advance their position because the FLSA clearly applies to state and local 

governments.  ROA.3814; see also, e.g., Auer, 519 U.S. at 457 (“In 1974 Congress 

extended FLSA coverage to virtually all public-sector employees.”).  Contrary to 

plaintiffs’ suggestion, no additional clear statement from Congress is needed to make 
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state and local governments subject to the FLSA’s implementing regulations.  Indeed, 

in Auer, the Supreme Court unanimously held that “the Secretary of Labor’s ‘salary-

basis’ test for determining an employee’s exempt status reflects a permissible reading 

of the statute as it applies to public-sector employees.”  519 U.S. at 454 (emphasis added).6 

B. Plaintiffs’ Nondelegation Claim Rests on the Incorrect 
Assumption That the Department’s Power to Define and 
Delimit the EAP Exemption Is Unconstrained. 

Plaintiffs also allege that the FLSA’s EAP exemption unlawfully delegates 

legislative power to the Department of Labor, but no precedent supports that claim.  

To the contrary, courts have long upheld that delegation of rulemaking authority.  See, 

e.g., Walling v. Yeakley, 140 F.2d 830, 832 (10th Cir. 1944) (“We think there can be no 

question that the power” to “define and delimit” the EAP exemption “was lawfully 

delegated.”); Fanelli v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 141 F.2d 216, 218 (2d Cir. 1944) (“In 

conferring such authority upon the Administrator” to “define and delimit” the terms 

in the EAP exemption, “Congress acted in accordance with a long established 

tradition (frequently sanctioned by the Supreme Court), and did not unconstitutionally 

delegate powers vested in the legislative branch.”). 

                                                 
6 Plaintiffs’ irreparable harm argument rests on the premise that the FLSA is an 

unconstitutional “intrusion into the States’ sovereign authority to structure 
employment relationships and provide integral governmental services.”  Pl. Br. 45.  
For the reasons discussed in the text, that argument is foreclosed by Garcia.  Plaintiffs’ 
claims of monetary harm are unsubstantiated for reasons discussed in our opening 
brief (at 36-39). 
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The nondelegation doctrine requires that Congress “lay down by legislative act 

an intelligible principle to which the person or body authorized [to exercise the 

delegated authority] is directed to conform.”  Whitman v. American Trucking Ass’ns, 531 

U.S. 457, 472 (2001).  Rooted in “common sense and the inherent necessities of the 

government co-ordination,” this minimal requirement stems from the “practical 

understanding that in our increasingly complex society, replete with ever changing and 

more technical problems, Congress simply cannot do its job absent an ability to 

delegate power under broad general directives.”  Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 

372 (1989); see also Loving v. United States, 517 U.S. 748, 773 (1996) (“Separation-of-

powers principles are vindicated, not disserved, by measured cooperation between the 

two political branches of the Government, each contributing to a lawful objective 

through its own processes.”).   

The Supreme Court has “almost never felt qualified to second-guess Congress 

regarding the permissible degree of policy judgment that can be left to those executing 

or applying the law,” Whitman, 531 U.S. at 474-75, and has “found the requisite 

‘intelligible principle’ lacking in only two statutes”—both from cases in 1935—“one 

of which provided literally no guidance for the exercise of discretion, and the other of 

which conferred authority to regulate the entire economy on the basis of no more 

precise a standard than stimulating the economy by assuring ‘fair competition,’” id. at 

474 (citing Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935); A. L. A. Schechter Poultry 

Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935)).  
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To set forth a constitutionally permissible “intelligible principle” while 

delegating authority to one of its coordinate Branches, Congress needs only to 

“‘clearly delineate[] the general policy, the public agency which is to apply it, and the 

boundaries of this delegated authority.’”  Mistretta, 488 U.S. at 372-73 (quoting 

American Power & Light Co. v. SEC, 329 U.S. 90, 105 (1946)).  The FLSA’s overtime 

exemption easily meets that standard.  Plaintiffs’ contrary argument rests entirely on 

the premise that the Department has claimed “unconstrained” power to define and 

delimit the terms of the EAP exemption.  Pl. Br. 44.  But the Department has never 

claimed that its power to define and delimit the exemption’s scope is unconstrained 

by the exemption’s text, history or purpose.  Instead, the Department concluded that 

salary level is a relevant consideration in determining whether a worker is employed in 

a “bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity,” and this Court 

upheld that conclusion in Wirtz. 
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CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, the Department requests that this Court reverse the 

judgment of the district court because it was premised on an erroneous legal 

conclusion, and reaffirm the Department’s statutory authority to establish a salary 

level test.  The Department requests that this Court not address the validity of the 

specific salary level set by the 2016 final rule ($913 per week), which the Department 

intends to revisit through new rulemaking. 
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September 4, 2015  

 

VIA E-MAIL  
 
The Honorable Thomas E. Perez 
Secretary, Department of Labor  
Frances Perkins Building 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20210  
 
The Honorable Dr. David Weil 
Administrator, Wage and Hour Division 
Department of Labor  
Frances Perkins Building 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20210 
 
Re: Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, 
Outside Sales and Computer Employees; Proposed Rule  
 

Dear Secretary Perez and Administrator Weil: 
 
The Office of Advocacy of the U.S. Small Business Administration respectfully submits these 
comments to the Department of Labor (DOL) for this proposed rule, which amends the 
regulations under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) governing the “white collar” exemption 
from overtime pay for executive, administrative and professional employees.1 The proposed rule 
implements a 2014 Presidential Memorandum that directed DOL to update and modernize these 
overtime regulations.2   Advocacy held a number of small business listening sessions and 
roundtables across the country, and this letter will outline small business comments, concerns 
and recommendations regarding this proposal.   

The Office of Advocacy 

Congress established Advocacy under Pub. L. 94-305 to represent the views of small entities 
before Federal agencies and Congress.  Advocacy is an independent office within the U.S. 
Small Business Administration (SBA); as such the views expressed by Advocacy do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the SBA or the Administration. The Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (RFA), as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act 

                                                 
1 Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales and Computer 
Employees; Proposed Rule, Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division, 80 Fed. Reg. 38516 (July 6, 2015).   
2 Presidential Memorandum, Updating and Modernizing Overtime Regulations (March 13, 2014). 
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(SBREFA), gives small entities a voice in the Federal rulemaking process.3  For all rules that 
are expected to have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities, 
Federal agencies are required by the RFA to assess the impact of the proposed rule on small 
business and to consider less burdensome alternatives. 

The Small Business Jobs Act of 2010 requires agencies to give every appropriate 
consideration to comments provided by Advocacy.   The agency must include, in any 
explanation or discussion accompanying the final rule’s publication in the Federal Register, 
the agency’s response to these written comments submitted by Advocacy on the proposed 
rule, unless the agency certifies that the public interest is not served by doing so. 

Background  

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) guarantees a minimum wage and overtime pay of time 
and a half for work over 40 hours a week.  While these protections extend to most workers, the 
FLSA does provide a number of exemptions.  In March 2014, President Obama released a 
Memorandum directing DOL to modernize and streamline the existing overtime regulations, 
particularly the exemption from minimum wage and overtime pay for executive, administrative, 
professional, outside sales and computer employees.4 This is often referred to as the “EAP” or 
“white collar exemption.”  To be considered exempt, employees must meet certain minimum 
tests related to their primary job duties and be paid on a salary basis at not less than a specified 
minimum amount or threshold. The salary threshold for this exemption was last changed in 
2004.5   
 
In this proposed rule, DOL would change the salary threshold for employees who are eligible to 
receive overtime pay from $23,660 to $50,440, making 4.7 million workers newly eligible for 
overtime pay.6  DOL estimates that 211,000 small establishments and an estimated 1.8 million of 
their workers will be affected by this rule.7  DOL is also proposing to include in the regulations a 
mechanism to automatically update the salary thresholds on an annual basis using either a fixed 
percentile of wages or the Consumer Price Index for Urban Consumers (CPI-U).  DOL does not 
propose regulatory changes to the “duties” tests, which require employees to perform certain 
primary duties to qualify for an overtime exemption.  However, DOL is seeking feedback on 
whether these duties tests should be revised.8 
 
Advocacy thanks DOL for attending our small business listening sessions and roundtables to 
obtain feedback from small entities during all stages of this important rulemaking process.   
After the release of the Presidential Memorandum in 2014, Advocacy held two small business 
listening sessions with DOL to gain initial feedback on this broad directive.   Since the 
publication of the proposed rule, Advocacy held small business roundtables attended by DOL 
staff in the District of Columbia, Kentucky and Louisiana.  Advocacy has also heard feedback 
from small entities across the country from our outreach, our Regional Advocates and from small 

                                                 
3 Regulatory Flexibility Act, Pub. L. No. 96-354, 94 Stat. 1164 (codified at 5 U.S.C. §601).  
4 Presidential Memorandum, Updating and Modernizing Overtime Regulations (March 13, 2014). 
5 Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales and Computer 
Employees; 69 Fed. Reg. 22122 (April 23, 2004).   
6 Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, 80 Fed. Reg. at 38605. 
7 Id. at 38604. 
8 Id.  
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business representatives.  Small businesses have told Advocacy that this increase of the salary 
threshold and the numbers of workers eligible for overtime pay will add significant compliance 
costs and paperwork burdens on small entities, particularly to businesses in low wage regions 
and in industries that operate with low profit margins.   Small businesses have commented that 
the high costs of this rule may also lead to unintended negative consequences for their employees 
that are counter to the goals of this rule.   Based on feedback from these roundtables, Advocacy 
submitted a public comment letter seeking a 90-day extension of the comment period on August 
20, 2015.9 
 
DOL’s IRFA Undercounts the Number of Small Businesses, Underestimates the Costs 
of the Salary Threshold, and Does Not Examine Less Burdensome Alternatives 

Under the RFA, an IRFA must contain: (1) a description of the reasons why the regulatory 
action is being taken; (2) the objectives and legal basis for the proposed regulation; (3) a 
description and estimated number of regulated small entities (based on the North American 
Industry Classification System (NAICS)); (4) a description and estimate of compliance 
requirements, including any differential for different categories of small entities; (5) 
identification of duplication, overlap, and conflict with other rules and regulations; and (6) a 
description of significant alternatives to the rule. 10   

Advocacy believes that DOL’s Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis does not properly 
inform the public about the impact of this rule on small entities.   Advocacy questions DOL’s 
analysis because it relies on multiple unsupported assumptions regarding the numbers of 
affected small businesses and workers and by extension the regulatory impact of this 
proposal.  DOL’s IRFA analyzes small entities very broadly, not fully considering how the 
economic impact affects various categories of small entities differently. Specifically, DOL’s 
analysis does not appreciate the difference between many small entities in industry sub-
sectors, regions, and revenue sizes.  DOL’s IRFA does not analyze the impact of this rule on 
small entities as required by the RFA that are non-profit organizations and governmental 
entities serving a population of less than 50,000.  

Small businesses have told Advocacy that DOL’s estimates for human and financial 
resources costs that result from this rule are extremely underestimated.  Due to the problems 
with the IRFA, DOL cannot fully consider significant and less burdensome regulatory 
alternatives to the proposed rule that would meet the agency’s objectives.  Advocacy 
recommends that DOL publish a Supplemental IRFA providing additional analysis on the 
economic impact of this rule on small entities and consider recommended small business 
alternatives.   

 

 

 

                                                 
9 Comment letter from the Office of Advocacy to the U.S. Department of Labor (August 21, 2015), available at:  
https://www.sba.gov/advocacy/82115-defining-and-delimiting-exemptions-executive-administrative-professional-
outside. 
10 5 U.S.C. § 603. 
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A. DOL’s IRFA Does Not Adequately Analyze the Numbers of Small Businesses 
Affected by Rule  
 

(1) Key assumptions unnecessarily obscure the numbers of affected small businesses in 
industry subsectors and revenue size categories.  

DOL’s IRFA applies multiple assumptions to the Census’ Survey of U.S. Businesses (SUSB) 
data to determine the number of affected businesses and workers and by extension the 
regulatory impact of the proposal.  Advocacy is concerned that DOL made assumptions to 
create hypothetical data points that were otherwise easily available in the SUSB data.  For 
example, DOL chooses to analyze all industries by general 2- or 3- digit North American 
Industry Classification System (NAICS) industry codes when more specific data are readily 
available. This can be important because substantially different types of companies can be 
classified under the same general NAICS code (e.g., plumbing companies and civil 
engineering companies are both under the same 2-digit NAICS code).  

Consequently, DOL may be obscuring the impact of this rule on an industry-subsector basis 
by only looking at small businesses in the aggregate in terms of very general industry 
definitions. This broad view of small business makes it difficult to determine which 
subsectors may face a more significant regulatory burden. Furthermore, in its economic 
analysis DOL asserts data points around the number of establishments belonging to an 
industry as well as the number of employees on a per-establishment-basis when it could find 
direct estimates of that information by firm-size and industry-subsector in the SUSB data. 
Advocacy recommends that DOL utilize these data points over general assertions to improve 
the transparency and accuracy of its economic analysis. 

 
(2) DOL’s IRFA Should Analyze Small Business Data to Reflect Regional Differences in the 

Regulatory Impact of the Proposal 

DOL’s proposal states that the current salary threshold is outdated, and proposes to base it on a 
national salary threshold of the 40th percentile of earnings for full-time salaried workers 
(estimated to be $50,440 or $970/week). According to DOL, this threshold should be 
representative of the wage for generally exempt employees. Small businesses at Advocacy’s 
roundtables expressed concern that this salary threshold was too high to be representative of 
employees because DOL did not fully appreciate regional differences in wages. More 
specifically, DOL seemed to not fully consider the difference in purchasing power of its 
proposed threshold in higher- and lower-wage states and regions. In contrast, DOL’s 2004 final 
rule adjusted this salary slightly lower than indicated by the national data because of the impact 
on lower wage industries such as the retail industry and in lower wages regions in the South.11 
For example, a study by the National Retail Federation and Oxford Economics utilized data from 
the Current Population Survey (CPS) to explore differences between states in the 40th percentile 
of salary full-time wages.12  The study found wide differences in what constitutes the 40th 

                                                 
11 Defining and limiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales and Computer 
Employees; Final Rule, 69 Fed. Reg. 22122, 22168 (April 23, 2004).   
12 Oxford Economics for the National Retail Federation, State Differences in Overtime Thresholds, Addendum to 
Rethinking Overtime Exemption Thresholds Will Affect the Retail and Restaurant Industries (August 31, 2015), 
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percentile in the three states that Advocacy held roundtables:  Kentucky ($882/week), Louisiana 
($784/week), and the District of Columbia ($1,070/week).  

DOL could have also analyzed this state data by other factors, such as the impact on industry 
sub-sectors.  The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) completed a state-by-state 
breakdown of the impact of this rule to first-line supervisors in the construction industry (as 
defined by multiple NAICS codes), and the analysis showed a large variation in the percentage 
of workers who would be overtime eligible making under $50,440 depending on the state and the 
subsector.13 It is clear from these examples that this proposal will have vastly different impacts in 
terms of the number of small entities affected and the extent of their regulatory burden. DOL 
should analyze these regional and industry subsector differences as well as consider them when 
constructing regulatory alternatives.   

B. DOL’s IRFA Does Not Consider Key Small Entities Affected by the Rule  

Advocacy is concerned that DOL did not analyze the numbers of small entities and the economic 
impact of this rule on small entities required under the RFA including non-profit organizations 
and small governmental jurisdictions serving a population of less than 50,000.14  Representatives 
from these key small entity groups who attended Advocacy’s roundtables sought compliance 
materials to help them understand whether they were covered by this regulation.  These entities 
expressed concern that their operations would have a difficult time complying with these 
regulations because they do not have the discretionary resources to pay for these extra costs.    

At Advocacy’s New Orleans roundtable, a small non-profit organization operating Head Start 
programs in southeast Louisiana stated that this proposal would result in $74,000 in first year 
costs.  Since 80 percent of its operating budget is from federal programs, which cannot be used 
to pay for management costs like labor, it may have to cut critical community services to reduce 
labor costs. Community services may also become prohibitively costly for small local 
jurisdictions with limited budgets.   

C. DOL’s IRFA Underestimates Small Business Compliance Costs Due to Changes to the 
Salary Threshold  

Small businesses have told Advocacy that the Department has greatly underestimated the 
human resource- and financial management costs that will result from this proposal.   DOL 
estimates that on average, an affected small “establishment” is expected to incur $100 to 
                                                                                                                                                             
available at: https://nrf.com/sites/default/files/Documents/retail%20library/OE%20Addendum%202%20-
%20State%20level%20overtime%20threshold%20analysis.pdf. 
13 National Association of Home Builders, State by State Breakdown of First Line Supervisors of Construction 
Trades Workers Impacted by Changing Overtime Threshold From $23,660 to $50,440 (August 2015), available at:  
http://www.nahb.org/~/media/Sites/NAHB/Research/Priorities/Overtime-Wages-State-by-State-
Analysis.ashx?la=en. 
145 U.S.C. § 601(4) and (5). The RFA defines a “small organization” as any not-for-profit enterprise that is 
independently owned and operated and not dominant in its field (for example, private hospitals and educational 
institutions).  The RFA defines a “small governmental jurisdiction” as governments of cities, counties, towns, 
townships, villages, school districts, or special districts, or special districts, with a population of less than fifty 
thousand.    
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$600 in direct management costs;  a one hour burden for regulatory familiarization (reading 
and implementing the rule), a one hour burden per each affected worker in adjustment costs 
and a five minute burden per week scheduling and monitoring each affected worker.15    

Advocacy is concerned that these asserted estimates of management costs may not reflect the 
actual experiences of small entities.  Small businesses have told Advocacy that it will take 
them many hours and several weeks to understand and implement this rule for their small 
businesses.   Many small businesses spend a disproportionately higher amount of time and 
money on compliance because they have limited to no human resources personnel, legal 
counsel or financial advisory or management personnel on staff.  Many small businesses may 
adjust to these increases in time by hiring outside advisors to help them comply with these 
types of regulations which can cost thousands of dollars. DOL should take this 
disproportionate regulatory burden into account when considering the cost of this proposal on 
small entities.  

DOL estimates that the average establishment will have $320 to $2,700 in additional payroll 
costs to employees in the first year of the proposed rule, which is an increase of $6.16 per 
week per affected worker.16  Small businesses are concerned that DOL’s estimate is neither 
transparent nor accurate.  Small businesses have told Advocacy that their payroll costs will 
be in the thousands of dollars.   

Small businesses have stated that one of their options is to convert salaried employees 
making under $50,440 to hourly employees.  However, small businesses have stated that 
under this scenario, employers would either decrease hourly rates by an equal amount or 
reduce hours to avoid overtime pay. Employers could spend many hours a week scheduling 
and keeping track of employee work to avoid these extra costs.  Employers in this scenario 
would also be understaffed, and may be required to hire and train new workers, creating extra 
costs.  Under another scenario, small businesses could increase their workers’ pay to over the 
$50,440 threshold to allow them to remain as salaried employees.  These employers could 
then try to raise prices or reduce costs; some small businesses have stated that they may cut 
back on management staff or reduce benefits and bonuses.  DOL should consider the costs 
and benefits associated with these changes in behavior when evaluating the impact of this 
rule on small entities.   
 
Small businesses at Advocacy’s roundtables stated that this rule will have a disproportionate 
impact on certain occupations with low profit margins and wages. For example, multiple 
small grocery stores who attended our Kentucky roundtable stated their profit margins were 
under one percent and they could not pass on these extra costs to their customers. An owner 
of a small restaurant in Louisville calculated that this overtime rule will cost his business 
$50,000, or 8 percent of the business’ payroll.   DOL should consider the differential impacts 
of this rule on lower wage industries and geographic areas.   

D. DOL Does Not Account for Non-Financial Costs to Small Entities 

Small employers have told Advocacy that their employees may lose flexibility in their work 
schedules if they are transferred to an hourly position, and that they may lose their employees 

                                                 
15 79 Fed. Reg. at 38605. 
16 79 Fed. Reg. at 38605. 
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like millennials who expect a flexible work schedule. Employers have also stated that 
salaried workers often work flexible schedules by utilizing cell phones and logging onto 
work at computers from home; these employers could be more likely to stop allowing 
workers to have this type of work arrangement.  Similarly, employers stated that they would 
try to limit travel for work and development reasons.  Many roundtable participants stated 
that salaried employees not tied to a clock have flexibility in their work schedules, and 
therefore they can take off a few hours for a child’s soccer game or medical appointment. 
After this rule is adopted, these now hourly workers would have to log in and out and would 
not be paid for hours “off the clock.”   

Small businesses at Advocacy’s roundtables were also concerned that this rule may lead to 
lower worker morale and by extension productivity, because many employees may believe 
that transferring from a salaried position to an hourly position is a demotion in their career 
advancement.  Small businesses have commented that they may not be able to hire as many 
entry-level management positions, and their senior managers would absorb many of these job 
responsibilities.   

Advocacy is also concerned that DOL does not consider the costs and disruption of this 
proposal on non-traditional businesses that operate with non-traditional work schedules.  For 
example, a small home builder stated that they complete 10 custom homes a year and must 
from time to time work long hours due to weather constraints; this rule would result in extra 
costs and delays in building a home.  Advocacy has heard from small businesses such as 
banks and medical facilities that may have to cut back on their hours of service.  A 
representative from the Outdoors Industry Association stated that this rule is particularly 
costly for seasonal businesses as they do not have consistent work hours for employees over 
the work year.  
 
Small businesses at Advocacy’s roundtable asked DOL representatives about the application 
of compensation time, part-time arrangements (for example for professors and college staff) 
and flexible work arrangements under this regulation.  Small businesses are also concerned 
that the proposed rule does not count worker bonuses or commissions as part of the salary 
computation. Advocacy heard from many companies such as automobile dealerships, staffing 
agencies and golf courses whose employees are paid in commission or bonuses; these entities 
have suggested that these incentives should be added to their base salary under this rule or 
they may otherwise be reduced or ended, limiting their ability.  

E. DOL Does Not Consider Less Burdensome Alternatives that Would Still 
Accomplish the Agency’s Objectives  

Under the RFA, the IRFA must contain a description of any significant regulatory 
alternatives to the proposed rule which accomplish the stated objectives of the applicable 
statutes and which minimize any significant economic impact of the proposed rule on small 
entities.17   DOL’s IRFA is deficient because it does not analyze any regulatory alternatives 
that would minimize the economic impact of this rule for small businesses.   
 
DOL states that it does not provide any differing compliance or reporting requirements for 

                                                 
17 5 U.S.C. § 603(c).  
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small businesses because “it appears to not be necessary given the small annualized cost of 
the rule, estimated to range from a minimum of $400 to a maximum of $3,300.”18  Based on 
feedback from small businesses as outlined in this letter, Advocacy believes that DOL’s 
numbers of small businesses affected and cost estimates are extremely low.   Advocacy 
recommends that DOL reassess the impact of this rule on small businesses in a Supplemental 
Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis.  With more accurate information about the numbers 
of small businesses affected and the economic impacts of this rule to small businesses, DOL 
can better analyze less burdensome significant regulatory alternatives that would also meet 
the agency’s objectives. 

DOL states that the “FLSA creates a level playing field for businesses by setting a floor 
below which employers may not pay their employees” and therefore setting differing 
compliance standards would “undermine this important purpose of the FLSA.”19 Advocacy 
believes that small businesses are disproportionately affected by this proposal, and suggests 
that DOL consider the significant alternatives put forward by small businesses to both better 
meet its regulatory goals and reduce the burden on small entities.  

1.  Small businesses recommend that DOL consider a salary threshold for the EAP 
exemption in the FLSA of the 40th percentile of earnings that is adjusted to reflect regional 
wages and wages in certain occupations such as the retail sector.   This is similar to the 
methodology that DOL utilized in its 2004 rulemaking when it updated these regulations. 
Some small businesses have also recommended different salary thresholds by state, 
depending on the 40th percentile in each state.   
 
2. Small businesses request a longer time to implement this final rule as they believe that it is 
unrealistic for management to comply with this regulation in four months, which is the 
implementation date that DOL provided employers after the agency last updated its salary 
threshold in 2004. Small businesses must understand this rule, evaluate and reclassify their 
workforce, and plan their budget and raise funding to pay for the compliance costs of this 
regulation.  Advocacy recommends that DOL provide small businesses at least a year or 18 
months to comply with this regulation. 

3. Small businesses have also recommended a gradual increase in the salary threshold, 
similar to the implementation schedules given when a minimum wage rule comes into place 
so it is not such a sudden cost increase.    

Recommendations 
 
1. DOL Should Publish a Supplemental IRFA to Reanalyze Small Business Impacts 
 
DOL’s IRFA does not properly analyze the economic impact of this rule on small businesses. 
The Supplemental IRFA should provide a more accurate estimate of the small entities 
impacted by this proposal, and should include an analysis of industry sub-sectors, regional 
differences and revenue sizes.  Additionally, this IRFA should analyze the number of small 
non-profit organizations and small governmental jurisdictions serving a population under 
50,000 that are affected by this rule, and the economic impact of this rule on these entities.  
                                                 
18 79 Fed. Reg. at 38607. 
19 79 Fed. Reg. at 38607. 
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DOL should be more transparent in its compliance cost data and utilize data provided in the 
comment process to accurately estimate the human resources and financial management costs 
of this regulation.  With this important information regarding the numbers of small 
businesses affected by this regulation and the economic impact on small entities, DOL can 
effectively analyze less burdensome significant regulatory alternatives that would minimize 
the impact on small businesses that would also meet the agency objectives.    
  
2.  DOL Is Required to Publish a Small Business Compliance Guide  

DOL is required to publish a Small Business Compliance Guide for this regulation.  For each 
rule requiring a final regulatory flexibility analysis, section 212 of SBREFA requires the 
agency to publish one or more small entity compliance guides.20  Agencies are required to 
publish the guides with publication of the final rule, post them to websites, distribute them to 
industry contacts, and report annually to Congress.21 Advocacy is available to help DOL in 
the writing and dissemination of this guide.   
 
3.  DOL Should Publish a Separate NPRM for Any Specific Duties Test Revisions 

DOL should issue a separate NPRM and IRFA if the agency seeks to adopt any changes to 
the duties tests, as the agency has not provided adequate notice to small businesses on the 
proposed revisions or any analysis of the economic impact of these changes in the IRFA to 
allow for meaningful public comment.   DOL preamble states that “it is not making specific 
proposals to modify the standard duties tests,” which require certain that workers perform 
primary duties to qualify for an overtime exemption. 22  The preamble lists five general 
questions about the duties tests, mentioning California’s duties test (50 percent primary duty 
requirement) and the concurrent duties regulations (which allow the performance of both 
exempt and nonexempt duties concurrently). In its preamble, DOL suggests that adopting this 
proposed rule would make future revision unnecessary.  When Advocacy held a Small 
Business Listening Session in 2014 after the Presidential Memorandum was released, small 
businesses cited potential changes to the duties test to be the most costly and problematic 
aspect of an update to the FLSA EAP exemption.   Small businesses are concerned that 
quantification of exempt managers’ duties will be extremely burdensome for operations 
because every task must be tracked and classified either an exempt or non-exempt action.  
Small operations will be disproportionately impacted by a change to the duties test because 
they have less staff and managers are constantly multi-tasking throughout the day.  

4. DOL Should Analyze the Impact of Annual Salary Updates on Small Businesses   

DOL is proposing to include in the regulations a mechanism to automatically update the 
salary and compensation thresholds on an annual basis using either a fixed percentile of 
wages or the CPI-U.  Advocacy recommends that DOL assess the economic impact of these 
automatic updates on small businesses.  According to a forecast by NRF and Oxford 
Economics, if the overtime threshold were set at $970/week in 2016 and indexed to CPI-U 
inflation, the 40th percentile of wages for full-time non-hourly wages would be $1,013/week 

                                                 
20 Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act, Pub. Law 104-121 § 212. 
21 The Small Business and Work Opportunity Act of 2007 added these additional requirements for agency 
compliance to SBREFA. 
22 79 Fed. Reg. at 38518. 
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in 2018 and $1,081/week in 2021.23   Small businesses at Advocacy’s roundtable were 
concerned about this unprecedented requirement, and stated that it would add compliance 
costs every year to comply with these updates. Many businesses were concerned about 
missing these updates in the Federal Register and being subject to enforcement actions.   

Conclusion 
 
While small businesses support a modest increase in the salary threshold under the “white 
collar” FLSA exemption, DOL’s proposal more than doubles this salary threshold. Based on 
small business feedback, Advocacy believes that these changes will add significant 
compliance costs and paperwork burdens on small entities, particularly businesses in low 
wage regions and in industries that operate with low profit margins.  Small businesses at our 
roundtables have told Advocacy that the high costs of this rule may also lead to unintended 
negative consequences for their employees that are counter to the goals of this rule.   
Advocacy is concerned that the Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) contained in 
the proposed rule does not properly analyze the numbers of small businesses affected by this 
regulation and underestimates their compliance costs.  Advocacy recommends that DOL 
publish a Supplemental IRFA providing additional analysis on the economic impact of this 
rule on small entities and consider recommended small business alternatives.  DOL must also 
publish a small entity compliance guide with the publication of the final rule, as required by 
the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA).   
 
Advocacy reiterates its thanks to DOL for participating in five Advocacy listening sessions 
and roundtables on this regulation. For additional information or assistance please contact me 
or Janis Reyes at (202) 619-0312 or Janis.Reyes@sba.gov.                              

 

Sincerely, 

 
         Claudia Rodgers 
         Acting Chief Counsel for Advocacy 

 
Janis C. Reyes  
Assistant Chief Counsel 

Copy to:          The Honorable Howard Shelanski, Administrator, Office of Information and  
Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget 

                                                 
23 Oxford Economics for the National Retail Federation, Updated Impacts of Raising the Overtime Exemption 
Threshold, Addendum to Rethinking Overtime Exemption Thresholds Will Affect the Retail and Restaurant 
Industries, Page 5 (July 17, 2015), available at: 
https://nrf.com/sites/default/files/Documents/retail%20library/Rethinking-Overtime-threshold-update_MEMO.pdf. 
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September 4, 2015

VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION: www.regulations.gov

Mary Ziegler, Director
Division of Regulations, Legislation and Interpretation
Wage and Hour Division
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Room S-3502
Washington, DC 20210

Re: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM): Defining and Delimiting
the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional,
Outside Sales, and Computer Employees, 80 Fed. Reg. 38515
(July 6, 2015), RIN: 1235-AA11

Dear Director Ziegler:

It would have been helpful for the regulated community to better
assist the Department in gathering substantive information on the
impact the proposed revisions would have on the nation’s
employers for the Department to have granted a longer comment
period to allow for the data to be gathered and analyzed.
Listening sessions on general ideas are no substitute for the
robust notice and comment requirements mandated by law,
particularly when the proposed regulation shows little indication
that the Department l istened to our main concerns.

Our Association is the leading business representative for the
restaurant and foodservice industry. The industry is comprised of
one mill ion restaurant and foodservice outlets employing 14 mill ion
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people—about ten percent of the U.S. workforce.1 Restaurants are
job creators and the nation’s second-largest private-sector employer.
Despite its size, small businesses dominate the industry; even larger
chains are often collections of smaller franchised businesses.

The Department states that its goal in revamping federal overtime
rules is to set a standard salary level for full-t ime salaried
employees that “adequately distinguishes between employees who
may meet the duties requirements of the [executive, administrative,
and professional (EAP)] exemption and those who likely do not,
without necessitating a return to the more detailed long duties
test.”2 We strongly agree that the Department should not return
to the more detailed long duties test, which was effectively
abandoned decades ago.

Imposing a long duties test, particularly one similar to what is
found in California, would lead to less clarity and more litigation,
which the Department states it would like to avoid.3 We also
agree that the 2004 salary threshold for exempt status is now too
low and should be raised. However, the Department’s proposed
salary level is not the appropriate level for our diverse industry,
especially given regional and local variations in salaries paid due
to sharp differences in the cost of living in the United States.

Below, we address in more detail several of the questions raised
in the NPRM, specifically:

1. Whether adjustments to the duties test are necessary;
2. Whether the Department should modify the standard

exemption for executive, administrative, and professional

1 2015 Restaurant Industry Forecast, Nat ional Restaurant Association (2015).
The 2015 employment projections are based on historical data from the Bureau
of Labor Statist ics (BLS) .
2 Def ining and Del imit ing the Exemptions for Executive , Administrative ,
Professional , Outside Sales, and Computer Employees; Proposed Rule , 80 Fed.
Reg. 38515, 38517 (July 6, 2015) (emphasis added) .
3 80 Fed. Reg. 38515. The Department even al leges that a “potential impact” of
the proposed rule “is a reduct ion in l i t igation costs.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 38518.
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employees to permit nondiscretionary bonuses and incentive
payments to count toward satisfaction of the salary level
test;

3. Whether the Department’s proposed salary level is adequate
and, if not, what would be an appropriate alternative salary
level amount; and,

4. Whether the standard salary level should automatically go up
and, if so, which method is better, CPI–U or the 40th

percentile of full-t ime non-hourly employees approach.

Adjustments to the duties test are not necessary and should be
avoided.

It is clear to us that any reduction in litigation that the
Department seeks to obtain with the proposed rule’s increase in
the salary threshold would be lost if the changes being considered
to the duties test became final. In particular, we are extremely
troubled by the notion that the Department is even looking at
California’s over-50% quantitative requirement for an exempt
employee’s primary duty.

In meetings with the Secretary of Labor and others, our members
have emphasized that this has resulted in considerably higher
levels of litigation in California, as plaintiff ’s lawyers and
employers fight over the percentage of time spent on various
tasks and whether those tasks are appropriately classified as
exempt or nonexempt.4 Furthermore, as I personally stated at one
of the several U.S. Small Business Administration Office of
Advocacy hearing sessions with representatives from the
Department of Labor, any changes to the duties test, particularly
the substantial changes being considered, should be done only

4 Representat ives from our board and our Association’s executive team met with
the Secretary and his team on May 1, 2014, less than two months after the
President’s announcement and a year before any specif ics were known on the
proposal .
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through a true notice and comment process in accordance with
the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).5

Moreover, if the Department enacted changes to the duties test
based only on answers to the general questions asked in the
NPRM, rather than on the basis of comments on any specific
proposal, the requirements of the APA, the Regulatory Flexibil ity
Act, and the various Executive Orders related to regulatory activity
would not have been followed. Seeking input this way is no
substitute for an actual regulatory proposal that the regulated
community can consider, evaluate, and comment upon. Likewise,
adding new major regulatory text to a final regulation with no
opportunity to see it beforehand directly contradicts the goal of
the APA.

This is particularly true because the changes being contemplated
by the Department are significant, and deserve a full regulatory
vetting. The changes suggested by the Department’s questions
would result in massive changes in employer processes, including
having to monitor and track if and how often exempt employees
perform non-managerial, or nonexempt, work for the business.
These changes would dramatically impact the cost of implementing
the proposal. These costly compliance requirements are not
addressed in the economic analysis of the current NPRM.

Moreover, the Department optimized the duties test in 2004 to
reflect the realities of the modern economy, a move that
recognized the unique roles and responsibil ities restaurant
managers have. In our industry, managers need to have a “hands-
on” approach to ensure that operations run smoothly.

Performing hands-on work at the manager’s own discretion to
ensure that operations are successfully run in no way
compromises the fact that the manager’s primary responsibil ity is
performing exempt work. In addition, restaurant managers are

5 Roundtable on DOL’s Overt ime Regulations: Small Business Administration
Off ice of Advocacy (July 22, 2015) .
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expected to develop their teams and the role of a “Coach” best
exemplifies this. Most workers, younger workers in particular, can
be motivated to reach their full potential faster when they learn
from someone with a Coach’s mentality. Jumping in to help out
the team with their “nonexempt” duties personifies leadership
qualit ies and is the best way to inspire, motivate and teach
workers how to deliver the best service to the customer.

It also shows that the whole restaurant is a team and everyone
should come to work prepared to do whatever it takes to make
sure each customer has a great experience and wil l want to return
in the future. The hospitality industry in this country would not
be as successful as it is if managers were not free to lead, train,
and inspire by example. Who would want to dine at a restaurant
where every employee took a “Not My Job” attitude?

As you can see, any attempt to artificially cap the amount of time
exempt managers can spend on nonexempt work would place
significant administrative burdens on restaurant owners, increase
labor costs, cause customer service to suffer and result in an
increase in wage-and-hour lit igation.

We are also extremely concerned that the Department expresses
throughout the NPRM its belief that any amount below its
proposed salary level would necessitate a more rigorous and
restrictive long duties test. The realit ies associated with a more
rigorous and restrictive long duties test exist regardless of the
salary level chosen by the Department. Even if the salary level
did not increase at all, a more rigorous and restrictive long duties
test would sti l l place signif icant administrative burdens on
restaurant owners, increase labor costs, cause customer service to
suffer and result in an increase in wage-and-hour lit igation.

Furthermore, regardless of the particular work being done at any
given time, managers neither lose nor put on hold their managerial
duties. They have responsibil ity for the operation at all t imes.
The pre-2004 regulations included a “sole-charge” test that
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allowed employers to classify one manager as exempt during each
shift, acknowledging that someone in the restaurant must be in
charge at all times. Even if a manager performs a manual task at
any given point in time, she retains responsibil ity for the staff,
physical plant, and other assets of the restaurant.

Thus, the Department should leave the concurrent duties rule in
place and untouched. The concurrent duties test rule recognizes
that front-l ine managers in restaurants play a multi-faceted role in
which they often perform nonexempt tasks at the same time as
they carry out their exempt, managerial function. It recognizes
that exempt and nonexempt work are not mutually exclusive.

The Department’s own Field Operations Handbook highlights that
“performing work such as serving customers or cooking food
during peak customer periods” does not preclude exempt status.
(See § 22b04.) Exempt supervisors make these decisions while
remaining responsible for the success or failure of business
operations under their management and can both supervise
subordinate employees and serve customers at the same time.
(Id.)

Because of how drastic and costly changes in the duties test
could become, we urge the Department to provide the public an
opportunity to review and comment on a specific proposal and,
simultaneously, conduct the necessary cost estimates before any
changes are finalized.

Bonuses and other nondiscretionary incentives should count
toward the salary level test.

In the restaurant industry, bonuses are critical components of our
employees’ total compensation packages and should be counted
toward meeting the salary level threshold under the executive,
administrative, and professional exemption. In a nationwide survey
of the restaurant industry published last year, 71 percent of
salaried restaurant managers said that they received a bonus within
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the past 12 months.6 Among salaried shift and crew supervisors,
half reported receiving a bonus, while 47 percent of salaried chefs
and cooks reported earning a bonus in the past 12 months.7

Thus, we support the Department’s suggestion of considering
nondiscretionary bonuses and incentive payments, such as
“nondiscretionary incentive bonuses tied to productivity and
profitabil ity,” toward meeting the salary level.8 However, we
disagree with the Department’s suggested limitation that would
allow such bonuses to satisfy no more than 10% of the weekly
salary level.9

It should make no difference to an exemption analysis whether
someone earns $40,000 per year in base salary with $10,000 in
bonus versus $45,000 per year in base salary with $5,000 in bonus.
As far as the employee is concerned, at the end of the year, the
total compensation is the same. In addition, employers value the
abil ity to look at compensation in terms of total compensation,
rather than the individual components. The regulation should
support flexibil ity.

We are glad that the Department envisions allowing bonus payments
paid monthly.10 Some of our members already pay bonuses based
on monthly results. In fact, I know of at least one company that
has done it this way since its inception and currently pays over
2,000 field manager’s monthly bonuses.

However, the Department should also seriously consider the
inclusion of bonuses paid quarterly, semi-annually, or annually, to

6 Who Works in the Restaurant Industry: A Nationwide Survey of the Restaurant
Workforce, National Restaurant Associat ion Educational Foundation (2014), 19.
Figures are based on salaried employees who have worked for their current
employer for at least one year.
7 Id .
8 80 Fed. Reg. 38535.
9 Id .
10 Id . at 38536.
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reflect how these incentive payments are made by other employers
in the restaurant industry.

Most bonus payments are typically made less often than monthly
because they are tied to larger business results (such as
profitabil ity) that fluctuate signif icantly in our industry on a month-
to-month basis. The Department’s suggested preference for
allowing bonuses to count toward salary levels only if payment
intervals are monthly or more frequently undoes for most of our
members much of what its original suggestion seems to put into
place.

The Department also does not favor allowing “catch-up” payments
at the end of the year in the event that the metrics for a bonus
payment were not met for a given employee.11 However, we
encourage the Department to reconsider this position, and allow
employers to make a yearly catch-up payment as the department
allows under the Highly Compensated Employees exemption.

In the alternative to annual catch-up payments, we urge the
Department to permit employers to make catch-up payments based
on when they pay the bonuses, i .e. , monthly, semi-annually, or
quarterly. The monthly, semi-annual or quarterly bonus structure
should address the Department’s concern of ensuring that exempt
workers receive a minimum level of compensation on a consistent
basis. Likewise, not allowing for catch-up payments at all could
make an exempt employee retroactively nonexempt during slow
business periods, diluting the “ownership mindset” that bonuses
encourage.

In our opinion, allowing for catch-up payments makes more logical
sense. It guarantees that the employee would always meet the
salary level, regardless of the potential for high and low business
cycles. Catch-up payments also increase the potential for bonuses

11 80 Fed. Reg. at 38536.
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that would take the employee’s total compensation above the
minimum salary threshold when the business is doing well .

The Department’s proposed minimum salary level for the EAP
exemption is inadequate for our industry and makes the exemption

inoperative in many parts of the country.

We want to start our comments on the salary level by re-
emphasizing that we disagree with the Department’s suggestion
that the only way to compensate for a lower salary level than the
one proposed is by re-imposing the outdated long duties test or
something similar. The reasons for our deep opposit ion towards a
long duties test and all of its negative consequences are outl ined
above.

The Department believes its proposed salary level does not
exclude from exemption an unacceptably high number of
employees who meet the duties test.12 However, when applied to
our industry, the contrary is true. To be clear, we do support
raising the salary threshold. None of the many National
Restaurant Association members that provided feedback to us
employ exempt salaried staff at the current $455 per week level.

Conversely, even before adjusting for regional economic and
market differences, most managers and crew supervisors in our
industry do not meet the proposed salary level of $970 per week.
Some of these employees would qualify as exempt under the new
proposed salary level only if the Department allowed bonuses to
be used to calculate the employee’s salary level.

The purpose of setting a salary level, historically, has been to
“provid[e] a ready method of screening out the obviously
nonexempt employees.”13 In other words, the salary level should

12 80 Fed. Reg. at 38556.
13 Def ining and Del imit ing the Exemptions for Executive , Administrative ,
Professional , Outside Sales and Computer Employees, 69 Fed. Reg. 22122,
22165 (Apri l 23, 2004) .
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be set at a level at which the employees below it would clearly
not meet any duties test. With its proposed changes, however,
the Department is upending this historic rationale and setting the
salary level at a point at which all employees above the line
would be exempt. This would greatly l imit employers in the
restaurant industry from availing themselves of the EAP exemption.

For example, the median annual base salary paid to crew and shift
supervisors in our industry is $38,000.14 Even those in the upper
quartile at $47,000 would not qualify as exempt under the
Department’s proposed $50,440 salary level for 2016.15 Likewise,
the median base salary for restaurant managers is $47,000, while
the lower quartile stands at $39,000.16

These are employees who would meet the duties test but who
would become non-exempt under the proposed salary level. I t is
then clear that, at least in reference to the restaurant industry—
the nation’s second-largest private-sector employer—the proposed
salary level does exclude from exemption an unacceptably high
number of employees who meet the duties test. The impact would
be magnified in many regions of the country.

A) Better Alternatives Considered by the Department

The Department considered several alternatives that we believe are
better options. We would support “Alternative 1,” which calculates
the new salary level by adjusting the 2004 salary level of $455 for
inflation from 2004 to 2013, as measured by the CPI–U, and
results in a salary level of $561 per week.17 Likewise, we would
also support “Alternative 2,” which uses the 2004 method to set
the salary level at $577 per week.18

14 Who Works in the Restaurant Industry: A Nationwide Survey, p. 19.
15 Id .
16 Id .
17 80 Fed. Reg. at 385561.
18 Id .
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Understanding that the Department now finds the salary level it
set in 2004 as too low, we could also support “Alternative 3,”
which would set the salary level at $657 per week.19

Alternative 3 truly minimizes the number of employees who would
pass a duties test but be denied the EAP exemption under the
proposed salary level. It does so by taking into account
employees in lower-wage regions and industries, in order to
prevent “disqualifying any substantial number of such employees”
from the EAP exemption.20 The current proposal claims to do this,
but fails to achieve this goal. Once again, when discussing this
alternative, the Department feels unwill ing to accept it without
bringing back the long duties test.21 This would go against the
President’s memorandum instructing the Department to look for
ways to modernize and simplify the regulations.22

It is also important to look at the impact these regulations would
have on the majority of the employees who will now become
“overtime protected.” The Department estimates that 75 percent
of newly overtime-protected employees would see no change in
compensation and no change in hours worked.23

However, in the restaurant industry, salaried employees enjoy a
number of benefits not available to hourly employees. Thus, in
addition to getting paid a salary regardless of the fact that they
are not working over 40 hours a week, these newly overtime-
protected employees could lose flexibil ity as well as benefits,
including substantive bonuses, paid vacation, flex time, paid
holidays, 401K with employer match, and health insurance.

Finally, throughout the NPRM, the Department creates the
impression that salaried employees feel they are being taken

19 80 Fed. Reg. at 385561.
20 Id . at 385558.
21 Id .
22 Id . at 385517, 385521.
23 Id . at 385573, 385574.
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advantage of by virtue of their exempt status. In reality,
employees often view reclassif ications to non-exempt status as
demotions, particularly where other employees within the same
restaurant continue to be exempt. Most employees view their
exempt status as a symbol of their success within the company.
Far from being enthusiastic, National Restaurant Association
members have described reclassified employees as feeling l ike they
were being discipl ined and distraught over being reclassified.

Don Fox, CEO of Firehouse of America, LLC, in his own comments
to this NPRM, attested that he has promoted dozens of managers
to salaried positions in his professional li fetime and “without
exception,” not one believed it to be anything other than a
significant milestone in their professional li fe.

For the reasons stated above, the Department should reconsider
its salary level proposal and set it in the final rule at no more
than $657 per week to avoid disqualifying a substantial number of
employees in our industry from continuing to enjoy the benefits of
being salaried exempt employees.

B) Additional Alternatives Not Considered by the Department

There are two additional alternatives that could also work better
than the current proposal that deserve further exploration:

1) Salary levels determined using sector/industry specif ic
data; and,

2) Salary levels determined on a regional basis.

As explained above, the proposed methodology of setting the
threshold at the 40th percentile of all exempt employees regardless
of industry ends up creating extreme industry disparities on who
would qualify. While a supervisor in high tech would qualify, a
supervisor with similar duties at a non-profit or a restaurant would
not because they would not pass the high salary level threshold
being proposed.
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From our perspective, it is very unfair to include high tech, finance,
medical device and other businesses with high sales and high
profits per employee in the same metric with retail and restaurant
companies where the sales and profits per employee are
comparatively very low. It would be more reasonable to have
several threshold salary levels using sector/industry specific
calculations.

Similarly, the proposed salary level could be determined on a
regional basis to take into account cost-of-living differences. The
federal government considers geographic variations when setting the
compensation level for its own employees. For example, the federal
government sets some of its highest compensation levels for its
employees in California and New York.

Analogously, setting a salary level for the EAP exemption that
exceeds the minimum level determined by those two states’ own
legislatures to be appropriate highlights the significant impact the
proposed salary level would have in Oklahoma and Mississippi.

Substantial pay differences exist even for employees in the same
restaurant company, based on their geographical region or even a
metro area within a state. These pay differences are unlikely to be
related to differences in job duties. For example, the median pay
of “First-l ine supervisors/managers of food preparation and serving
workers” is 51 percent higher in New York City than in Little Rock,
Arkansas.24

For multi-state restaurant employers, a high proposed salary level
would result in employees in the same job classification being
treated differently based on where they live. Without lowering the
proposed salary level or, in the alternative, allowing regional salary-
level determinations, even when posit ions meet the duties test,
employers in our industry would likely have to reclassify positions

24 Based on BLS data.
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where the nature of the industry or the regional economy cannot
justify a salary increase.

For example, as noted in a recent article on the issue, “the DOL
placed the occupation ‘First Line Supervisors/Managers of Office
and Administrative Support Workers’ in the category corresponding
to 90 to 100 percent of employees with sufficient managerial and
professional duties to pass the duties test, yet 51 percent of
employees in this occupation will l ikely fail the new salary test.”25

In some parts of the country, restaurant employers are l ikely to
find that almost 100 percent of their employees who have sufficient
managerial and professional duties to pass the duties test—even
including restaurant managers—would fall below the Department’s
proposed salary level and would need to be reclassified as a
result.

In these situations the proposed salary level would not operate as
a gatekeeper. It would instead serve as an absolute elimination of
the exemption in our industry in large portions of the country.
Clearly, Congress cannot possibly have intended to create an
exemption to benefit only employees and employers in certain
regions of the country.

Yet this is precisely what the Department would be doing by
proposing a salary level at such a high level, based on a national
survey that does not account for sector/industry differences or
regional differences in any meaningful way.

The restaurant industry as well as the entire South and Midwest
regions will be placed at a competitive disadvantage. Employers in
urban areas or with high profits wil l be able to maintain exempt
employees at a rate that far exceeds rural areas and the
restaurant industry.

25 Flawed Logic in DOL’s Proposed White Col lar Salary Test, S . Bronars, D .
Foster, and N. Woods, Employment Law 360 (Aug. 25, 2015).
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The Department does not have the authority to mandate an
automatic salary level increase.

According to the NPRM, the Department seeks “to ‘modernize’ the
EAP exemptions by establishing a mechanism for automatically
updating the standard salary test.”26 The Department believes that
this would “promote government efficiency by removing the need to
continually revisit the issue through resource-intensive notice and
comment rulemaking.”27

However, it is unclear how the Department can avoid its obligations
to engage in notice-and-comment rulemaking simply because notice-
and-comment rulemaking takes resources. Many would say that it
is precisely that reason why notice-and-comment rulemaking is
appropriate here: to ensure that a federal agency cannot exceed
the limits of its authority or otherwise “exercise its authority ‘in a
manner that is inconsistent with the administrative structure that
Congress enacted into law’” no matter how difficult an issue it
seeks to address.28

When Congress authorized the Department to issue regulations
under the Federal Labor Standards Act (FLSA), Congress did not,
either in 1938 or at any time since, grant the Department the
authority to index its salary test. Congress could have expressly
provided such authority if it desired the Department to have it;
Congress expressly permitted indexing in other statutes, including
the Social Security Act and the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act.

Congress, despite full knowledge of the fact that the Department
has increased the salary level required for exemption on an
irregular schedule, has never amended the FLSA to permit the
Department to index the salary level. Moreover, when Congress has

26 80 Fed. Reg. at 38537.
27 Id .
28 See FDA v . Brown & Wil l iamson Tobacco Corp. , 529 U. S . 120, 125 (2000)
( internal ci tat ions omitted) .
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amended the FLSA to increase the minimum wage, it similarly has
not indexed that amount. Congress has demonstrated a clear
intent that the salary level be revisited as conditions warrant,
allowing the Department, and the regulated community, the
opportunity to provide input into the appropriate level.

The Department recognized its lack of authority to index the salary
test in the 2004 rulemaking. And, it acknowledges as much in the
current NPRM, noting that it determined “nothing in the legislative
or regulatory history…would support indexing or automatic
increases.”29 The Department was correct in 2004, and nothing has
occurred in the interim to justify the opposite conclusion.

Putting aside our legal objections to the Department’s attempt to
permanently index the salary level, between two bad options—
neither of which would properly account for changes in economic
conditions—we would prefer indexing tied to the CPI-U over indexing
based on the 40th percentile of full-time non-hourly employees.
However, for CPI-U indexing to be considered reasonable, the salary
level itself needs to be reasonable.

As we explained above, our research shows that, with a salary level
set at $970 per week, a yearly increase tied to CPI-U would make
the EAP exemption perpetually unusable for large portions of our
industry. Thus, we take this opportunity to recommend, once
again, that the Department establish a minimum salary rate at a
more reasonable level, such as “Alternative 3” at $657 per week,
before indexing based on CPI-U.

The Department’s other proposed alternative of indexing the salary
level to the 40th percentile of non-hourly employees is a non-
starter. Preliminary research points to it resulting in a death spiral
that would render the EAP exemption obsolete in just a few years.
The relevant data used to determine the 40th percentile of full-time
salaried workers is found in the Current Population Survey from the

29 80 Fed. Reg. at 38537.
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Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The data consists of the total
weekly earnings for all full-time non-hourly paid employees.30
According to BLS, “total weekly earnings” includes overtime pay,
commissions, and tips.31

As the new salary level becomes effective, the number of workers
who report to the BLS that they are paid on a non-hourly basis will
decrease as workers who fail the salary test in year one (and
subsequent years) are reclassified as non-exempt. This will result
in a dramatic upward skewing of compensation levels for non-hourly
employees. If the 40th percentile test is adopted, in the years
following the proposal, the salary level required for exempt status
would be so high as to effectively eradicate the availabil ity of the
exemptions in our industry.

For example, the Department predicts that the initial salary level
increase will impact 4.6 mill ion currently exempt workers.
Employers must then choose to:

1) Reclassify such workers as nonexempt and convert them to an
hourly rate of pay;

2) Reclassify such workers as nonexempt and continue to pay
them a salary plus overtime compensation for any overtime
hours worked; or,

3) Increase the salaries of such workers to the new salary
threshold to maintain their exempt status.

The Department estimates that only 67,000 of currently EAP exempt
workers will see an increase in their salaries to bring them up to
the new salary threshold in order to maintain their exempt status.32
The overwhelming majority of affected employees would be
reclassif ied as non-exempt.33 In our industry, particularly under the

30 80 Fed. Reg. at 38527, n. 20.
31 See http://www.bls.gov/cps/research_series_earnings_nonhourly_workers .htm.
32 80 Fed. Reg. at 38573, 38574.
33 Id .
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proposed $970 per week salary level, most of these employees will
be converted to an hourly method of payment.

As Mr. Fox pointed out in his comments, a “[Restaurant Manager]
will not be the beneficiary of an overnight raise from $38,584 to
$50,440 per week (in fact, a raise of that magnitude is the least
likely scenario).” In turn, for purposes of the 40th percentile test,
these workers would no longer be included in the BLS’s calculation
because they would become “hourly” employees. This sentiment
was echoed by others in the industry. Joseph Kadow, Executive
Vice President and Chief Legal Officer of Bloomin’ Brands, in his
comments, also highlighted that keeping the salary threshold at the
proposed level would lead businesses like his to “move currently
exempt employees to hourly payment.”

One economic analysis that we were able to review states that if
just one quarter of the full-t ime, non-hourly workers earning less
than the proposed 40th percentile were reclassified as hourly
workers each year, in five years the new 40th percenti le salary level
would be $1,393 per week ($72,436 per year).34 The more likely
scenario is that an even greater percentage of employees would be
reclassif ied from salaried to hourly. I f just half of full-time, non-
hourly employees are converted to hourly posit ions, the 40th

percentile salary level would increase to $1,843 per week ($95,836
per year) by 2020.35

It is clear under analysis that the choice between indexing to CPI-U
or the 40th percentile is really a non-choice because the alternative
to CPI-U is not workable. This is yet another reason why the
Department should adjust the salary level only in accordance with
the Administrative Procedure Act’s required notice-and-comment
rulemaking process, following the Regulatory Flexibil ity Act, and
undertaking a detailed economic and cost analysis.

34 See http://www.edgewortheconomics .com/experience-and-news/edgewords-
blogs/edgewords-business-analyt ics-and-regulation/artic le:08-27-2015-12-00am-
indexing-the-white-col lar-salary-test-a-look-at-the-dol-s-proposal/
35 Id .
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In the current rulemaking, however, the Department proposes to
announce a new salary level each year in the Federal Register
without notice-and-comment, without a Regulatory Flexibil ity Act
analysis, and without any of the other regulatory requirements
established by various Executive Orders. If the Department decides
to ignore these requirements, we urge you not to include automatic
increases to the salary level based on indexing tied to the 40th

percentile of all full-time non-hourly-paid employees and, instead,
tie the increases to CPI-U—after lowering the salary threshold to
$657 per week.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Department should have granted at least as
much time as it did in 2004 for the regulated community to
comment on the NPRM, particularly given the proposal’s complexity
and unusual new theories and mandates.

Above all, the restaurant industry would find a return to the long
duties test to be the wrong approach. The Department says it is
attempting to “modernize” and “simplify” the applicability of the
EAP exemption. A return to a long duties test would absolutely
nulli fy any efforts to modify and simplify the rules. However, if the
Department is incl ined to mandate a new duties test, it should
comply with all regulatory requirements and allow for notice and
comment on any specific new duties test proposal.

Bonuses are also an integral part of the restaurant industry’s total
compensation package that promotes a manager’s sense of
“ownership” in the restaurant. The final rule should encourage, not
discourage, the use of nondiscretionary bonuses to meet the salary
level. Meanwhile, the proposed salary level is too high for our
industry and certain regions of the country, so we urge you to use
a salary level of $657 per week without going back to the
discarded long duties test.
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Finally, we do not think the Department has the legal authority to
automatically increase the salary level, but between the two choices
provided, we oppose the use of the 40th percentile of full-time non-
hourly employees in favor of the CPI-U.

On behalf of the National Restaurant Association and its members,
I thank you for this opportunity to submit our comments and look
forward to working with you on this important provision of the
FLSA.

Sincerely,

Angelo I. Amador, Esq.
Regulatory Counsel &
Senior Vice President of Labor & Workforce Policy
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VIA ELECTRONIC FILING:  www.regulations.gov  

Dr. David Weil 
Administrator 
Wage and Hour Division 
U.S. Department of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue N.W. 
Washington, DC 20210 

RE: RIN 1235-AA11, Proposed Rule, Defining and Delimiting the 
Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside 
Sales and Computer Employees  

Dear Dr. Weil: 

The International Franchise Association (“IFA”) and the undersigned franchisee 
organizations submit these comments in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(“NPRM”) the Department of Labor (the “Department” or “DOL”) published in the 
Federal Register on July 6, 2015, to revise the regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 541, defining 
and delimiting the exemptions for executive, administrative, professional, outside sales and 
computer employees in Section 13(a)(1) of the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA” or the 
“Act”), 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1). 

The IFA’s members include franchise companies in over 300 different business 
format categories, individual franchisees, and companies that support the industry in 
marketing, law, technology, and business development. The IFA’s mission is to protect, 
enhance, and promote franchising. The IFA works through its government relations and 
public policy, media relations, and educational programs to further the interests of over 
780,000 franchise establishments that support nearly 8.9 million direct jobs, $890 billion 
of economic output for the U.S. economy, and 3 percent of the Gross Domestic Product.  
The IFA’s members operate in all 50 states and in all facets of industry.  Most franchisees 
are small businesses, without human resources departments or in-house legal counsel.  
They rely upon information and support provided by the IFA and other resources. 
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The American Pizza Community is a coalition of the nation's largest pizza 
companies, regional chains, local pizzerias, small franchise operators, supplier partners and 
other entities that make up the American pizza industry. 

The Asian American Hotel Owners Association (AAHOA) is the voice of owners 
in the hospitality industry. Founded in 1989, AAHOA is now one of the fastest-growing 
organizations in the industry, with more than 14,000 members owning more than 20,000 
hotels that total $128 billion in property value. AAHOA members employ 578,600 full- 
and part-time workers with a $9.4 billion payroll. AAHOA is dedicated to promoting and 
protecting the interests of its members by inspiring excellence through programs and 
initiatives in advocacy, industry leadership, professional development, and community 
involvement. 

The Association of Kentucky Fried Chicken Franchisees, Inc. was formed in 1974 
and was erected to protect the franchisees and give franchisees a voice in the future 
development of the KFC concept. “The Association of Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Franchisees, Inc. is united to protect, promote and advance the mutual interests of all 
member franchisees and the Kentucky Fried Chicken system”. 

The Coalition of Franchisee Associations is the largest franchisee-only association 
in the country, exclusively comprised of franchisee associations and franchisee members 
and whose purpose is to leverage the collective strengths of franchisee associations for the 
benefit of the franchisee community. 

DD Independent Franchise Owners Inc. (DDIFO) is the largest independent 
organization dedicated to representing and protecting the business interests of Dunkin’ 
Donuts franchise owners throughout the United States.  Founded in 1989, DDIFO, Inc. 
currently represents thousands of the Dunkin’ Donuts shops across the country. 

Franchise Business Services (FBS) is an organization that serves its community of 
Buffalo Wild Wings® franchisees by focusing on providing education and training, 
advocacy and member services and programs. 

The Franchise Management Advisory Council (FRANMAC) supports and 
represents the Taco Bell franchise community.  FRANMAC is comprised of nearly 400 
franchise owners who independently own and operate over 5,000 Taco Bell restaurants 
nationwide and employ over 130,000 employees.   

International Pizza Hut Franchise Holders Association (IPHFHA) operates as a 
trade association. The Trade Association is comprised of the owners of Pizza Hut 
franchises. IPHFHA works to promote the interests of Pizza Hut franchise owners. 
IPHFHA is headquartered in the state of Kansas. 
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The Jimmy John’s Franchisee Association’s mission is to create unity among the 
franchisees and have a platform that will maximize our investment, create a credible voice 
and ensure the well-being of all members.  

KF Franchisee Association, Inc. is a cohesive network of single and multiple-unit 
Krystal Restaurant franchisees advocating one voice for the success and value of the overall 
Krystal Brand. KFFA’s foundation encourages the insightful exchange of information 
between our members and The Krystal Company. Efforts include issues relating to 
profitability, marketing, operations and supply chain, and keeping the best interests of 
members on the forefront of all we do to ensure continued success. 

The National Franchisee Association represents independent BURGER KING® 
restaurant entrepreneurs in the United States and Canada who operate more than 7,000 
franchised restaurants and employ almost 200,000 individuals across North America. 

North American Association of Subway® Franchisees is the official advocate of 
Subway franchisees in North America, one that is representative, autonomous, and 
accountable to the Subway franchisee community. NAASF endeavors to maximize 
franchisee profitability, and to strengthen the franchisees’ collective investment in the 
brand. 

The Old Fashioned Franchise Association is a rapidly-growing, independent 
association of Wendy's Franchisees. The association’s purpose is to give Wendy's 
Franchisees a voice in the Wendy's system while preserving the values Dave Thomas 
instilled in us and enhancing our members' investment and profitability. Old Fashioned 
Franchise Association is the steward of Dave's Legacy. 

Papa Murphy’s Franchise Association is the franchise association of Papa 
Murphy’s Take ’n Bake Pizzas.  

PIFA is an association, whose members are the franchisees of Popeyes Louisiana 
Kitchen.   The purposes of the Corporation are to improve, enhance, protect and promote 
the economic and business interests of franchisees of the Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen 
Franchise System (the Popeyes Franchise System). 

The members of the IFA and the undersigned organizations have grave concerns 
regarding the catastrophic impact the Department of Labor’s proposed changes to the 
regulations at 29 C.F.R. Part 541 (“white collar” regulations) increasing the minimum 
required salary level, if finalized, will have upon business.  The undersigned also object to 
any effort to make modifications to the current white collar duties tests as such changes are 
not only procedurally barred, but would dramatically disrupt the operations of our members 
and businesses across the country.  Our concerns with the NPRM are set forth below. 
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I. SALARY LEVELS 

A. The Proposed “White Collar” Minimum Salary Threshold Is Set at an 
Unprecedented Level   

In the NPRM, the DOL proposes to increase both the minimum salary level for the 
“white collar” exemptions and for highly compensated employees.  Additionally, the DOL 
proposes to adopt a mechanism for automatic annual increases to these salary levels.  Using 
data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the DOL proposes to set the minimum 
salary threshold for the “white collar” exemption at the 40th percentile for all non-hourly 
paid employees.1  Currently, according to the DOL, this methodology would result in a 
minimum salary level of $921 per week or $47,892 annually.2  When a Final Rule is 
published in 2016, the DOL expects that the minimum salary level based at the 40th 
percentile will increase to $970 per week or $50,440 annually3 – an astounding 113% 
increase from the current requirement of $455 per week or $23,660 per year set just a 
decade ago.4   

The proposed increase and the DOL’s methodology are unprecedented and 
unsupported.  Bucking 77 years of regulatory tradition, the DOL used information 
regarding employee salaries to benchmark the salary level at the extraordinary 40th 
percentile.  While the Department in prior rulemakings has utilized salary information in 
setting the minimum salary level, it has never come close to the 40th percentile.  For 
example, in 1958, the DOL used data on actual salary levels of employees which wage and 
hour investigators found to be exempt during investigations conducted over an eight-month 
period.5  Based on this data, the DOL set the minimum salary required for the white collar 
exemption at a level that would exclude the lowest 10th percentile of employees in the 
lowest wage region, the lowest wage industries, the smallest businesses, and the smallest 
size city.6  If the 1958 methodology were applied today, the resulting minimum salary level 
would be $657 per week or $34,167 annually. Similarly, in 2004, using BLS data, the DOL 
set the minimum salary level to exclude the lowest 20th percentile of employees in the 
lowest wage region (South) and industry (Retail).7  The DOL doubled the percentile used, 

1 80 Fed. Reg. 38516, 38517 (July 6, 2015) (hereinafter “2015 NPRM”). 
2 Id. 
3 Id. at n.1. 
4 2015 NPRM at 38517. 
5 Report and Recommendations on Proposed Revision of Regulations, Part 541, Under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act, by Harry S. Kantor, Presiding Officer, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, U.S. 
Department of Labor (Mar. 3, 1958) (hereinafter, the “Kantor Report'') at 6. 
6 Id. at 7-8. 
7 Final Rule, Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside 
Sales and Computer Employees, 69 Fed. Reg. 22122, 22167 & Table 2 (Apr. 23, 2004) (hereinafter “2004 
Final Rule). 
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from 10% to 20%, to account for changes to the duties test made in the 2004 Final Rule.  
According to the NPRM, if the 2004 methodology were applied today, the resulting 
minimum salary level would be $577 per week or $30,004 annually.8 

The current 40th percentile proposal results in a salary level that is 47% higher than 
applying the 1958 methodology and 68% higher than applying the 2004 methodology.  
Further, even applying the 40th percentile, the DOL has not explained its failure to use 
salary levels in the lowest wage regions, the lowest wage industries, the smallest businesses 
and the smallest cities – or to include earnings data of lawyers, doctors and sales employees 
who are not subject to the Part 541 salary requirements.  Historically, with only a few 
exceptions, the DOL has increased the salary levels at a rate of between 2.8% and 5.5% 
per year.9  The DOL’s proposed increase to $50,44010 represents an increase of 10.29% 
per year.  Over the last decade, salaries did not increase by over 10% annually.  The DOL 
has never before doubled the salary levels for the white collar exemptions in a single 
rulemaking, let alone more than doubled the salary levels as has been proposed here.   

Staggeringly, the NPRM’s proposal wholly discounts the significant impact 
increasing the salary level at the proposed rate will have upon the majority of the country, 
particularly in regions and in industries where the identified 40% threshold is entirely 
disproportionate to actual average salaries.  Indeed, the proposed salary level for the 
exemption is well above the current California and New York minimum salary thresholds 
for their state exemption tests ($37,44011 and $34,12412 respectively), two jurisdictions 
with some of the highest cost of living areas in the country and – correspondingly – the 
highest per household earnings.  Similar to the 2004 methodology, consideration needs to 
be paid to regional and industry averages.   

The proposed salary level will have a disproportionate impact on many industries 
– and in particular small businesses.  Millions of employees who work for smaller 
employers will clearly meet the white collar duties requirements but earn below $50,000 a 
year.  IFA respectfully requests that the Department significantly reduce its proposed 
standard salary level for exemption.  The DOL’s proposal further undermines the purpose 
of the salary threshold.  For over 65 years (since 1949) through to the current NPRM: 

The Department has long recognized that the salary paid to 
an employee is the “best single test” of exempt status (Stein 
Report at 19) and that setting a minimum salary threshold 
provides a “ready method of screening out the obviously 

8 2015 NPRM at 38558-38559. 
9 Id. at 38524-38527. 
10 Id. at 38517, n. 1. 
11 See Cal. Lab. Code § 515(a). 
12 12 NYCRR §142- 2.14. 
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nonexempt employees’’ while furnishing a ‘‘completely 
objective and precise measure which is not subject to 
differences of opinion or variations in judgment.’’ Weiss 
Report at 8–9.  The Department reaffirmed this position in 
the 2004 Final Rule, explaining that the ‘‘salary level test is 
intended to help distinguish bona fide executive, 
administrative, and professional employees from those who 
were not intended by Congress to come within these exempt 
categories[,]” and reiterating that any increase in the salary 
level must “have as its primary objective the drawing of a 
line separating exempt from nonexempt employees.”13  

Thus, to implement Congress’ intent, the DOL should not set the minimum salary 
threshold at a level that excludes a significant number of employees who obviously meet 
the duties tests for exemption.  The salary level must be appropriate across the “many 
thousands of different situations throughout the country.”14  As the Department stated in 
1949:  “To be sure, salaries vary, industry by industry, and in different parts of the country, 
and it undoubtedly occurs that an employee may have a high order of responsibility without 
a commensurate salary.”15  Thus, to avoid excluding millions of employees from the 
exemption who do perform exempt job duties, the Department has recognized that “the 
same salary cannot operate with equal effect as a test in high-wage and low-wage industries 
and regions, and in metropolitan and rural areas, in an economy as complex and diversified 
as that of the United States.  Despite the variation in effect, however, it is clear that the 
objectives of the salary tests will be accomplished if the levels selected are set at points 
near the lower end of the current range of salaries”16 of exempt employees “in the lowest-
wage region, or in the smallest size establishment group, or in the smallest-sized city group, 
or in the lowest-wage industry.”17   

Indexing based upon the 40th percentile is unworkable and will render the duties 
test superfluous – particularly over time if annual indexing is utilized.  The DOL should 
not set the level so high that it expands the number of employees eligible for overtime 
beyond what Congress envisioned when it created the exemptions.  Yet, this is exactly 
what the DOL proposes in this rulemaking.  This is particularly true for many of our 
members’ businesses who operate in regions where the 40th percentile is far below the 

13 2015 NPRM at 38524 (citing 69 Fed. Reg. 22165). 
14 Report and Recommendations on Proposed Revisions of Regulations, Part 541, at 9, Harry Weiss, 
Presiding Officer, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, U.S. Department of Labor (June 30, 
1949). 
15 Id. at 11. 
16 1958 Kantor Report at 5. 
17 Id. at 6-7. 
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estimated $50,440 salary and who have employees who clearly meet the duties tests.   

B. Salaries Should Not Be Indexed Annually 

Our members are particularly concerned with the Department’s proposal to 
annually adjust the salary level tied to either:  (a) the applicable 40th percentile (for white 
collar exempt employees) or 90th percentile (for highly compensated employees); or (2) at 
the same rate as the CPI-U.18   

The IFA strongly urges that annual increases should not be utilized.  As a threshold 
matter, adjusting the minimum salary level annually creates an unsustainable floor and 
results in instability within businesses that will be required to revisit base level salaries on 
a year-by-year basis to ensure compliance.  Employers operate on varying fiscal calendars.  
Preparing for annual increases presents challenges in terms of budgeting and 
implementation.  Potential annual reclassification puts an undue burden upon employers 
who must comply with state notice requirements, reprogram compensation systems and 
conduct additional training.  Additionally, employers must contend not only with the costs 
of increased wage rates, but also must incur the additional expense of routine classification 
analysis, decision-making, and implementation of changes in response to the new salary 
level when it is announced each year.   

At no time has Congress granted the Department the authority to index its salary 
test.  While the issue has been raised by stakeholders during several prior rulemakings, as 
far back as 1949 the DOL has rejected the imposition of automatic annual increases.  Most 
recently, in 2004, the Department summarily rejected the concept of automatic increases 
to the minimal salary level.19  At the time, the DOL contended that such an action is 
contrary to congressional intent and disproportionately impacted lower-wage geographic 
regions and industries:  

[S]ome commenters ask the Department to provide for future 
automatic increases of the salary levels tied to some 
inflationary measure, the minimum wage or prevailing 
wages. Other commenters suggest that the Department 
provide some mechanism for regular review or updates at a 
fixed interval, such as every five years. Commenters who 
made these suggestions are concerned that the Department 
will let another 29 years pass before the salary levels are 
again increased. The Department intends in the future to 
update the salary levels on a more regular basis, as it did 
prior to 1975, and believes that a 29-year delay is unlikely to 

18 2015 NPRM at 38524, 38537-38542. 
19 See Preamble to 2004 Final Rule, 69 Fed. Reg. at 22167 (Apr. 23, 2004) (hereinafter, “Preamble”). 
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reoccur. The salary levels should be adjusted when wage 
survey data and other policy concerns support such a change. 
Further, the Department finds nothing in the legislative or 
regulatory history that would support indexing or automatic 
increases.  Although an automatic indexing mechanism has 
been adopted under some other statutes, Congress has not 
adopted indexing for the Fair Labor Standards Act. In 1990, 
Congress modified the FLSA to exempt certain computer 
employees paid an hourly wage of at least 6½ times the 
minimum wage, but this standard lasted only until the next 
minimum wage increase six years later.  In 1996, Congress 
froze the minimum hourly wage for the computer exemption 
at $27.63 (6½ times the 1990 minimum wage of $4.25 an 
hour).  In addition, as noted above, the Department has 
repeatedly rejected requests to mechanically rely on 
inflationary measures when setting the salary levels in the 
past because of concerns regarding the impact on lower 
wage geographic regions and industries.  This reasoning 
applies equally when considering automatic increases to the 
salary levels.  The Department believes that adopting such 
approaches in this rulemaking is both contrary to   
congressional intent and inappropriate.20    

Mandating annual increases not only runs afoul of Congressional intent but also 
presents an issue of parity, not currently addressed by the DOL’s financial impact analysis.  
By continuously raising the salary floor, a cascading effect necessarily occurs.  Businesses 
must face the prospect of either continual reclassification of employees otherwise 
performing exempt duties or an increase to overall labor costs as, arguably, those salaries 
above the minimum must be equally raised or risk compensation inequity. If an employer 
chooses to raise the salary levels of those currently earning the minimum salary level, they 
will likewise need to raise the salary level of those employees working in positions that are 
already paid more than the minimum proposed salary level.  Failing to do so will result in 
a disparity between the wages of those in higher level positions, with more experience and 
responsibility. The Department, however, has failed to address salary compression issues 
or related costs in the NPRM.   

Moreover, should the increases be tied to the 40th percentile, the minimum salary 
level will quickly skyrocket, entirely destabilizing Congressional intent that the salary 
should not be set at a level that excludes many employees who obviously meet the white 
collar duties tests.  By increasing the minimum salary level from $23,660 to over $50,000, 

20 2004 Final Rule at 22171-72.   
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employers will either have to reclassify employees (thus they drop out of the BLS survey) 
or will increase their salaries to meet the minimum requirements.  This will have the overall 
result of causing a significant spike in the BLS survey results – far in excess of the average 
of 2.6% the DOL estimates the 40th percentile has increased year over year since 2003.  
Continuing to raise the base salary level will cause disproportionate increases in the salary 
levels if increases are tied to a percentile of earnings.  Carrying DOL’s proposal to its 
logical conclusion, $970 per week – if implemented – would represent the lowest percentile 
of earned salaries.  All of those making less than the projected minimum salary of $50,440 
drop out of the calculation.  Thus, the 40th percentile would be disproportionately raised, 
rendering a large percentage of the workforce ineligible for the white collar exemptions. 

Such action drastically impacts not only employers, but also creates unavoidable 
consequences for employees who are reclassified from exempt to non-exempt, as they will 
lose the flexibility they have previously enjoyed.  If employees are reclassified to hourly 
workers, they will only be compensated for those hours they work.  Exempt employees, 
however, must be paid a guaranteed salary every week in which they perform any work, 
regardless of the number of hours worked.  Yes, non-exempt employees receive overtime 
pay for working more than 40 hours in a workweek, but they also lose pay if they work 
less than 40 hours.  Exempt employees do not receive overtime for working more than 40 
hours in a workweek, but do not lose pay if they work less.  This means that instead of 
being able to structure their day around child care needs, children’s school meetings, 
doctor’s appointments, and other personal needs without losing pay, non-exempt 
employees have to think carefully before taking time off work.   

The Department – in promoting its proposal – has characterized the benefits to 
employees as either more money (in the form of overtime pay) or more time (in the form 
of reduced hours).  However, these “benefits” come at a cost.  One such cost is paid by the 
formerly exempt employee who must now decide whether to forego pay, or substitute paid 
time off, to attend his child’s school recital.  Another is the reclassified employee who is 
no longer permitted to telecommute because of concerns that the employer will be unable 
to reliably or accurately track the hours that employee worked.  

The complexities associated with indexing the current salary level clearly 
undermines President Obama’s stated goal to “modernize and streamline” the current 
regulations.21  Accordingly, the IFA urges the Department to reconsider its proposal to 
implement annual increases in the minimum salary level upon the regulated community. 

C. Inclusion of Additional Compensation Should Be Permitted 

In the NPRM, the Department has indicated that it is considering permitting the 
inclusion of non-discretionary bonuses and/or commissions – up to 10% of the total 

21 2015 NPRM at 38521. 
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required salary – to establish minimal salary levels.22  According to the Department, such 
sums must be paid at least once a month in order to be considered in meeting the salary 
threshold.23  While IFA supports the inclusion of additional compensation in calculating 
an employee’s salary, the Department’s proposal is unnecessarily limited and represents a 
lack of understanding of how businesses operate.   

Many bonuses or incentive payments earned by exempt employees are only paid 
quarterly or annually.  Excluding these payments from total compensation unduly burdens 
employers as they are often critical components of an employee’s total wages.  As the 
stakeholders conveyed prior to the issuance of the NPRM, “nondiscretionary bonuses and 
incentive payments are an important component of employee compensation in many 
industries” and “such compensation might be curtailed if the standard salary level was 
increased and employers had to shift compensation from bonuses to salary to satisfy the 
new standard salary level.”24  Doing so would have a “negative impact on the workplace 
and would undermine managers’ sense of ‘ownership’ in their organizations.”25   

Arbitrarily capping the amount of additional compensation that can be considered 
as meeting the salary threshold runs afoul of other provisions of the FLSA.  For example, 
recognizing the realities of compensation structures, the regulations reflect that 
“commissions, nondiscretionary bonuses and other nondiscretionary compensation” – in 
addition to a guaranteed salary – may be counted towards meeting the current $100,000 
threshold required to establish the highly compensated employee exemption.26   

In addition to permitting unrestricted incentive pay and commissions to comprise 
the required salary, the Department should also include a “make up” provision, similar to 
that provided by the regulations governing the highly compensated employee exemption.27  

22 2015 NPRM at 38535-38536. 
23 Id. 
24 Id. at 38535. 
25 Id. 
26 See 29 C.F.R. § 541.601(b)(1) (“‘Total annual compensation’ must include at least $455 per week paid on 
a salary or fee basis. Total annual compensation may also include commissions, nondiscretionary bonuses 
and other nondiscretionary compensation earned during a 52-week period”). 
27 29 C.F.R. § 541.601(b)(2) provides that: 

 If an employee's total annual compensation does not total at least the 
minimum amount established in paragraph (a) of this section by the last 
pay period of the 52-week period, the employer may, during the last pay 
period or within one month after the end of the 52-week period, make one 
final payment sufficient to achieve the required level. For example, an 
employee may earn $80,000 in base salary, and the employer may 
anticipate based upon past sales that the employee also will earn $20,000 
in commissions. However, due to poor sales in the final quarter of the 
year, the employee actually only earns $10,000 in commissions. In this 
situation, the employer may within one month after the end of the year 
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In other words, employers should be given an opportunity to provide employees who 
otherwise meet the white collar duties tests additional compensation – on an annual basis 
– to ensure that they are at the minimum salary level.   

D. Any Increases to the Salary Level Should Be Phased In and Adequate 
Notice Should Be Provided 

Given the far-reaching impact the proposed salary increases will have, as well as 
the necessary measures employers will have to undertake to ensure compliance, the IFA 
advocates a graduated implementation phase-in period of at least three years and an initial 
implementation period of at least one year to effectuate salary increases.  The one-year 
period is less than that provided by the final companionship exemption rule, which 
impacted just a small subset of the employers who will be affected by the proposed Part 
541 revisions.  Once the Final Rule is published, employers must commence the time-
consuming process of determining the impact upon their individual organizations, which 
for some will undoubtedly include the reclassification of a subset of their workforce.  
Businesses must conduct a cost/benefit analysis with regards to all exempt employees 
currently earning less than the proposed minimum salary.  The resulting increases in labor 
costs must be planned for and included in operating budgets, the timing and frequency of 
which varies from organization to organization.  Moreover, many of the IFA’s members 
are small businesses, lacking internal resources to support such analysis. Therefore, the 
IFA’s members urge the Department to realistically assess the time by which the business 
community will need to implement any changes effectuated by the Final Rule.   

To the extent salary increases are retained in the Final Rule, the IFA requests that 
they be stayed for a period of three years to allow for a phase-in of the initial increases.  
Requiring employers to reevaluate and reclassify employees on an annual basis is unduly 
burdensome to employers and disruptive to employees.  Moreover, the NPRM suggests 
that employers will have only a 60-day notice period before each annual adjustment to the 
minimum salary level.28  This time frame is wholly inadequate and fails to account for the 
necessary burdens placed upon businesses each and every time a change to the salary level 
is made.  Evaluating positions and establishing labor budgets cannot be turned around on 
a dime.  The vast majority of employers make every effort to comply with the Department’s 
requirements.  A mere 60-day notice period is just setting businesses up to fail.  At a 
minimum, it puts an immense drain on business resources which will necessarily have an 
unintended – but unavoidable – impact upon the labor market and the marketplace as a 

make a payment of at least $10,000 to the employee. Any such final 
payment made after the end of the 52-week period may count only toward 
the prior year's total annual compensation and not toward the total annual 
compensation in the year it was paid. 

28 2015 NPRM at 38610. 
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whole.  At least one year’s notice is reasonably required to effectuate any changes. 

II. THE DEPARTMENT SHOULD NOT MODIFY THE CURRENT DUTIES 
TEST 

Also weighing heavily on our members is the possibility of changes to the current 
white collar duties test.  While the Department has not proposed any changes to the 
current white collar duties test, it has indicated that it “seeks to determine whether, in 
light of our salary level proposal, changes to the duties tests are also warranted”29 and 
“invites comments on whether adjustments to the duties tests are necessary, particularly 
in light of the proposed change in the salary level test.”30  Without identifying any 
particular proposals, the Department broadly seeks comment on the following topics: 

• What, if any changes, should be made to the duties test? 

• Should employees be required to spend a minimum amount of time performing 
work that is their primary duty in order to qualify for exemption?  If so, what 
should that minimum amount be? 

• Should the DOL look to the State of California’s law (requiring that 50% of an 
employee’s time be spent exclusively on work that is the employee’s primary 
duty) as a model?  

• Is some other threshold that is less than 50% of an employee’s time worked a 
better indicator of the realities of the workplace today? 

• Does the single standard duties test for each exemption category appropriately 
distinguish between exempt and nonexempt employees?  

• Should the Department reconsider our decisions to eliminate the long/short duties 
test structure? 

• Is the concurrent duties regulation for executive employees (allowing the 
performance of both exempt and nonexempt duties concurrently) working 
appropriately or does it need to be modified to avoid sweeping nonexempt 
employees into the exemption? Alternatively, should there be a limitation on the 
amount of nonexempt work? To what extent are lower-level executive employees 
performing nonexempt work?31 

29 2015 NPRM at 38543. 
30 Id. 
31 Id. 
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A. Changes to the Duties Test Are Subject to Challenge 

While we accept that some increase to the salary level will ultimately result from 
this rulemaking, IFA objects to any changes to the duties tests because the Department has 
failed to provide the public with adequate notice of any changes that may be made. 

The expansive list of questions posed by the Department on the current duties test– 
which range from the very broad “[w]hat, if any, changes should be made to the duties 
test?,”32 to the very specific “[s]hould the Department look to the State of California’s law 
(requiring that 50% of an employee’s time be spent exclusively on work that is the 
employee’s primary duty) as a model?”33 – is insufficient to allow stakeholders a 
meaningful opportunity to comment on proposed regulatory changes.  Simply inviting 
comment on a range of unspecific, unfocused questions flies in the face of the Department’s 
obligations set forth in the Administrative Procedures Act.34  The public should not be left 
to guess at an agency’s intentions, particularly on a subject that has such widespread impact 
upon America’s workforce – such as any change to the “white collar” exemption duties 
requirements.35  Put differently, stakeholders cannot be asked to “divine” the agency’s 
“unspoken thoughts.”36  However, that is precisely what the Department now asks us to 
do. 

 The Department’s haphazard questions and lack of corresponding regulatory text 
have deprived the public of its rightful and meaningful role in this rulemaking.  Any 
changes to the well-entrenched duties test will result in the upheaval of the past decade of 
case law and agency opinions and would be done without providing any substantive notice 
to the regulated community.37  While the Department may attempt to bootstrap any changes 
to the duties test to cherry-picked comments, this does not shield the final rule from 
challenge.  As the D.C. Circuit has held, the “fact that some commenters actually submitted 
comments” addressing the final rule “is of little significance,” because “[c]ommenting 
parties cannot be expected to monitor all other comments submitted to an agency.”38  

32 2015 NPRM at 38543 
33 Id. 
34 Pub. L. No. 70-4-4. 
35 See CSX Transp., Inc. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 584 F.3d 1076, 1082 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (finding that 
commenters could not have anticipated which “particular aspects of [the agency’s] proposal [were] open 
for consideration.”). 
36 Arizona Public Serv. Co. v. EPA, 211 F.3d 1280 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (citation omitted). 
37 See, e.g., Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 652 F.3d 431, 450 (3d Cir. 2011) (holding that final rule was 
not a logical outgrowth of “open-ended” questions that failed to describe what the agency was “considering 
or why”). 
38 Fertilizer Inst. v. EPA, 935 F.2d 1303, 1312 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (an agency cannot “bootstrap notice from a 
comment”) (citations omitted). 
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Instead, the Department must “itself provide notice of a regulatory proposal,” but has failed 
to do so.39   

Should any changes to the duties test result from this notice of proposed 
rulemaking, the final rule would fail to comply with Executive Orders 12866 and 13563.   
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563 require agencies, in promulgating regulations, to assess 
all costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives.40  In particular, an agency must 
consider the costs of enforcement and compliance prior to implementing regulations.41  
Because the Department has declined to proffer any specific proposal, the enormity of the 
costs that the regulated community will inevitably face have not been explored.  
Stakeholders are left without the opportunity to address the potential costs and benefits the 
Department has identified in making any changes to the white collar duties test – as no 
such costs and benefits have been discussed.  Thus, the requirements as set forth in 
Executive Orders 12866 and 13563 have not been met.42   

 The undefined topics upon which the Department seeks comments through the 
current NPRM utterly deprive stakeholders of this meaningful opportunity to express their 
views.  It is, therefore, IFA’s view that should the Department seek to change the duties 
requirements contained in 29 C.F.R. Part 541, it would first be required to notice the 
specific proposals being considered – and costs and benefits associated with the same – 
and then afford the public the appropriate opportunity to comment.   

 The importance of allowing the public to comment on specific changes to 
regulatory text can be found in the regulatory history of Part 541 itself.  The Department 
balanced concerns raised by both the employee and employer communities in finalizing 
the current primary duties test contained in its 2004 Final Rule.  In response to the 
Department’s proposed regulation revising the test to determine an executive exempt 
employee, the AFL-CIO commented, among others, that the proposed phraseology “a 
primary duty” weakened the test by allowing for more than one primary duty and not 
requiring that the most important duty be management.  The Department agreed, replacing 
the word “a” with “whose,” reinforcing its intent that an employee can only have one 
primary duty.  Any attempt to undo the Department’s fully vetted test – particularly in the 
absence of proposed regulatory text upon which the public can comment – may result in 

39 See id. 
40 58 Fed. Reg. 51735 (Oct. 4, 1993); 76 Fed. Reg. 3821-23 (Jan. 21, 2011). 
41 58 Fed. Reg. 51735 (Oct. 4, 1993). 
42 Executive Order 13563 also requires that regulations be adopted through a process that sufficiently involves 
public participation. 76 Fed. Reg. 3821-22 (Jan. 21, 2011). Specifically, Executive Order 13563 requires that 
an agency afford the public a “meaningful opportunity to comment through the Internet on any proposed 
regulation, with a comment period that should generally be at least 60 days.”   76 Fed. Reg. 3821-22 (Jan. 
21, 2011) (emphasis supplied).  In addition, Executive Order 13563 requires an agency, before issuing a 
notice of proposed rulemaking, to seek the views of those who are likely to be affected by such rulemaking.  
Id. at 3822.   
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similarly unintended consequences.  It further undermines the professed goal of 
simplifying the current regulations.  Thus, as the AFL-CIO acknowledged in 2004, words 
matter and even minor changes to seemingly innocuous words can have a significant, even 
if inadvertent impact on the scope of the exemption.43 

By adopting any changes to the regulatory text of the Part 541 duties tests in a Final 
Rule, the Department will be ignoring President Obama’s directive provide the public with 
a “meaningful opportunity” to comment on proposed regulations.   

B. The Concurrent Duties Provision Should Remain Untouched 

Deeply troubling IFA is the notion that the Department may seek to eliminate or 
modify the current “concurrent duties” provision that lets an exempt employee perform 
both exempt and non-exempt tasks without jeopardizing the executive exemption.44  The 
inclusion of the concurrent duties rule in 2004 acknowledged the realities that front-line 
managers—particularly those working for small businesses—perform an essential 
managerial function even while performing many of the same job duties as their 
subordinates.  These realities have not changed since 2004 and the Department should not 
change the rule. 

Currently, the regulations provide:  

Concurrent performance of exempt and nonexempt work 
does not disqualify an employee from the executive 
exemption if the requirements of § 541.100 are otherwise 
met. Whether an employee meets the requirements of § 
541.100 when the employee performs concurrent duties is 
determined on a case-by-case basis and based on the factors 
set forth in § 541.700 [related to primary duty test]. 
Generally, exempt executives make the decision regarding 
when to perform nonexempt duties and remain responsible 
for the success or failure of business operations under their 
management while performing the nonexempt work.45 

Section 541.106 allows integral exempt employees such as store or restaurant 
managers to perform duties that are non-exempt in nature while simultaneously acting in a 
managerial capacity.  If this “concurrent duties” provision is eliminated, it could mean the 
wholesale loss of the executive exemption for both assistant managers and managers, 
particularly in smaller establishments.  During the stakeholder listening sessions held in 

43 Preamble at 22137 (citing Comments of AFL-CIO). 
44 2015 NPRM at 38543. 
45 29 C.F.R. § 541.106.   
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advance of this proposed rule, the Department heard from employer stakeholders who 
advocated for the need to maintain flexibility in the duties tests.46  These stakeholders 
stated “that the ability of a store or restaurant manager or assistant manager to ‘pitch in’ 
and help line employees when needed was a key part of their organizations’ management 
culture and necessary to enhancing the customer experience.”47  They further noted that 
“employees in these entry-level management positions are critically important to their 
organizations and that the experience they gain in these positions will lead to higher level 
management opportunities.”48  IFA joins these stakeholders in “universally urg[ing] the 
Department not to consider any changes to the current duties tests” because “while the 
duties tests are sometimes difficult to apply and may not be perfect, employers have an 
understanding of the meaning and application of the current duties tests and any changes 
might engender costly litigation as parties try to adapt to and interpret the new rules.”49   

This issue has already been reviewed and resolved during the 2004 rulemaking:  

The Department believes that the proposed and final 
regulations are consistent with current case law which makes 
clear that the performance of both exempt and nonexempt 
duties concurrently or simultaneously does not preclude an 
employee from qualifying for the executive exemption. 
Numerous courts have determined that an employee can 
have a primary duty of management while concurrently 
performing nonexempt duties.  See, e.g., Jones v. Virginia 
Oil Co., 2003 WL 21699882, at *4 (4th Cir. 2003) (assistant 
manager who spent 75 to 80 percent of her time performing 
basic line-worker tasks held exempt because she “could 
simultaneously perform many of her management tasks”); 
Murray v. Stuckey’s, Inc., 939 F.2d 614, 617–20 (8th Cir. 
1991) (store managers who spend 65 to 90 percent of their 
time on “routine non-management jobs such as pumping gas, 
mowing the grass, waiting on customers and stocking 
shelves” were exempt executives); Donovan v. Burger King 
Corp., 672 F.2d 221, 226 (1st Cir. 1982) (“an employee can 
manage while performing other work,” and “this other work 
does not negate the conclusion that his primary duty is 
management”); Horne v. Crown Central Petroleum, Inc., 
775 F. Supp. 189, 190 (D.S.C. 1991) (convenience store 

46 2015 NPRM at 38542. 
47 2015 NPRM at 38542. 
48 Id. 
49 Id. 
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manager held exempt even though she performed 
management duties “simultaneously with assisting the store 
clerks in waiting on customers”). Moreover, courts have 
noted that exempt executives generally remain responsible 
for the success or failure of business operations under their 
management while performing the nonexempt work.  See 
Jones v. Virginia Oil Co., 2003 WL 21699882, at *4 
(“Jones” managerial functions were critical to the success’ 
of the business); Donovan v. Burger King Corp., 675 F.2d 
516, 521 (2d Cir. 1982) (the employees’ managerial 
responsibilities were “most important or critical to the 
success of the restaurant”); Horne v. Crown Central 
Petroleum, Inc., 775 F. Supp. at 191 (nonexempt tasks were 
“not nearly as crucial to the store’s success as were the 
management functions”).50 

In 2004, the Department reviewed the case law cited above and stated that it 
believed these cases accurately reflected the appropriate test of exempt executive status 
and was a “practical approach that could be realistically applied in the modern workforce, 
particularly in restaurant and retail settings.”51  Accordingly, no changes to the concurrent 
duties provision are necessary or warranted.   

C. The Inclusion of Additional Duties Tests Is Unwarranted 

IFA opposes any revision to the duties test – particularly one which introduces a 
quantitative requirement – whether made in reversion to a long/short duties test or 
otherwise.  Such a change would upend the regulated community, adding substantial 
unjustified (and unexplored) costs and burdens on employers, and serve to increase 
litigation.  In its NPRM, the Department now looks to potentially nullify the established 
primary duties requirements contained in 29 C.F.R. Part 541 by inquiring whether 
employees should be required to spend a specified minimum amount of time exclusively 
performing their primary duty in order to qualify as exempt, citing California’s 50% 
primary duty requirement as an example.  The Department also suggests that it may return 
to the more detailed long duties test should, in its estimation, the minimum salary level not 
sufficiently succeed in demarcating between exempt executives and nonexempt 
employees. 

The Department’s reference to California’s 50% primary duty rule52 is particularly 
troubling because, like other jurisdictions that have adopted such quantitative tests, 

50 See Preamble at 22186. 
51 Id. at 22137. 
52 2015 NPRM at 38543. 
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California has realized the unintended negative effects of its so-called “bright-line” rule.  
Rather than decreasing litigation and uncertainty over classifications, California’s rule has 
had the opposite effect—substantial litigation as members of the California plaintiffs’ bar 
have come to realize (and capitalize on) the extreme difficulty employers face in proving 
the amount of time employees spend on exempt versus non-exempt tasks.  Indeed, such a 
rule places an enormous burden on employers to engage in extensive analysis and time 
testing, wading through the hour-by-hour—and in some cases minute-by-minute—tasks of 
their employees in order to defend their classification decisions.  Regardless of any effort 
to regulate around such ambiguities, the central issue will always remain what is—and 
what is not—exempt work.   

The Department has already acknowledged that these precise concerns render 
quantitative testing impracticable.  In 2004, responding to commenters who requested the 
addition of a quantitative test, the Department reasoned that such analysis unnecessarily 
adds complexity and burdens to exemption testing by, for example, requiring employers to 
“time-test managers for the duties they perform, hour-by-hour in a typical workweek.”53  
Requiring employers to “distinguish[] which specific activities were inherently a part of an 
employee’s exempt work proved to be a subjective and difficult evaluative task that 
prompted contentious disputes.”54  Establishing quantitative requirements needlessly 
muddles a process the Department asserts through its NPRM should be streamlined.  As 
the Department noted in 2004, “[i]t serves no productive interest if a complicated 
regulatory structure implementing a statutory directive means that few people can arrive at 
a correct conclusion, or that many people arrive at different conclusions, when trying to 
apply the standards to widely varying and diverse employment settings.”55  

The Preamble to the 2004 Final Rule identified further concerns with requiring a 
strict delineation of time spent on exempt and non-exempt duties: 

For example, employers are not generally required to 
maintain any records of daily or weekly hours worked by 
exempt employees (see 29 CFR 516.3), nor are they required 
to perform a moment-by-moment examination of an exempt 
employee’s specific duties to establish that that an 
exemption is available.  Yet reactivating the former strict 
percentage limitations on nonexempt work in the existing 
‘long’ duties tests could impose significant new monitoring 
requirements (and, indirectly, new recordkeeping burdens) 
and require employers to conduct a detailed analysis of the 

53 Preamble at 22126. 
54 Id. at 22137. 
55 Id. 
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substance of each particular employee’s daily and weekly 
tasks in order to determine if an exemption applied.56   

Rather than solve any of the perceived problems with the primary duty test, a 
quantitative requirement only creates tremendous recordkeeping burdens on employers and 
adds to employers’ uncertainty over classifications.  Such a quantitative requirement 
merely serves to incentivize plaintiffs’ attorneys to systematically attack an employee’s 
classification.  No benefit is to be derived from now injecting a quantitative requirement to 
the well-settled qualitative approach. 

IFA reminds the Department that, as part of its 2004 Rulemaking, the Department 
evaluated—and rejected—prior proposals for a quantitative “bright-line” test such as that 
employed in California.  Indeed, the Department warned: 

Adopting a strict 50-percent rule for the first time would not 
be appropriate . . . because of the difficulties of tracking the 
amount of time spent on exempt tasks.  An inflexible 50-
percent rule has the same flaws as an inflexible 20-percent 
rule.  Such a rule would require employers to perform a 
moment-by-moment examination of an exempt employee’s 
specific daily and weekly tasks, thus imposing significant 
new monitoring requirements (and, indirectly, new 
recordkeeping burdens).57 

  The Department’s reasoned analysis conducted in 2004 still holds true in 2015.   
Rather than focusing on a quantitative test, the 2004 Final Rule instead chose to focus on 
four nonexclusive factors for determining the primary duty of the employee: 

(1) The relative importance of the exempt duties as compared with other types 
of duties;  

(2) The amount of time spent performing exempt work;  

(3) The employee’s relative freedom from direct supervision; and  

(4) The relationship between the employee’s salary and the wages paid to other 
employees for the same kind of nonexempt work.58  

Under these factors, the amount of time spent may be considered, but is not 
indicative alone, of an exempt status.  Indeed, the 2004 Preamble to the Final Rule 

56 Id. at 22126-22127. 
57 See Preamble at 22186. 
58 29 U.S.C. § 541.700. 
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emphasized that:  

The time spent performing exempt work has always been, 
and will continue to be, just one factor for determining 
primary duty.  Spending more than 50 percent of the time 
performing exempt work has been, and will continue to be, 
indicative of exempt status.  Spending less than 50 percent 
of the time performing exempt work has never been, and will 
not be, dispositive of nonexempt status. 

. . . [T]he search for an employee’s primary duty is a search 
for the “character of the employee’s job as a whole.”  Thus, 
both the current and final regulations “call for a holistic 
approach to determining an employee’s primary duty,” not 
“day-by-day scrutiny of the tasks of managerial or 
administrative employees.” Counts v. South Carolina 
Electric & Gas Co., 317 F.3d 453, 456 (4th Cir. 2003) 
(“Nothing in the FLSA compels any particular time frame 
for determining an employee’s primary duty”).59  

Similarly, a reversion to any iteration of the previously abandoned “long/short” test 
would entirely undermine President Barack Obama’s direction that the Secretary 
“modernize and streamline the existing overtime regulations for executive, administrative, 
and professional employees.”  This goal is plainly not met should the Department 
incorporate any form of the old quantitative prong contained in the prior long duties test.  
Nor is the goal furthered by returning to two tests instead of one standard test.  

Complicating the duties test by creating a tiered system requiring employers to test 
multiple requirements under different scenarios, represents neither a modernization nor a 
streamlining of the analysis.  Indeed, when the Department proposed merging the 
long/short test into a single duties test in its 2003 NPRM, the Department concluded: 

The existing duties tests are so confusing, complex and 
outdated that often employment lawyers, and even Wage and 
Hour Division investigators, have difficulty determining 
whether employees qualify for the exemption.60  

In eliminating the short/long duties test in favor of the current “primary duty” tests 
through the 2004 Final Rule, the Department advanced its goal to reform and simplify the 
regulations.  Two tests would make it more difficult to determine the application of the 

59 See Preamble at 22186.   
60 Preamble at 22122. 
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duties test and it would create instability and uncertainty amongst the regulated community.   

Indeed, as the Department recognizes in its NPRM, any increase in the salary level 
will have the result that “more employees performing bona fide white collar duties will 
become entitled to overtime because they are paid a salary below the salary threshold.”61  
This is particularly true in states with a lower cost of living.  As one recent study indicates, 
in 10 states indexing the salary threshold to the national 40th percentile would make 45%, 
not 40%, of full-time salaried workers eligible for overtime.62  The study concludes that in 
eight states, 50% of salaried workers would be overtime eligible.63  The resulting reduction 
in the number of employees who will qualify for an exemption to the FLSA’s overtime 
requirements will impact the business community substantially.  Such changes will only 
further be complicated by adding new requirements employers must contend with – just as 
having to address new varying exemption tests. 

IFA urges the Department to continue its application of the holistic approach 
developed in 2004 and summarily reject any requirement that duties must be measured or 
that an antiquated two test system be reinstituted. 

III. ENFORCEMENT 

If finalized, these new regulations will create tremendous uncertainty among 
employers.  The Wage and Hour Division (WHD) must serve the critical need of ensuring 
its approach to enforcement is reasonable and even-handed.  Of particular concern to our 
members is any adverse inference which may be presumed by the WHD from members 
providing compliance assistance to franchisees.  Franchisors should be encouraged to offer 
general guidance on the implications of the Final Rule to those carrying their brand.  
Compliance benefits all.  Assistance efforts should not be cloaked in a veil of apprehension 
of adverse inference.  In other words, the WHD should not use the mere act of providing 
of information or other tools to aid compliance as any evidence of “direct,” “potential,” or 
“indirect” control, or any type of joint employment relationship.  Such assistance entirely 
fails to establish that any franchisee employee is economically dependent upon the 
franchisor and the Department should expressly state the same in issuing its Final Rule.    

Following the issuance of the Final Rule, WHD must ensure that employers are 
provided with meaningful compliance assistance and must support those employers who 
evaluate their wage and hour practices and seek to correct any mistakes with DOL 
supervision of any back wage payments.  Given the uncertainties that will result from any 
increase in the minimum salary level, the IFA strongly encourages the Department to 

61 2015 NPRM at 38531. 
62 See https://www.politicopro.com/labor/whiteboard/2015/09/nrf-overtime-threshold-too-high-for-rural-
areas-059773 (last visited September 1, 2015). 
63 Id. 
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implement a year-long safe harbor, during which employers can self-correct violations 
without fear of litigation.  This action will also help WHD preserve their resources for 
those cases where they can be used most effectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

  In summary, the IFA and the undersigned franchisee organizations object to any 
changes in the white collar exemption other than a modest increase to the standard salary 
level for exemption.  We hope that the Department will seriously consider our views and 
the views of others in the business community. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Michael K. Layman 
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs 
International Franchise Association 

 
Ashley A. Coneff 
Treasurer 
American Pizza Community 

 
Edwin J. Shanahan  
Executive Director 
Dunkin Donuts Independent Franchise 
Owners, Inc. 
 
Chip Rogers 
President & CEO 
Asian-American Hotel Owners’ 
Association 

 
Peg Duenow 
Government Affairs Chair 
Association of Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Franchisees 

 
Misty Chally 
Executive Director 
Coalition of Franchisee Associations 

 
Christy Williams 
Executive Director 
Franchise Business Services 

Lysa Little 
Executive Director 
Franchise Management Advisory 
Council 

 
Brad Lowry 
Chairman 
Jimmy John's Franchisee Association 

 
Mary Adolf 
Executive Director 
International Pizza Hut Franchise 
Holders’ Association 
 
Wayne Hale 
President 
KF Franchisee Association, Inc. 

 
Pete Walley 
Government Relations Committee 
Chairman 
North American Association of 
Subway® Franchisees 

 
Andy Myers  
Chief Executive Officer 
National Franchisee Association 
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Curt Staab 
Chairman 
Old Fashioned Franchise Association  

  
Scottie Cahill 
President 
Papa Murphy’s Franchisee Association 

 
Jennifer Palmer 
Executive Director 
Popeye’s International Franchisee 
Association 
 
Of Counsel: 
Michael Lotito 
Co-Chair Workplace Policy Institute and 
Shareholder 
Littler Mendelson, P.C. 
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September 4, 2015

Mary Ziegler, Director
Division of Regulations, Legislation and Interpretation
Wage and Hour Division
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Room S‐3502
Washington, DC 20210

Re: Comments on Proposed Rulemaking Regarding the Exemptions for Executive,
Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales, and Computer Employees (80 Fed. Reg.
38,515, July 6, 2015), RIN: 1235‐AA11

Dear Ms. Ziegler:

The American Hotel & Lodging Association (“AH&LA”) submits these comments in response
to the above referenced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“Proposed Rule”) published in the
Federal Register on July 6, 2015. Serving the hospitality industry for more than a century,
AH&LA is the sole national association representing all segments of the 1.8 million-employee
U.S. lodging industry, including hotel owners, REITs, chains, franchisees, management
companies, independent properties, state hotel associations, and industry suppliers. The lodging
industry is vital to this nation’s economic health, generating $155.5 billion in annual sales from
4.9 million guest rooms.

AH&LA supports the Department of Labor’s (“DOL’s”) stated aim of simplifying the tests for
defining exempt employees. AH&LA believes that simplification and greater clarity regarding
the contours of the tests benefit both employers and employees by allowing them to more easily
determine whether an employee qualifies as exempt. AH&LA also specifically supports DOL’s
suggestion that incentive income counts in determining whether an employee received the
minimum salary level required to establish exemption status under 29 C.F.R. Part 541.

Nonetheless, AH&LA does have concerns regarding some of the potential changes set forth in
the Proposed Rule. While the lodging industry supports a fair and equitable working
environment for both employees and employers, it is concerned that DOL’s proposal raises the
salary threshold for the white collar exemptions too high, too fast. The majority of jobs offered
in the lodging industry already have starting wages above the minimum wage and employers
have the flexibility to set salary parameters that foster a strong team environment, which allow
for good benefits, higher pay, and workable schedules. Meddling in this employer-employee
balance will increase business costs and create instability.
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American Hotel & Lodging Association
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Page 2

As an industry that fosters long-term career opportunities for its employees, with good jobs and
benefits, the lodging industry believes that if the proposed changes become final, they will
greatly interfere with day-to-day business practices and restrict employee and employer
flexibility. As a result, this will create unintended consequences that will ultimately harm the
very employees that the rule purports to help. For example, the proposed changes will hinder the
industry’s ability to continue to grow and create jobs and will stymie the career advancement for
many employees.

The lodging industry employs people from all walks of life: the working parent who needs a
flexible schedule to pick up a child from daycare, the student who is taking night classes to
receive an advanced degree or the aspiring actor who works two jobs to make ends meet. The
lodging industry attracts those searching to achieve the American Dream, a dream so often
realized in our industry, whether it’s the front desk agent or dishwasher who easily works their
way up the ladder to earn a position in management, running a property or even a chain in just a
matter of years. AH&LA has grave concerns that the jobs of these hardworking employees will
be devalued and opportunities lost if the changes in the Proposed Rule become final.

For these reasons, and many others, this letter addresses aspects of the Proposed Rule for which
AH&LA’s members have specific comments or concerns.

I. DOL’s Proposed Salary Level Is Too High And Will Cause Significant Harm To
Employees, Employers And The Economy As A Whole

AH&LA strongly opposes DOL’s proposal to more than double the minimum salary level
needed to qualify as exempt. This drastic increase in the salary level is unnecessary and will
have severe consequences for many employees and employers in the lodging industry. In light
of the negative effect the proposed changes will have on the lodging industry and, in turn, the
nation’s economic health, AH&LA urges DOL to reconsider its proposal.

A. DOL’s proposed methodology for determining the salary level is arbitrary
and lacks transparency.

AH&LA submits that DOL’s proposal to set the minimum salary level based on the 40th
percentile of all full-time salaried employees is arbitrary, lacks transparency, and is lacking in
foundation. As such, AH&LA urges DOL to utilize the methodology it used in 2004 in setting
the standard salary level for exempt employees.

There is no historic precedent for DOL’s 40th-percentile approach. It is a completely arbitrary
percentage threshold that was chosen because DOL believes that a certain number of employees
should be entitled to overtime. See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,529 (“The proposed increase in the standard
salary level would increase the number of overtime-eligible white collar salaried employees who
meet the duties test and earn less than the proposed salary level to approximately 25 percent.”).
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In addition to being arbitrary, past precedent reflects that the 40th percentile is too high a level.
For example, the Kantor Report from 1958 noted that the objective of setting a salary level to
reflect exemption status would be met if set at points near the lower end (10%) of the current
range of salaries for those in the lowest wage regions, smallest-sized establishment group,
smallest-sized city group, or lowest-wage industries using data that DOL had collected at that
time. DOL utilized this approach to set the level in 1958. See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,525. And in
2004, DOL used Current Population Survey data that included most salaried workers and set the
level at the bottom 20th percentile of the salaried population in the South and the retail industry.
Both of these approaches recognized that there are significant geographic and industry-specific
differences such that a “one size fits all” approach set too high could have significant
consequences on lower-wage geographic areas and in lower-wage industries. That is why,
historically, such approaches were used and why AH&LA believes that the 2004 methodology
should continue to be used.

DOL’s main explanation for proposing to use the 40th percentile, and declining to use the 2004
methodology, is that the 2004 methodology did not account for the elimination of the long test
and DOL needs to correct for a “mismatch.” See 80 Fed. Reg. 38529. But the 2004 DOL rule
did provide for the elimination of the long test; the threshold from the 1958 Kantor percentage
approach rose from 10% to 20% under the 2004 approach.

AH&LA also requests that DOL refrain from adopting the methodology of using the 40th
percentile of all full-time salaried employees to determine further increases in the salary
threshold. Using this methodology will lead to exponential increases in the salary needed to
qualify as exempt. For example, if the Final Rule sets the minimum salary level needed to
qualify as $50,440, AH&LA anticipates there will be relatively few salaried employees making
less than this amount going forward. Consequently, the next time an increase occurs (automatic
or otherwise), if DOL uses the 40th percentile of full-time salaried employees to set the new
level, it will be significantly higher than $50,440, because the initial increase of $50,440 for the
base salary level will now serve as the “floor” of those full-time salaried workers examined to
determine the increase.

Given these deficiencies, AH&LA urges DOL to abandon its proposed methodology and to
instead adopt the methodology it used in 2004 when setting the appropriate salary level for
exemption status.

B. DOL’s 2004 methodology better accounts for regional difference in the
economy and would cause less economic harm to businesses.

As discussed above, AH&LA believes that the proposed salary threshold of $50,440 in 2016
does not properly consider the impact that this salary level would have on businesses in low cost
of living areas of the country. It is not necessary nor does it make business sense to require the
same minimum salary level for an exempt hotel manager in New York City as for a manager in
rural Georgia. Indeed, the United States Government recognizes that wages for similar jobs
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differ across the country and accounts for these differences in setting the General Schedule pay
rates based on location. In contrast with the methodology DOL used in 2004, DOL’s proposed
methodology does not sufficiently account for these differences, and as a result will unfairly
raise labor costs in rural and other areas of the country where the cost of living is low.

Setting a minimum standard salary level at $50,440 will not only be devastating to lodging
operations in areas with a low cost of living, but also to thousands of small businesses that
operate hotels and motels. Many small businesses in this industry operate under very low
margins and cannot afford additional labor costs. They lack the pricing power to raise their
prices without a loss in sales and do not have the scale to spread costs over a large infrastructure.
As a result, they will be forced to cut back staff and/or raise rates. Consequently, AH&LA
implores DOL to consider the consequences that the proposed salary increase will have on small
businesses and the communities they serve.1 In light of the impact on small businesses and
businesses operating in low-cost areas of the country, AH&LA believes that the methodology
DOL used in 2004 should again be adopted by DOL because it better accounts for regional
differences and would cause less economic harm to these businesses than the proposed 40th
percentile methodology.

C. The proposed increase in the salary level will have negative consequences on
employee compensation, status, benefits, and career opportunities.

DOL’s proposal to set the minimum salary level at $50,440 will simply be too high a level for
the lodging industry to bear without severe repercussions for employees as well. For example,
one hotel management company that operates over 30 hotels in multiple states estimates that
90% of its managers have base salaries below the proposed threshold. Other hotels indicate that
at least half of all managers will be affected as a result of the salary level increase if it becomes
final. That means significant adjustments will have to be made to absorb costs.

A number of AH&LA members have noted that in order to offset the increased labor costs that
will result if the proposed changes become final, they will look to increase automation and off-
shoring of back-office positions. For example, employers in this industry will look to more self-
service options such as at check-in and check-out. This will result in a number of employees
losing their jobs.

It is possible that some businesses in the lodging industry will try to pass on some of the
increased costs to consumers, but raising prices to cover the artificially increased labor costs will
result in a loss of sales and, in turn, a loss of jobs. In particular, as discussed above, these

1 Even DOL acknowledges that setting a minimum salary level too high may prevent employers from
properly classifying even senior managers as exempt. See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,516 at 38,532 (using too high
a percentile of nationwide salary “could have a negative impact on the ability of employers in low-wage
regions and industries to claim the EAP exemptions for employees who have bona fide executive,
administrative, or professional duties as their primary duty”).
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increased costs will be particularly hard for small businesses. Accordingly, employers in the
lodging industry, both large and small, will respond to the increased costs imposed by new
regulations mirroring the Proposed Rule by cutting the wages, benefits and hours of their
employees.

Some AH&LA members will undoubtedly increase the compensation level of certain managers
and other employees in order to keep them properly classified as exempt. To keep labor costs
neutral, however, these members have informed AH&LA that they plan on reducing the
incentive compensation these employees receive.2

The majority of the AH&LA members who have provided feedback on the Proposed Rule stated
that they will respond to the increased salary level by reclassifying employees to non-exempt
status. In the lodging industry it is simply not realistic for an exempt employee’s salary to go
from $35,000 to $50,440 in a year’s time. Particularly hard hit will be managers and assistant
managers. For example, multiple members stated that they will likely reclassify at least 50% of
their managers as non-exempt. One employer stated that it will eliminate all entry-level
management positions. Another employer said it will likely eliminate the positions of a third of
its exempt managers and give increased responsibility to the remaining two-thirds. Thus,
AH&LA is confident that changes to the minimum salary level will serve to eliminate many
middle-management positions in the lodging industry. This will be a great loss to the country
because these middle-management positions are key steps on the ladder of professional success,
especially for many individuals who do not have college degrees.

For many of these employees, reclassification to non-exempt status will mean the loss of
benefits, flexibility, status and career opportunities they previously enjoyed. Below is a list of
some consequences that reclassified employees will likely face.

1. Impact on professional status and flexible hours

AH&LA understands that many of its members’ employees view being classified as exempt as
an indicia of professional status and career achievement. Being reclassified will be seen by
many as a step back in their careers and as a devaluation of their roles in the organization.
Additionally, many of the managers and assistant managers who will be reclassified will be
demoralized because they will now have to “punch a time clock.”3

2 Several AH&LA members stated that they resent being forced to cut incentive compensation because
incentive compensation is a key motivator for employees to exceed expectations. Additionally, reducing
the availability of incentive compensation curtails the ability of employers to reward their star employees.
AH&LA notes that if a Final Rule does allow incentive compensation to count toward the increased
salary level, these concerns may be mitigated.
3 The proposed changes may also impact the morale of employees who are not reclassified. For example,
it is not fair that a front desk manager’s salary is increased overnight from $35,000 to $50,440 so that he
can remain exempt, when it took the general manager at the same hotel years of hard work to get to a
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One of the many perks of exempt status is the flexibility it gives employees in work
arrangements. Many exempt employees appreciate that exempt status provides them with the
flexibility of coming in late, leaving work early, determining the timing and duration of meal and
break periods, and otherwise setting their own schedules to better address work-life balance
issues while still receiving a minimum level of pay each week. For example, exempt employees
have the ability to respond to unexpected events like needing to pick up a sick child at school
without the fear of losing pay as a result of their time away from work. In contrast, non-exempt
employees paid by the actual hours worked may still have the flexibility in their schedule, but it
often comes with an associated loss of income when they are away from work. Additionally, in
an effort to effectively monitor the time non-exempt employees are working and prevent off-the-
clock work, many employers do not provide non-exempt employees the same opportunity to
work remotely and during non-traditional hours that exempt employees receive. As such,
reclassification may have a negative impact on employee morale.

2. Impact on total compensation and benefit packages

Reclassifications caused by the increase in minimum salary level needed to qualify as exempt
will result in reclassified employees receiving reduced overall compensation packages. Exempt
employees like the peace of mind of knowing that they will receive a minimum level of
compensation each week. Being reclassified to non-exempt status means a loss of this
guaranteed salary. Employers in the lodging industry may reduce employee hours to avoid
overtime or lower hourly rates so that operations are able to remain generally cost neutral.

Additionally, some employees converted to non-exempt status will be ineligible for certain
benefits such as increased vacation, life insurance, long-term disability insurance, and certain
supplemental incentive compensation initiatives offered only to exempt employees. Indeed,
some benefits such as short-term and long-term disability are not always offered to the non-
exempt population and/or result in additional employee costs for such benefits.

3. Impact on training opportunities, career growth, and positions in
middle management

Employees converted to non-exempt status will miss out on after-hours manager training
programs and other programs that would foster career progression and greater opportunities for
future increases in income. Reduced opportunity for career growth will, in turn, affect employee
morale, engagement, and lead to higher turnover in employment. AH&LA members believe that
the proposed changes will impact upward mobility and that if the changes go into effect, it will
become increasingly difficult for those who are not college educated to stay in the middle class.

position where he is paid $55,000. Making such arbitrary and drastic changes to the required salary level
sends the wrong message to employees because it devalues the skill and hard work that many exhibited to
get to their current salary level.
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Additionally, those managers who will be reclassified as non-exempt will need to be more
mindful of the hours they are spending so as not to incur undue overtime. This will mean that
they will lose the ability to use their own discretion in deciding whether to work extra hours to
better learn the business and analyze how to make sales grow. For many, this loss of freedom
and ability to spend their time as they see fit will result in delayed career progression.

In short, if the proposed changes become final, it will impede the career growth and future
prosperity of thousands of hard-working employees in the lodging industry; and will result in
negative consequences in both the short and long term for this nation’s economy.

4. Less tolerance and time to establish satisfactory performance

To the extent that an employer decides to raise salary levels to preserve exemption status for
certain employees, a significant increase to the salary threshold may reduce the opportunity for
employees, especially managers, in the lodging industry to establish sufficient performance. The
higher salary levels required may translate into greater demands placed on employees and
reduced tolerance for anything less than meeting expected performance standards and targets.
For example, employees who take a longer amount of time to learn how to effectively manage
the food and beverage department of a hotel may be terminated at a quicker pace because they
are not covering the higher labor costs associated with the higher salary. Additionally, many
managers who remain exempt will be expected to work even harder to manage their operations if
other employee positions were reduced in order to keep payroll in line.

II. Income, Such As Performance Bonuses And Commissions, Should Be Considered In
Determining Whether An Employee Satisfies The Increased Compensation
Requirement

If an employee is receiving a certain amount of income, the form of the income received, e.g.,
base salary, bonus or commission, should not change the exemption determination. Thus,
AH&LA supports allowing incentive compensation to be counted in determining whether the
minimum salary threshold is met. Allowing companies to include supplemental incentive
compensation in determining whether the minimum salary level is satisfied will have the added
benefit of encouraging companies to provide bonuses and other opportunities that allow exempt
employees to share and potentially profit from a company’s overall performance.

AH&LA does not support placing a limit on the amount of supplemental compensation that may
be considered in determining whether the base salary level is satisfied. AH&LA also is opposed
to DOL’s suggested approach that in order to qualify for inclusion in the base salary level
calculation, supplemental compensation would have to be paid on a monthly or more frequent
basis. Many supplemental compensation programs in the lodging industry are not structured to
be paid with such frequency and it would place a significant administrative burden on employers
to calculate and pay incentive compensation on a monthly or more frequent basis. AH&LA
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encourages DOL to consider allowing employers to count all incentive compensation that is paid
during a year in determining whether the minimum salary level is met.4

AH&LA notes that as a practical matter, it is not clear what would happen if an employee does
not earn the anticipated supplemental compensation and thus does not satisfy the minimum
salary requirement for exempt status.5 For the proposed approach regarding the inclusion of
supplemental compensation to have any practical effect, DOL must allow catch-up or true-up
payments to be made. Allowing true-up payments helps ensure that exempt employees are
receiving the guaranteed income they anticipated and is consistent with the historical salary basis
approach of ensuring guaranteed income. In short, if a Final Rule prohibits true-up payments,
DOL will in effect be rendering the concept of counting supplemental compensation toward the
salary level of limited value. Without the ability to make a true-up payment, employers will not
be able to rely on supplemental payments to employees in order to satisfy the exemption test
without fear of noncompliance if incentive compensation is not actually earned.

III. Increases To Salary Levels Should Take Place No More Frequently Than Every
Five Years

AH&LA strongly opposes annual increases to salary levels. It would be an unprecedented and
significant administrative burden to annually adjust the minimum salary level for exempt
employees. In addition, annual increases will hamper an employer’s ability to budget and
provide merit increases, a significant tool and motivator in the workforce, if annual increases
must be automatically provided to preserve exemption status. Moreover, any consideration
given to a salary increase should be based on an individualized evaluation of economic
conditions rather than an automatic arbitrary formula. DOL should have the capacity to decide
when it is appropriate to raise the salary level; it should not need to build in some automatic
review process that may not be appropriate for a given economic climate. Such an approach is
inconsistent with past precedent and is a waste of government resources. Indeed, not even
Congress has mandated that an automatic review process be built into the FLSA to determine if
minimum wage should be increased.

Thus, AH&LA proposes that increases to the base salary level for the white collar exemptions
occur not more often than every five years. This approach is consistent with historical precedent.
Indeed, DOL acknowledges in the Proposed Rule that the shortest period of time between salary
level increases was five years. See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,526. Moreover, DOL previously rejected
suggestions to annually increase salary levels. See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,537, 538. Although DOL

4Considering all incentive compensation paid within a year to count toward the salary level is consistent
with the time frame utilized for the current highly compensated test. See 29 C.F.R. § 541.601.
5 DOL suggests in the Proposed Rule that true-up payments would not necessarily be appropriate in this
context. See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,535. AH&LA disagrees with DOL’s assessment and sees no basis for
distinguishing the use of true-up payments outside of the context of highly compensated employees. See
29 C.F.R. § 541.601(b)(2) (discussing the permissible use of true-up payments).
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suggests that a break with historical precedent is necessary to ensure “that the salary level does
not become obsolete over time,” this goal can still be achieved through increasing the minimum
salary level every five years.

To the extent that a Final Rule adopts a mechanism to routinely and automatically update the
salary levels, DOL should provide notice of the amount of the increase to employers at least one
year in advance. AH&LA members conduct financial planning months in advance and need a
year’s warning to adequately prepare for changes. For example, in addition to having to
determine whether the change in the minimum salary level warrants any reclassifications,
employers must determine new compensation rates for affected employees, and whether there
needs to be any resultant changes to benefits eligibility, incentive compensation programs,
training opportunities, and the company’s overall organizational structure. A cost analysis will
have to be conducted to make appropriate business decisions. Timekeeping and recordkeeping
practices will have to be developed and implemented for the reclassified population (which may
not necessarily lend itself to a “one size fits all” approach) and training provided to both
employees and managers with regard to such procedures. Employers will also need time to
ensure that any changes are properly communicated to the affected employees. As such, a 60-
day notice period is an unreasonably short period of time for employers to conduct necessary
planning, implement any resulting changes, and ensure timely compliance. AH&LA requests
that DOL consider a notice period of one year.

AH&LA also urges DOL to consider the fact that if salary levels are annually increased, there
can be no certainty in exemption status, which in turn creates instability as far as an employee’s
overall compensation and benefit package. Employers frequently tie supplemental
compensation, vacation entitlements and benefit opportunities to exemption status. If every year
there is a possibility of having exemption status change, employers are likely to reduce
compensation and benefit opportunities available to numerous exempt employees in order to
cover the administrative cost associated with the annual changes.

Finally, if DOL includes annual rate increases in a Final Rule, DOL should do so on a calendar
year basis because like many employers, AH&LA members’ business operations are tied to
annual calendars. Further, adjusting the salary level mid-calendar year may create issues in
terms of year-end bonuses and fringe benefits. For example, if an exempt employee needs to be
converted to non-exempt midyear, he or she may lose eligibility for a bonus and fringe benefits
that he or she was counting on when the year began.

IV. The Duties Test Should Not Be Revised

AH&LA encourages DOL not to revise the standard duties test. Indeed, AH&LA believes that
any changes to the duties test will not simplify the workplace for employers and workers, but
rather will do just the opposite. The below comments focus on why changing the duties test and,
in particular, changing the duties test for the executive exemption, would not be a productive use
of the DOL’s resources and would harm employers, employees, and the economy as a whole if
implemented.
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A. Changing the duties test will lead to increased litigation and years of
transition and uncertainty.

As a general matter, understanding any new or different requirements that apply to the
workforce, and what changes need to be implemented from a business standpoint, will impose
significant administrative and compliance costs on employers. Specifically, changes to the
duties test will require employers to dedicate significant amounts of time and expert resources to
review and make determinations regarding their employees. AH&LA members are extremely
concerned about the cost that would be imposed on them if the duties test changed.

AH&LA believes that revisions to the duties test will also result in an unnecessary period of
transition and legal uncertainty. Revising the duties test would diminish the value of the legal
precedent regarding the duties test that has developed over the past ten years. Revising the
duties test likely will trigger an increase in litigation as employers and employees try to decipher
and apply the revised test. For all these reasons, changing the current duties test will have a
significant negative effect on employers, especially for small business owners, and thus AH&LA
urges DOL not to revise the current duties test.

B. A duties test requiring employees to spend a strict quantitative percentage of
time on exempt work is not workable as a practical matter.

In 2004, DOL specifically eliminated the requirement that an employee not spend more than a
certain percentage of his or her time on non-exempt duties not directly and closely related to
exempt work. In eliminating this percentage limitation on non-exempt duties, DOL noted that
percentage time tests create complexity and impose burdens on employers, such as significant
monitoring requirements. DOL also noted that “[w]hen employers, [and] employees, as well as
Wage and Hour Division investigators applied the ‘long’ test exemption criteria in the past,
distinguishing which specific activities were inherently a part of an employee’s exempt work
proved to be a subjective and difficult evaluative task that prompted contentious disputes.” 69
Fed. Reg. 22,122 at 22,127. Similar concerns of complexity and burdensomeness arise with
regard to California’s “more than 50 percent” duties test, which, like the “long test,” requires an
analysis of whether more than a certain percentage of time is spent on non-exempt duties.

AH&LA strongly opposes any effort to revise the duties test that would impose any type of time
percentage threshold similar to the old “long test” or California’s test. Imposing such a
quantitative element would create an administrative nightmare as tracking this kind of minutiae
is both inefficient and extremely difficult in the lodging industry. For example, AH&LA
members with operations in California note that rather than providing clarity, requiring
employees to break down how they spend their time is very subjective. AH&LA members with
operations in California also have informed AH&LA that they have struggled to find fair,
reliable methods of tracking all of the various activities their managers and assistant managers
perform. Indeed, as a practical matter, it is virtually impossible to manage and track how much
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time managers in this industry are spending on particular duties, especially considering that
exempt and non-exempt work can be intertwined in the lodging industry.6

Hotels and other establishments in the lodging industry are fluid, service-oriented environments.
Managers/supervisors are expected to exceed the service level that guests expect. The Head of
Food and Beverage should not put her exemption status at risk because she elects to take time
away from her primary duty and deliver a drink to a special guest. Likewise, if several guests
unexpectedly all want to check out at the same time, the hotel’s manager should not have
restrictions placed on him that cause him to question whether he should pitch in with the storing
of bags in an effort to keep guests happy and the hotel functioning smoothly. Requiring
managers to note how much time was spent on such tasks detracts from the manager’s primary
duty of managing the hotel’s employees and would cause customer service to suffer. Moreover,
there is no practical and cost-effective way for an employer to quantify a manager’s time and
duties at such a micro level. Managers and assistant managers typically operate independently,
without immediate direct supervision. An employer cannot “police” these employees to monitor
and observe compliance with a strict 50% rule. Thus, despite having a clear expectation (based,
for example, upon job descriptions and training) that a manager should spend a certain amount of
his or her time performing exclusively management duties, a manager could simply claim that he
or she spent the majority of his or her work hours during a week performing non-exempt duties.
Imposing such a strict 50% quantitative standard effectively eliminates an employer’s ability to
have certainty with regard to its classification decisions and negatively impacts operations and
business planning. To extrapolate that threat nationwide could be devastating to employers,
particularly in the hotel and lodging industry.

C. The elimination of the concurrent duties test would impose undue costs and
administrative burden on the hotel and lodging industry.

AH&LA also strongly opposes any change to the “concurrent duties” test under the current
FLSA regulations. In the hotel and lodging industry, all employees, regardless of their job title,
pitch in to serve customers even though they are still maintaining their management role while
doing so. Customer service is dynamic in nature and the operations ability to remain flexible so
customer needs are continuously and consistently met is what generates a positive guest
experience. The management role is not predominately compromised of providing such service.
For example, if a Director of Front Office Operations (who oversees the entire front desk team)
needs to temporarily assume a front desk role so guests can be checked in efficiently due to the
absence of an associate scheduled to work who needs to leave early to care for a sick child, the
Director is not being evaluated on his or her performance related to the check in of these guests;
nor is it the Director’s most critical function. Rather, even when checking in guests, the Director
remains responsible for the overall success of the hotel’s front desk operations and finding a way
to provide guests with a great experience. In short, when an exempt manager makes the decision

6 For example, in the course of checking out a guest, a manager may need to resolve a dispute on behalf
of the company and interpret company policy in the course of resolving the dispute.
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that he or she needs to perform non-exempt duties to help the operation run smoothly, the
manager’s primary duty continues to be managing his or her staff and the operations of their
department.

Eliminating the concurrent duties also would hinder exempt managers in their ability to lead by
example. This loss will impact the quality of the guest experience, and employee morale will be
damaged. For example, non-exempt employees often need and want the assistance of their
exempt managers. Indeed, both employees and guests would negatively view a manager if the
manager did not step in and help when needed.

AH&LA also would like DOL to especially consider the impact of any changes to the concurrent
duties test on small businesses. In small hotels the day-to-day activities of a manager and
department head are even more varied and complicated. Accordingly, changing the concurrent
duties test will have a disproportionate impact on small establishments and small business
owners who need to maximize efficiency to remain in business.

D. Any change to the duties test would need to first be vetted through formal
notice and provide an opportunity for the public to comment on specific
proposed changes.

To the extent that DOL determines that it is appropriate to modify the duties test under 29 C.F.R.
Part 541, DOL should not implement any changes without first proposing specific language that
would give the public notice and opportunity for comment, especially given the significant
economic impact such changes will have on operations. Any changes to the duties test with
without providing the public with the opportunity to formally vet proposed changes would
violate the spirit and purpose of the notice and comment requirements under the Administrative
Procedures Act. See Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency;
705 F.2d 506, 549 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (vacating EPA’s change to regulatory definition under the
Clean Air Act because EPA’s “general notice that it might make unspecified changes in the
definition of small refinery” was “too general to be adequate. Agency notice must describe the
range of alternatives being considered with reasonable specificity. Otherwise, interested parties
will not know what to comment on, and notice will not lead to better-informed agency
decisionmaking.”); see also Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 652 F.3d 431, 450 (3d Cir. 2011)
(stating that “the opportunity for comment must be a meaningful opportunity. That means
enough time with enough information to comment and for the agency to consider and respond to
the comments.” (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)).

Without first setting forth the specific changes to the duties test in a notice of proposed
rulemaking, employers will not have “fair notice” of any change or the ability to comment on the
economic costs associated with changes. See Long Island Care At Home, LTD. v. Coke, 551
U.S. 158, 174 (2007) (“The object, in short, is one of fair notice.”); Int’l Union, United Mine
Workers of Am. v. Mine Safety & Health Admin., 407 F.3d 1250, 1259 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (stating
that purposes of APA’s notice and comment requirements are “(1) to ensure that agency
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regulations are tested via exposure to diverse public comment, (2) to ensure fairness to affected
parties, and (3) to give affected parties an opportunity to develop evidence in the record to
support their objections to the rule and thereby enhance the quality of judicial review”). Thus,
AH&LA believes that any change to the duties test without fair notice and opportunity to
comment would violate the APA.7

For all of the above reasons, AH&LA believes that the duties test should remain “as is.”
Changes to the duties test are not necessary and will likely harm employers, employees, and the
overall economy.

V. Implementation Costs Will Be Significantly Higher Than DOL Estimates

DOL has asked for input with regard to the implementation costs of its proposal. The employers
that AH&LA has spoken to about this issue overwhelmingly believe that DOL has significantly
underestimated the time and costs that will be involved to implement changes associated with the
new rule, especially for employers in the hospitality industry. The changes to the white collar
exemptions will require employers in the hospitality industry to engage in a comprehensive
review of the affected employees’ compensation, benefits, and work schedules. Employers may
need to revise job descriptions and wage statements, and communicate the changes to the
affected employees and their respective supervisors. These employees and supervisors will need
to undergo training on recording and monitoring their time. The final rule will also require
payroll adjustments and verification that all of the changes are correctly made.8 All of this will
take longer than the one hour that DOL predicts.9 For example, one AH&LA member reported
that its compensation team already spent well over six hours per affected employee assessing the
potential changes to their exempt status, crafting potential communications, meeting with
business partners, and making adjustments to test its payroll system. This is not an aberration.
Based on feedback from its members, AH&LA estimates that the adjustment costs will be
approximately four to seven hours per affected employee.

AH&LA members also believe that DOL underestimates the amount of time that management
will spend per week scheduling and monitoring the amount of time each affected employee
works. Rather than the additional five minutes per week that DOL predicts, AH&LA members
have informed AH&LA that they estimate the additional “managerial costs” will be closer to 25
minutes to an hour a week.

7 Additional laws may potentially be implicated if DOL fails to give fair notice, including but not limited
to the Paperwork Reduction Act and the Unfunded Mandate Reform Act of 1995.
8 Certain AH&LA members with smaller operations report that the new rule may cause them to need to
hire more payroll and compliance staff and possibly upgrade their timekeeping system to help them
manage the changes.
9 DOL’s estimate does not appear to account for large employers who operate more than one timekeeping,
accounting and payroll system.
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With regard to DOL’s estimate that the regulatory familiarization costs will be approximately
one hour per establishment, AH&LA members also believe that this number is too low. One
member stated, “There is not a single government regulation that can be read and fully
understood in one hour.” Other AH&LA members note that there are several individuals in each
of their establishments (e.g. HR employees, finance, legal, executive management) that will need
to read and be familiar with the new rules. Accordingly, AH&LA believes that it will take at
least four hours per establishment to become familiar with the Final Rule.

In short, any change to the FLSA regulations will involve a large amount of resources and time
to ensure that it is implemented properly. Before issuing the Final Rule, DOL should take into
account that the implementation costs will be significantly higher than it estimated.10

VI. Effective Date Of Final Rule

AH&LA urges DOL to give employers sufficient time to review the Final Rule issued and to
implement it in a manner that does not unduly disrupt operations and allows for timely
compliance. AH&LA respectfully submits that one calendar year is a reasonable period to do so.

VII. Conclusion

AH&LA thanks DOL for the opportunity to provide comments on the Proposed Rule but
respectfully requests that DOL reevaluate its proposal given the significant consequences that a
final rule mirroring the proposal would have on the lodging industry. If you have any questions
with regard to AH&LA’s comments, please contact Corrie Fischel Conway or Russell Bruch at
Morgan, Lewis and Bockius LLP.11

Sincerely,

Brian C. Crawford
Vice President, Government & Political Affairs

10 Cf. Michigan v. E.P.A., 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2707 (2015) (finding that the E.P.A. unreasonably deemed cost
irrelevant when it decided to regulate power plants).
11 Ms. Conway and Mr. Bruch are located at 1111 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington, DC. They can
be reached at 202.739.3000.
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September 4, 2015 
 
 
Mary Ziegler 
Director of the Division of Regulations, Legislation, and Interpretation 
Wage and Hour Division 
United States Department of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW 
Room S-3502 
Washington, DC  20210 
 

Re: Proposed Revisions to Overtime Standards and Salary Level Thresholds 
 RIN 1235-AA11 

 
Dear Ms. Ziegler: 
 
On behalf of the Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers of America (“IIABA”), I write to 
express the concerns of our association and its members regarding the proposed revisions to 
regulations governing the so-called “white collar” exemptions to the minimum wage and 
overtime requirements that exist under the Fair Labor Standards Act.   The Department of Labor 
(“Department”) proposes dramatic and sweeping changes that would have detrimental effects 
for workers and for the general public, and we urge you to reconsider important elements of the 
proposal.   
 
IIABA is the nation’s oldest and largest trade association of independent insurance agents and 
brokers, and we represent a nationwide network of more than a quarter of a million agents, 
brokers, and employees.  Our members are small, medium, and large businesses that offer all 
lines of insurance, including property, casualty, life, and health insurance, employee benefit 
plans, and retirement products.  Unlike other insurance distribution channels, independent 
insurance agencies and firms present consumers with a choice of policy options and have 
access to a range of different insurance companies.   
 
IIABA Comments and Concerns 
 
The Department’s proposal would dramatically, substantially, and arbitrarily increase the 
amount of salary required for a person to qualify for exempt status as an executive, 
administrative, or professional employee from the current level of $455 per week to 
approximately $970 per week beginning next year.  Any employee earning less than this 
significantly higher threshold would no longer satisfy the requirements for the exemption and 
would become non-exempt or overtime-eligible.  IIABA recognizes that the salary levels have 
not been altered since 2004 and agrees that a modification of some form is warranted, but an 
increase of more than 113% is disproportionate and unjustifiable.  In contrast, simply adjusting 
the 2004 levels for inflation between 2004 and 2014 would raise the salary thresholds to $570 
per week and result in a more reasonable increase of 25.3%.  Unfortunately, the immense 
magnitude of the proposed adjustment will take away the exempt status of countless employees 
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and have effects in the insurance marketplace and on consumers that have been 
underestimated and overlooked by the Department.   
 
The challenges and problems created by imposing such a significant salary threshold increase 
are compounded by the fact that this adjustment will be applied on a one-size-fits-all basis in all 
regions of the country.  This proposal ignores the sizable wage, income, and cost of living 
disparity that exists between affluent areas and other regions, and it will have a particularly 
adverse and disproportionate impact on those who reside or work in rural areas and regions 
with a lower cost of living.  There is no need or rationale for establishing such a high salary 
threshold on a national basis, especially since states possess the authority to institute their own 
minimum salary levels for white collar employee exemptions of this nature.   
 
IIABA is also troubled that the proposal would lock in these drastic revisions and, for the first 
time in the 77-year existence of the Fair Labor Standards Act, institute automatic annual 
increases to the salary thresholds.  The notice suggests this new framework would provide 
“more certainty and stability for employers,” but the reality is that annual adjustments of this 
nature (which could be instituted with as little as 60 days prior notice) would simply add to the 
compliance burden and compel employers to constantly assess and modify employee salaries 
in an effort to achieve the least disruptive and costly results possible under the rules.  IIABA 
acknowledges that revising the salary thresholds only once in a 40-year period (which is what 
has occurred between 1975 and 2015) was inadequate and too infrequent, but the decision to 
institute annual increases at this excessive level is an unprecedented overreaction that will 
make it more difficult for businesses (especially small ones) to maintain compliance with the 
law, manage their staffs, plan for the future, and provide customers with the same degree and 
quality of service.   
 
The proposed rules will have unfortunate yet predictable repercussions if implemented as 
drafted.  Owners of independent insurance agencies and other employers will inevitably act to 
ensure that the impact of any rule changes have a neutral effect on their businesses, and many 
will take steps to maintain total compensation at existing levels.  Insurance agencies operate in 
highly cyclical and volatile business environments and with incredibly thin margins, and many 
will be unable to pay overtime to those who previously qualified as exempt employees or to offer 
compensation increases that move those individuals above the new thresholds.  Instead, they 
will be forced to cut base salaries, reduce or eliminate other benefits, utilize automation and 
outside vendors to a more significant extent, or find other ways to offset any increases in costs 
and overall compensation that arise as a result of the revisions.  Employers will also be forced 
to reclassify many of their valued employees and reduce the number of exempt workers, and 
those affected in this manner will suffer the indignity of a perceived demotion, lose the flexibility 
and autonomy that comes with exempt status, and have their opportunities for advancement 
and promotion hindered.  In addition, these changes will damage and undermine the hard-
earned reputations of businesses and force employers to implement measures that are not in 
the best interests of the public.  The promulgation of these proposed revisions will force 
employers to limit the working hours of valuable and senior-level employees, curtail or eliminate 
previously-available services, and forbid staff from responding to customer needs at critical 
times, and, as a result, it will be the average American consumer who is harmed and injured 
most by these rule changes. 
 
In addition to the negative economic effects for employers, employees, and the public, the 
proposed rule also imposes significant new compliance burdens on businesses of all sizes.  The 
Department estimates that businesses will need only one hour on average to review and 
familiarize themselves with the changes and only five additional minutes per week to schedule 
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and monitor each affected worker expected to be reclassified as non-exempt.  These 
projections underestimate the new compliance challenges facing businesses, as employers will 
be forced to spend considerable resources regularly assessing employee salary levels and 
restricting and tracking the work performed by employees that were previously exempt.  The 
significant increase in the minimum salary levels ensures that knowledgeable employers will 
take steps to ameliorate or eliminate the economic impact of the changes, and this will require 
ongoing action and oversight by businesses.  The notice of proposed rulemaking estimates that 
there are one million potentially affected “white collar” workers in the insurance industry, so the 
revisions will have a profound and especially sizable impact in our particular sector.   
 
IIABA worries especially about the effects on our smaller members.  According to a national 
study of the insurance agency universe completed by IIABA last year, 72.3% of independent 
insurance agencies have annual revenues of under $500,000 and these small enterprises 
dedicate a higher percentage of their resources on staff compensation compared to their larger 
counterparts.  Businesses of this size already face significant economic and regulatory 
challenges, and they are less likely to possess the financial flexibility that bigger entities will use 
to work around any changes in the overtime rules.   
 
While many of the effects of the proposed rule for independent insurance professionals are 
similar to the results that would arise in other industries, there are some insurance-specific 
considerations.  First, the highly regulated nature of the insurance business creates unique 
challenges for insurance agencies and makes it impossible for them to pass along the new 
compliance costs that this proposal would impose.  Specifically, the prices of insurance products 
are closely regulated by state officials, and our members are unable to charge their customers 
more or otherwise recover any new payroll costs from insurance buyers.  The ability of agents 
and brokers to charge fees to their clients is also severely limited or prohibited by law in most 
jurisdictions.  Second, while the proposed rule will hinder the ability of a wide range of industries 
to be accessible and responsive to their customers, the implications of such a result are 
particularly disturbing in the insurance industry.  Insurance agencies are businesses that 
provide individuals, families, and commercial clients with coverage that addresses their needs 
and protects their assets and interests.  When an insurance loss occurs (e.g. an individual is in 
a car crash or his/her home burns down), insureds naturally seek the assistance of their 
insurance providers for guidance and assistance with the claims process.  They expect their 
insurance agency and trusted advisors to be available.  Claims often occur at inopportune times 
and do not conveniently take place during the eight-hour window of the conventional business 
day, and independent insurance agencies take pride in the fact that they are accessible and 
ready to help when a disaster or loss occurs.  The ability of agents and brokers to provide such 
support, service, and responsiveness, however, will be directly hindered by the implementation 
of the proposed rule.   
 
In addition, it should be noted that the proposed regulations also directly apply to and affect 
IIABA and the dozens of affiliated state and local associations that advocate on behalf of 
independent insurance agents and brokers.  The American Society of Association Executives 
and others have thoughtfully commented on the proposal and addressed the implications that 
these revisions will have for non-profit associations, and we share and echo that perspective.   
 
Other Remarks 
 
In addition to the substantive comments offered above, IIABA would like to address two 
additional related issues: 
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x First, the notice observes that many employers are concerned that employees who 
would become newly entitled to overtime compensation will lose the flexibility to check 
email or access electronic work files from outside of the office or to otherwise work 
remotely because of concerns about overtime liability.  This is a source of interest and 
concern for many IIABA members, and we were disappointed to read that the 
Department views these issues as distinct and separate from the current rulemaking.  If 
the Department promulgates these proposed revisions to the salary levels as proposed, 
employers will scramble to come into compliance with the new standards and will need 
to quickly assess how to utilize, classify, compensate, and monitor their various 
employees.  The Department’s perspective concerning offsite email access and related 
issues is relevant to the decision-making that employers will engage in following the 
adoption of any adjustments, and we urge you not to delay the issuance of any guidance 
that could be helpful to employers in this regard.   

 
x Second, IIABA respectfully requests that the Department extend the comment period to 

enable our organization and its members to have a more meaningful opportunity to 
review, vet, and consider these revisions.  This proposal is complex and its impact is 
significant, and the short comment period has not provided us with the ability to 
adequately collect input from our members and assess all of the likely effects of this rule.  
The need for additional time is heightened because the Department proposes automatic 
annual increases to the salary levels that essentially make the revisions perpetual in 
nature.  In the past, salary level adjustments and other changes to the overtime rules 
have been made periodically, but the Department now proposes revisions that would 
likely eliminate future rulemakings of this nature (and the accompanying opportunity for 
public input).  The Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy recently noted 
that “it will be difficult for small businesses to provide enough data or meaningful 
comments within the 60 days provided in this rulemaking” and requested that the 
comment period be extended for 90 days.  We strongly agree that an extension of some 
form is critically important.   

 
We thank you for the opportunity to comment on these important issues and for your 
consideration of our views.   
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Charles E. Symington, Jr. 
Senior Vice President, External & Government Affairs 
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September 2, 2015  
 
 
Mary Ziegler, Director 
Division of Regulations, Legislation and Interpretation 
Wage and Hour Division 
U.S. Department of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Room S‐3502 
Washington, D.C.  20210 
 
Re:  Comments on Proposed Rulemaking Regarding the Exemptions for Executive, 
Administrative, Professional, Outside Sales, and Computer Employees (80 Fed. Reg. 38,515, July 6, 
2015), RIN: 1235‐AA11 
 
Dear Ms. Ziegler: 
 
The National Retail Federation (“NRF”) submits these comments in response to the above referenced 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“Proposed Rule”) published in the Federal Register on July 6, 
2015.1  NRF is the world’s largest retail trade association, representing discount and department 
stores, home goods and specialty stores, Main Street merchants, grocers, wholesalers, chain 
restaurants and Internet retailers from the United States and more than 45 countries.  Retail is the 
nation’s largest private sector employer, supporting one in four U.S. jobs – 42 million working 
Americans.  Contributing $2.6 trillion to annual GDP, retail is a daily barometer for the nation’s 
economy.  The retail industry provides opportunities for lifelong careers, strengthens communities, 
and plays a critical role in driving innovation. 
 
NRF strongly opposes the Department of Labor’s (“DOL’s”) proposed changes to the regulations for 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) and is sorely disappointed in DOL’s approach toward 
updating the exemption tests.  NRF believes that attempting to raise employee wages by fiat ignores 
economic reality and will end up having major negative consequences for employees, employers and 
the economy as a whole.  If the proposed changes become final, NRF’s research predicts that the 
changes would result in many managers, who have enjoyed the benefits and sense of pride associated 
with exemption status, becoming hourly workers.  As hourly workers, many of the affected 
employees would receive reduced compensation and benefits and be diverted from career 
opportunities that are a path to middle-class success.  Not surprisingly, NRF’s research reveals that 
retail managers largely oppose DOL’s proposed changes.  Raising the minimum salary level to over 
$50,000 would create a deep divide between hourly workers and management.  The change would 
result in the extinction of middle management in the retail industry, creating, at a minimum, morale 
issues that would translate into negative consequences for the economy as a whole. 
 

                                                           
1 The firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP assisted in drafting these comments on behalf of NRF. 
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Page 2 
 
NRF also opposes DOL’s proposed changes because if they become final, they would have severe 
consequences for small businesses and the communities they serve.  The proposed minimum salary 
level is artificially high and breaks with DOL’s past precedent in setting the minimum salary level.  
Given the thin profit margins under which retailers operate, the increased salary level proposed has a 
particularly adverse impact on retailers.  NRF is especially concerned that retailers in rural locations 
and other low-cost areas of the country could see a disproportionate impact on their payrolls as a 
result of the increase in the salary level.  Additionally, DOL’s proposal to increase the minimum 
salary each year is unprecedented and divorced from economic realities.  An annual increase would 
place undue administrative costs on retailers and cause retail employees uncertainty with regard to 
their status and career paths. 
 
For these reasons, and those set forth in greater detail below, NRF urges DOL not to implement its 
proposed changes to the FLSA white collar regulations.  Instead, DOL’s approach should remain 
consistent with past precedent and methodologies as it considers any increase in the salary level.  We 
urge great caution in DOL’s approach, lest it cause severe harm to retail employees and employers. 
 
I. DOL’s Proposed Salary Level Is Too High And Would Cause Significant Harm To 
 Employees, Employers And The Economy As A Whole 
 
NRF strongly opposes DOL’s proposal to more than double the minimum salary level needed to 
qualify as exempt.  This extreme increase in the salary level is unnecessary and would have severe 
consequences for many retail and restaurant employees and their careers and their customers.  It is 
simply a bad idea that is highly inappropriate in today’s volatile economy. 
 

A. The proposed minimum salary does not properly account for regional differences 
in the economy.  

 
One of the reasons NRF opposes DOL’s proposal to set the minimum salary level at the 40th  
percentile of all full-time salaried employees is because this figure does not sufficiently account for 
regional differences in our nation’s economy.  For example, NRF members who have national 
operations note that their employees’ salaries are based on local market surveys and indexes that 
account for differing economic conditions across the country.  The United States Government also 
recognizes that wages for similar jobs differ across the country and accounts for these differences in 
setting the General Schedule pay rates based on location.  The reality is that having uniform salary 
thresholds for positions across the country at such an artificially high level does not make good 
business sense nor is it necessary.  
 
For retailers in many parts of the country, the proposed minimum salary level of $50,440 is divorced 
from what the market requires.  For example, for a store manager earning $50,000 after taxes in 
Washington, D.C., the comparable after-tax income in Oklahoma City is $31,412.  If DOL sets the 
minimum salary threshold at $50,440 in 2016, this salary level would impose a tremendous and 
undue economic burden on retailers in locations like Oklahoma City, rural West Virginia, and small 
town North Carolina.   
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In 10 states – Alabama, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky, Nevada, North Dakota, South Carolina, 
South Dakota and Texas – that dollar figure would bring at least 45% of full-time salaried workers 
under overtime rules. Another eight states – Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee and West Virginia – would see at least 50% covered. Notably, the 
figure works out to the intended 40th percentile in only one state, Maine.2 
 
DOL acknowledges that setting a minimum salary level too high may prevent employers from 
properly classifying even senior managers as exempt.  See 80 Fed. Reg. 38,516 at 38,532 (using too 
high a percentile of nationwide salaries “could have a negative impact on the ability of employers in 
low-wage regions and industries to claim the EAP exemptions for employees who have bona fide 
executive, administrative, or professional duties as their primary duty”).  Therefore, NRF urges DOL 
to account for the regional variations in the economy by adopting a salary level lower than the 
proposed 40th percentile.  And as discussed in more detail below, NRF believes that in setting the 
minimum salary level, DOL should continue to use the methodology it used in its 2004 rulemaking, 
where it used “earnings data of full-time salaried employees (both exempt and nonexempt) in the 
South and in the retail sector,” id. at 38,526, because “[t]he South was determined to be the lowest-
wage region,” which would avoid the regional pay variation and cost-of-living issues, id. at 38,557.  
This methodology has a proven track record and properly accounts for the economic realities in low-
cost regions of the country and the retail industry, which is the nation’s largest private sector 
employer.3  
 

B. DOL’s proposed methodology for determining the salary level is arbitrary  and 
lacks transparency. 

 
In an economy that is not even completely recovered from a deep recession, NRF submits that DOL’s 
selected methodology in choosing the 40th percentile of all full-time salaried employees to determine 
the appropriate salary level is completely arbitrary, lacks transparency, and is completely lacking in 
foundation.  As stated above, NRF believes DOL should adopt the methodology used in 2004 in 
setting the standard salary level for exempt employees in a final rule. 
 
There is no historic precedent for DOL’s 40th percentile approach and no explanation as to why the 
40th percentile was specifically selected.  It is a completely arbitrary percentage threshold that was 
chosen because DOL believes that a certain percentage of employees should be entitled to overtime.  
See id. at 38,529 (“The proposed increase in the standard salary level would increase the number of 
overtime-eligible white collar salaried employees who meet the duties test and earn less than the 
proposed salary level to approximately 25 percent.”).   

                                                           
2 Oxford Economics, a global leader in macroeconomic forecasting, completed a study commissioned by NRF 
on the state by state impacts of the salary increase, which provides the referenced data. It serves as an 
addendum to the Oxford Economics report titled “Rethinking Overtime – How Increasing Overtime 
Exemption Thresholds Will Affect the Retail and Restaurant Industries.”  A copy of the addendum is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A. 

3 This information on retail’s employment impact comes from a study from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
titled “The Economic Impact of the Retail Industry, 2014” which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
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Past precedent reflects that the 40th percentile is too high a level.  For example, the Kantor Report 
from 1958 noted that the objective of setting a salary level to reflect exemption status would be met if 
set at points near the lower end (10%) of the current range of salaries for those in the lowest-wage 
regions, smallest-sized establishment group, smallest-sized city group, or lowest-wage industries 
using data that DOL had collected at that time.  DOL utilized this approach to set the level in 1958.  
See id. at 38,525.  And in 2004, as noted above, DOL used Current Population Survey data that 
included most salaried workers and set the level at the bottom 20th percentile of the salaried 
population in the South and the retail industry.  Both of these approaches recognized that there are 
significant geographic and industry-specific differences such that a “one size fits all” approach set 
too high could have significant consequences on lower-wage geographic areas and in lower-wage 
industries.  That is why, historically, such approaches were used and why NRF believes the 2004 
methodology should continue to be used.  
 
DOL’s main explanation for proposing to use the 40th percentile, and declining to use the 2004 
methodology, is that the 2004 methodology did not account for the elimination of the long test and 
DOL needs to correct for a “mismatch.” See id. at 38,529.  But the 2004 DOL rule did provide for the 
elimination of the long test; the threshold from the 1958 Kantor percentage approach rose from 10% 
to 20% under the 2004 approach.     
 
DOL’s proposed methodology also lacks sufficient detail to allow third parties to reproduce the 
results.  As such, the validity of DOL’s calculations cannot be independently confirmed.  Indeed, 
Oxford Economics4 was unable to replicate the exact analysis given the lack of transparency in the 
economic analysis provided.5  This lack of transparency undermines the credibility of using the 40th 
percentile to set the minimum salary level for exemption status.    
 
As discussed in more detail below, NRF also notes that future automatic increases to the minimum 
salary level would be inflated if the Final Rule uses the 40th percentile methodology.  For example, if 
the Final Rule sets the minimum salary level needed to qualify as exempt at $50,440 in 2016 and 
indexes the threshold, NRF anticipates there would be relatively few salaried employees making less 
than $50,440 going forward.  Consequently, the next increase using the 40th percentile would be 
significantly higher than $50,440, and this problem would only be compounded year after year.  
 
In short, NRF urges DOL to maintain its prior 2004 FLSA-consistent approach toward setting the  
appropriate salary level for exemption status with adjustments for inflation.  This approach is well  

                                                           
4 Oxford Economics completed a study commissioned by NRF titled “Rethinking Overtime – How Increasing 
Overtime Exemption Thresholds Will Affect the Retail and Restaurant Industries.”  A copy of this study is 
attached hereto as Exhibit C.  Oxford Economics updated its “Rethinking Overtime” study on July 17, 2015.  
A copy of this update is attached hereto as Exhibit D.   

5 Oxford Economics noted that “BLS’s current description of methodology does not allow their numbers to be 
reproduced, and the validity of the calculations checked.  This reflects that some fairly arbitrary choices have 
been made in constructing the series, and sensitivity checks should be run on these arbitrary choices.”  Ex. D 
at 7.  Although DOL acknowledges that it may be difficult for the public to replicate the calculations (see 80 
Fed. Reg. 38,529 n.24), it is significant that even a leading economics organization was not able to do so.  
NRF urges DOL to provide greater transparency so that all may assess its analysis. 
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understood and transparent to all.  
 

C. The proposed increase in the salary level would have negative consequences on 
employee compensation, status, benefits, and career opportunities. 
 

DOL’s proposal to set the minimum salary level at $50,440 would simply be too high a level for the 
low profit margin retail industry to bear without severe repercussions.  Oxford Economics estimates 
that if the minimum salary threshold was set at $50,440 annually ($970 per week), and assuming that 
employers do not alter workers’ hours, benefits or rates of pay to compensate for their increased 
costs, this change would cost retail and restaurant employers $8.4 billion per year.  See Ex. D at 5.6   
 
It is possible that some NRF members would try to pass on some of these costs to consumers, but 
many NRF members note that their firsthand experience has shown that raising prices or reducing 
promotional sales to cover the artificially increased labor costs would result in a loss of sales, and, in 
turn, a loss of full-time jobs.7  In particular, NRF members who are small business owners and 
franchisees state that the proposed increases in labor costs would be especially hard to bear because 
they do not have the scale to spread costs over a large infrastructure.  Accordingly, NRF members 
may be forced to respond to the increased costs imposed by the new regulations by cutting the wages, 
benefits and hours of their employees.  Full-time retail jobs may well be lost. 
 
If the Final Rule sets the minimum salary level needed to be exempt at $970 per week in 2016, it is 
estimated that approximately 2,189,600 exempt retail and restaurant workers would be affected, 
roughly 64.1% of the total exempt workers in the industry.  See id.  Of these workers, approximately 
798,900 work more than 40 hours per week.  See id.  Although there would be some differences in 
how NRF members modify their operations if DOL’s proposed changes become final, NRF members 
are aligned in their opposition to the proposed changes, in part, because they know the changes 
would have a negative impact on their employees.  
 
Some NRF members report that they would likely increase the compensation level of certain 
managers to keep them exempt.  To keep labor costs neutral, however, they plan on reducing the 
incentive compensation these employees receive.8  NRF members may also be forced to reduce merit 
increases and incentive compensation for nonmanagement employees.  NRF members who would 
raise salaries for some employees report that to cover these costs they may reduce store hours and/or 
the number of full-time employees on staff.  This is likely to result in a decline in customer service 
                                                           
6 Evidence NRF has received from individual members also highlights the significant costs that a weekly 
salary of $970 would impose on employers in the low-margin industry.  For example, one national retailer 
estimates that it has nearly 1,900 exempt employees below this salary level and it would cost $18.9 million 
annually to raise their salary to the proposed threshold.  

7 See Ex. C at 21 (noting that retail companies lack the pricing power to absorb additional labor costs and 
would implement strategies to reduce the labor costs created by changes to the FLSA’s minimum salary level 
for exempt employees). 
8 Oxford Economics estimates that approximately 104,400 retail workers who are close to making the 
minimum salary level of $970 per week would likely see an increase in their base salaries to meet this 
threshold, but would also suffer an equivalent decrease in their benefits and bonuses.  See Ex. D at 5. 
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and sales, which means that more hours would be cut.  Thus, the result of mandating an increase in 
exempt manager salaries creates a vicious cycle that would have negative consequences for many 
managers and the employees they oversee.9    
 
Other NRF members report that they would respond to the increased salary level by reclassifying 
employees as nonexempt.10  As such, NRF is confident that the proposed changes to the minimum 
salary level would serve to eliminate many middle management positions in the retail sector.  This 
would be a great loss to the country because these middle management positions are key steps on the 
ladder of professional success, especially for many individuals who do not have college degrees.  
 
NRF members’ concerns about the consequences of changes to the white collar exemptions are 
shared by retail managers.  Retail managers surveyed by the research firm GfK overwhelmingly 
disapprove of changes that would strip them of their exempt, salaried status.11  For many of these 
employees, this reclassification to nonexempt status would mean the loss of benefits, flexibility, 
status and career opportunities they previously enjoyed.  Below is a specific list of some 
consequences that reclassified employees would likely face. 
 

1. Impact on professional status  
 

Many employees view being classified as exempt as a badge of professional status.  Being 
reclassified would be seen by many as a step back in their careers and as a devaluation of their roles 
in the organizations.  Employees do not like having to track time and fill out timesheets.  More than 8 
in 10 (85%) managers in the retail industry surveyed by GfK see negative consequences in moving 
from exempt to nonexempt status.12  Nearly half (45%) of these managers report that the change 
would leave them feeling as though they were performing a job instead of pursuing a career.  A third 
of the managers reported that they would be worried about their job stability and 31% reported that 
the change to nonexempt status would make them feel limited in their ability to advance their 
careers.13     

                                                           
9 NRF members also report that raising the salary level needed to qualify as exempt would cause them to 
increase their efforts to automate low-level positions to keep labor costs neutral.  See Ex. C at 4 (noting that 
employers would likely turn to automation). 

10 Oxford Economics estimates that approximately 463,000 retail workers would be converted from exempt to 
nonexempt status if the weekly salary level were raised to $970.  To the extent employees in this group work 
overtime, Oxford Economics predicts that these employees would see their hourly rates of pay decreased by an 
equal amount, leaving their total annual earnings unchanged.  Oxford Economics also predicts that an 
additional approximately 231,500 retail employees would be converted from exempt to nonexempt if the 
minimum salary level were raised to $970, but that this group of employees would have their hours reduced to 
38 hours per week. This change would cost these workers approximately $2.32 billion in earnings. See Ex. D 
at 5. 

11 A copy of GfK’s study titled “The Proposed Overtime Regulations’ Impact on Retail and Restaurant 
Managers” is attached hereto as Exhibit E. 

12 See Ex. E. 

13 See id. 
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2. Impact on total compensation and benefit packages 
 

Reclassifications caused by the increase in the minimum salary level needed to qualify as exempt 
would also result in reclassified workers receiving reduced overall compensation packages.14  
Exempt employees like the peace of mind of knowing that they will receive a minimum level of 
compensation each week.  Being reclassified as nonexempt means a loss of this guaranteed salary.  
Furthermore, 41% of the retail managers surveyed believed that they would be paid less if they were 
reclassified as nonexempt.15  This concern is well founded. Several NRF members stated that they 
may reduce employee hours to avoid overtime or lower hourly rates so that operations are able to 
remain generally cost neutral.  NRF members also indicated that reclassified managers may no longer 
be eligible for performance-based bonuses, which, in turn, would reduce the reclassified employees’ 
earnings potential.   
 
Additionally, some employees converted to nonexempt status would be ineligible for certain benefits 
such as increased vacation, life insurance, long-term disability insurance, and certain supplemental 
incentive compensation initiatives only offered to exempt employees.  Indeed, some benefits such as 
short-term and long-term disability are not always offered to the nonexempt population and/or result 
in additional employee costs for such benefits.   
 

3. Impact on training opportunities, career growth, and positions in 
 middle management   

 
Employees may have their future compensation affected by reclassification given the reduced 
opportunities for career growth that may ensue if an employer determines that the appropriate 
response to an increased salary level is to reclassify the employee as nonexempt.  Employees 
converted to nonexempt status would miss out on after-hours manager training programs and other 
programs that foster career progression and greater opportunities for future increases in income.16  
 
Additionally, those managers who would be reclassified as nonexempt would need to be more 
mindful of the hours they are working so as not to incur unauthorized overtime.  This would mean 
that they would lose the ability to use their own discretion in deciding whether to work extra hours to 
better learn the business and analyze how to make sales in their stores grow.  For many, this loss of 
freedom and ability to spend their time as they see fit would result in delayed career progression.  
NRF also believes that the net result of the proposed increase in the salary level would be an 

                                                           
14 Oxford Economics concluded that it is unlikely that many of these reclassified workers would see their take-
home pay improve simply because they gained the potential to earn overtime pay.  Instead, in the wake of 
changing regulations, employers would likely use a variety of strategies to reduce the additional labor costs in 
order to remain competitive.  Ex. C at 4. 

15 See Ex. E. 
16 GfK’s study found that managers in the retail industry understand that there are numerous benefits given to 
exempt managers that are not provided to non-management employees.  These benefits include bonuses, 
training opportunities, flexibility, status and management experience for their resumes.  See id. 
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accelerated hollowing out of the ranks of middle-level management, making it much more difficult 
for hourly workers to rise in this profession.17  Consequently, if the proposed changes become final, it 
would impede the career growth and future prosperity of hundreds of thousands of hard-working 
employees in the retail industry.  Such a result would create a deep divide between “management” 
and hourly workers, undermining collaboration and teamwork and creating morale issues.  
Ultimately, this would be negative for the economy as a whole.  
 

4. Less tolerance and time to establish satisfactory performance 
 

To the extent that an employer decides to raise salary levels to preserve exemption status for certain 
employees, a significant increase to the salary threshold may reduce the opportunity for employees, 
especially managers, in the retail industry to establish sufficient performance.  The higher salary 
levels required may translate into greater demands placed on employees and reduced tolerance for 
anything less than meeting expected performance standards and targets.  For example, managers who 
are having performance issues may be terminated at a quicker pace because they are not covering the 
higher labor costs associated with the higher salary.  
 
II. There Should Be No Automatic Increase To The Minimum Salary Levels 
 
NRF strongly opposes annual increases to the salary level or any automatic mechanism that mandates 
such an increase.  It would be an unprecedented18 and significant administrative burden to annually 
adjust the minimum salary level for exempt employees.  Moreover, any consideration given to a 
salary increase should be based on an individualized evaluation of economic conditions rather than 
an automatic arbitrary formula.  DOL has the capacity to decide when it is appropriate to raise the 
salary level, and it should not abdicate that responsibility by establishing an automatic annual 
increase that may not be appropriate for a given economic climate.  Such an approach is inconsistent 
with past precedent19 and is a waste of government resources.  Indeed, not even Congress has 
mandated that an automatic review process be built into the FLSA to determine if the minimum wage 
should be increased.   
 
As a practical matter, annual or other automatic increases would be administratively onerous for 
employers, already burdened, for example, by Affordable Care Act compliance.  In addition, annual 
increases in the threshold would hamper an employer’s ability to budget and provide merit increases, 
a significant tool and motivator in the workforce, if annual increases automatically must be provided 

                                                           
17 Oxford Economics concluded that changes to the FLSA white collar exemptions would cause firms to 
“centralize their management structures to rely on a smaller number of genuine managers and professionals.”  
Ex. C at 4.  Oxford Economics also predicts that “[w]orkplaces would become more hierarchical, and 
inequality would increase.  Lower-level employees, currently covered by overtime law, would find it harder to 
rise into the professional ranks as the number of mid-level salaried positions contracts.”  Id. at 4-5; see also id. 
at 21 (discussing how the changes in exempt status could undermine current career progression in the retail 
industry). 

18 NRF is unaware of any minimum wage or salary level under state or federal law that is subject to continual 
annual increases.   

19 Between 1938 and 1975, DOL regularly updated the salary level every five to nine years.  
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to preserve exemption status.  This budgetary uncertainty would force retailers to keep their store and 
supply chain labor costs in pencil until they know what adjustments would need to be made each 
year.   
 
NRF also submits that if salary levels were annually increased, there would be no certainty in 
exemption status, which in turn would create instability as far as an employee’s overall compensation 
and benefit package.  Employers frequently tie supplemental compensation, vacation time and benefit 
opportunities to exemption status.  If every year there were a possibility of having exemption status 
change, employers would likely reduce compensation and benefit opportunities available to 
numerous exempt employees in order to cover the administrative costs associated with the annual 
changes.   
 
In addition to significant overall concerns with the idea of an annual, automatic increase in the salary 
threshold, NRF and its members have grave concerns with DOL’s proposed mechanisms for the 
increase. Both mechanisms ignore industry and regional variations in wages and would only 
exacerbate the negative consequences associated with DOL’s use of the 40th percentile threshold in 
2016. Congress created exemptions because it recognized that nonexempt status was not appropriate 
for all jobs; however, adoption of the 40th percentile as the mechanism for annual updates to the 
threshold could rapidly result in a drastic reduction in the number of exempt employees.  Indeed, 
according to one estimate, by 2019 only 23% of the 2015 population of full-time salaried workers 
would still be classified as exempt if annual increases are tied to the 40th percentile.20  
 
In sum, NRF believes it would be imprudent to use a simple formula to delegate the decision of 
whether it makes economic sense to revise the required minimum salary level.  DOL’s past practice 
of updating the salary level when warranted has worked well and there is no need to break with this 
practice.  And the practical import of annual changes would be a waste of resources for the 
government and employers, and have potentially significant negative consequences for employers 
and employees. 
 
III. The Duties Test Should Not Be Revised  
 
NRF strongly agrees with DOL’s approach not to revise the standard duties test.  Indeed, NRF 
believes any changes to the duties test would not simplify the workplace for employers and workers, 
but rather would do just the opposite.  The below comments focus on why changing the duties test, 
and in particular changing the concurrent duties test for the executive exemption, would not be a 
productive use of DOL’s resources and would harm employers, employees, and the economy as a 
whole if implemented.   
 

                                                           
20 This estimate was provided by WorldatWork. WorldatWork is a nonprofit human resources association for 
professionals and organizations focused on compensation, benefits, work-life effectiveness and total rewards. 
The organization analyzed an estimate of 1,000,000 employees currently exempt under the salary test to 
determine the effect of the 40th percentile over time. Their model assumes that all employees below the 
threshold are paid hourly, employers do not adjust pay upward of affected employees to maintain exemption, 
and wages increase by 2% annually.  
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A. Changing the duties test would lead to increased litigation and years of 
 transition and uncertainty. 

 
As a general matter, understanding any new or different requirements that apply to the workforce, 
and what changes need to be implemented from a business standpoint, would cause legal uncertainty 
and take an unnecessary toll on business operations.  Since the regulations were last updated 10 years 
ago, NRF members have sought to ensure in good faith that their employees are classified properly 
from an exemption standpoint, which is a very time-consuming process for both large and small 
employers.  In the current economic climate, NRF believes that any changes to the current duties test 
would have a significant negative effect, especially for small business retailers.   
 
Changes to the duties test would also serve to fuel unnecessary and costly litigation. As DOL is likely 
aware, following the effective date of the 2004 regulations, litigation significantly increased under 
the FLSA.  In fact, based on one analysis we are aware of, FLSA claims filed more than doubled 
from 2004 to 2013 (3,606 in 2004 to 7,905 in 2013).  Changing the duties test again is sure to cause 
another spike in litigation activity.  Moreover, in the 10 years that have passed since the duties test 
was last revised, a significant body of precedent has developed that provides both employees and 
employers guidance on classification standards.  Revising the duties test again would diminish the 
value of this precedent and create an unnecessary period of transition and legal uncertainty. 
 

B. A duties test requiring employees to spend a strict quantitative percentage of 
 time on exempt work is not workable as a practical matter. 

 
In 2004, after considering the 75,280 comments received during a 90-day comment period, DOL 
eliminated the old “short test” vs. “long test” distinction for determining exempt status and instead 
set forth a “primary duty” test.  In doing away with the old “long test,” DOL specifically eliminated 
the requirement that an employee not spend more than a certain percentage21 of his or her time on 
nonexempt duties not directly and closely related to exempt work.  In eliminating this percentage 
limitation on nonexempt duties, DOL noted that percentage time tests create complexity and impose 
burdens on employers, such as significant monitoring requirements.  DOL also noted that “[w]hen 
employers, [and] employees, as well as Wage and Hour Division investigators applied the ‘long’ test 
exemption criteria in the past, distinguishing which specific activities were inherently a part of an 
employee’s exempt work proved to be a subjective and difficult evaluative task that prompted 
contentious disputes.”  69 Fed. Reg. 22,122 at 22,127.  Similar concerns of complexity and 
burdensomeness arise with regard to California’s “more than 50 percent” duties test, which, like the 
“long test,” requires an analysis of whether more than a certain percentage of time is spent on 
nonexempt duties.   
 
Although a strict “percentage” number applicable to the duties test might appear to provide more 
certainty to employers and serve to “simplify” the rules, NRF strongly believes the reverse is true, 

                                                           
21 The old “long test” language specifically stated that an executive was exempt, in part, if he or she did not 
devote more than 20%, or, in the case of an employee of a retail or service establishment, who does not devote 
as much as 40%, of his hours of work in the workweek to activities that are not directly and closely related to 
the performance of the exempt duties. 
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especially with regard to managers and assistant managers in the retail industry.  Indeed, as a 
practical matter, it is virtually impossible to micromanage how much time each day a manager is 
spending on particular duties, especially in the fluid environments of retail stores and restaurants.  A 
percentage test also presents a practical problem in operating retail establishments.  For example, if a 
cashier unexpectedly needs to leave early, the manager may have to run the cash register in order to 
keep the store functioning.  NRF members with operations in California also note that a quantitative 
duties test has caused them to conduct expensive time studies that divert limited funds from more 
productive uses. 
 
The strict quantitative standard that exists in California has led to a deluge of litigation regarding the 
exempt classification of managers and assistant managers.  This litigation has arisen primarily as a 
result of the difficulty of capturing how a particular manager spends his or her time throughout the 
day.  For example, a manager may be training an employee, but then be interrupted for 10 to 15 
minutes by a customer with questions, which then may lead to the manager’s needing to perform a 
transaction at the register.  Managers and assistant managers perform numerous duties (both exempt 
and nonexempt) throughout a workweek; thus, there is no practical and cost-effective way for an 
employer to quantify a manager’s time and duties at such a micro level on a week-to-week basis.   
 
Managers and assistant managers typically operate independently at a store or restaurant level, 
without immediate direct supervision.  An employer cannot “police” these employees to monitor and 
observe compliance with a strict 50% rule.  Thus, despite having a clear expectation (based, for 
example, upon job descriptions and training) that a manager should spend a certain amount of his or 
her time performing exclusively management duties, a manager could simply claim that he or she 
spent the majority of his or her work hours during a week performing nonexempt duties.  Imposing 
such a strict 50% quantitative standard effectively eliminates an employer’s ability to have certainty 
with regard to its classification decisions and negatively impacts operations and business planning.  
 
NRF members who have operations in California note that the threat and/or existence of wage and 
hour litigation, including exemption issues, is constant.  To extrapolate that threat nationwide could 
be devastating to employers.  It likely would cause disruption with constant attention to and fear of 
increased litigation without any guidance from the decades of existing caselaw interpreting the 
existing primary duty and/or old short duties test approach.  It also may drive businesses to stop 
serving certain areas and/or consolidate operations to more safely meet the test, resulting in the loss 
of jobs at these locations.      
 

C. The elimination of the concurrent duties test would be unworkable in the 
 retail and restaurant setting. 

 
NRF also strongly opposes any change to the “concurrent duties” test under the current FLSA 
regulations.  NRF rejects the misconception that managers are spending too much time performing 
nonexempt work such as stocking shelves and cleaning floors.22  When managers perform such 

                                                           
22 A survey of retail managers conducted by GfK found that approximately 66% of their time is spent 
managing employees, while only 9% is spent on stocking activities.  See Ex. E.  This indicates that the 
executive exemption is properly functioning and there is no need to change the current duties test.  
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duties, they are still “in charge” of the operations and are responsible for the success or failure of the 
operations.  As one retailer explained, regardless of what a manager’s hands might be doing at a 
given moment, a manager is always observing and directing.  Indeed, managers are not evaluated 
based on their ability to sweep floors and stock shelves, but rather how well they manage the 
operations of the stores.   
 
Those opposing the concurrent duties test ignore the realities of “management” in the retail industry.  
Here “management” is about making sure operations run smoothly, supervising and directing 
employees, and ensuring customer satisfaction.  It is the essence of “people management,” which is 
what we understand the executive exemption to be about.   Management in this industry also requires 
store managers to be on the floor – they cannot spend the majority of their time in a back office 
overseeing work from afar.23  
 
Creating a standard that a manager may not engage in nonexempt work while performing 
management duties would create two equally unattractive results: 
 

• First, it could result in having the manager classified as nonexempt to avoid risk uncertainty.  
For many NRF members, this would mean they would not have any exempt employees on 
the establishment premises.  It is nonsensical that the top person in a store is not 
automatically exempt, and is completely counter to the purpose of the FLSA’s executive 
exemption.  Certainly, there could be remote managers, but in a retail environment, that 
approach simply is not viable.     

• Alternatively, it could result in a scenario where exempt managers are continuously worried 
about whether they are engaging in nonexempt activities, which would erode their ability to 
perform.  It is quite common and a best practice for a store manager to be out on the sales 
floor leading and directing associates.  For example, a manager may pitch in for a short time 
to help clean up a merchandise section in order to train or teach the associates how to 
perform.  The idea that managers can simply sit in a back office is anachronistic in today’s 
retail workplace.  A restriction on concurrent duties also would impede managers’ ability to 
manage their stores and perform tasks that they deem important from their management 
perspective.  Shouldn’t a retail store manager have the discretion to ensure customer 
satisfaction by choosing to assist customers in a checkout stand while he or she is 
concurrently managing the front end of the store?   
 

The result of any changes to the concurrent duties test would have a disproportionate impact on small 
establishments and small business owners that need to maximize efficiency to remain in business.  
Changes also would result in harming manager morale because their flexibility and ability to manage 
their stores would be curtailed.  
 

                                                           
23 More than 8 in 10 managers surveyed believe that a change to the duties test that would preclude managers 
from performing non-exempt tasks would adversely affect customers.  See id.  The managers surveyed also 
believe that changes to the duties test would increase inefficiency and erode a manager’s ability to lead by 
example.  See id.   
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D. Any change to the duties test would need to first be vetted through formal 
 notice and provide an opportunity for the public to comment on specific 
 proposed changes.  

 
To the extent that DOL determines that it is appropriate to modify the duties test under 29 C.F.R. Part 
541, DOL should not implement any changes without first proposing specific language that would 
give the public notice and opportunity for comment, especially given the significant economic impact 
such changes would have on operations.  Any failure to formally vet proposed changes with the 
public would violate the spirit and purpose of the notice and comment requirements.  While DOL 
may believe that the duties test is a “logical outgrowth” of the Proposed Rule, “fair notice” of the 
changes are needed for compliance with the Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”).  See Long 
Island Care At Home, LTD. v. Coke,  551 U.S. 158, 174 (2007) (“The object, in short, is one of fair 
notice.”); Int’l Union, United Mine Workers of Am. v. Mine Safety & Health Admin., 407 F.3d 1250, 
1259 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (stating that purposes of APA’s notice and comment requirements are “(1) to 
ensure that agency regulations are tested via exposure to diverse public comment, (2) to ensure 
fairness to affected parties, and (3) to give affected parties an opportunity to develop evidence in the 
record to support their objections to the rule and thereby enhance the quality of judicial review”).  
Without first setting forth the specific changes to the duties test in a notice of proposed rulemaking, 
employers would not have “fair notice” of any change or the ability to comment on the economic 
costs associated with changes.  See Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 652 F.3d 431, 450 (3d Cir. 
2011) (stating that “the opportunity for comment must be a meaningful opportunity.  That means 
enough time with enough information to comment and for the agency to consider and respond to the 
comments” (citation omitted)).  Thus, NRF believes any change to the duties test without fair notice 
and opportunity to comment would violate the APA.24   
 
For all of the above reasons, NRF believes that the duties test should remain “as is.”  Changes to the 
duties test are not necessary and would likely harm employers, employees, and the overall economy.    
 
IV. Implementation Costs Would Be Significantly Higher Than Estimated In The 
 Proposed Rule 
 
DOL has asked for input as to what the implementation costs would be based on DOL’s proposal.  
NRF respectfully submits that DOL has woefully underestimated the time and associated cost that 
would be involved to implement changes associated with the requirements of a final rule.  For 
example, several NRF members believe that it would take significantly more than an hour to read and 
become familiar with the new rule.  Indeed, NRF has heard concerns from some of its small business 
members that they may have to hire additional help to assist them in understanding the new 
regulations and implementing the resulting changes.  
 
DOL’s estimate that it would take one hour per affected employee to make applicable adjustments is 
also too low.  See 80 Fed. Reg. at 38,566.  For example, NRF has received feedback from members 
who estimate it would take at least three to four hours per affected employee to make applicable 

                                                           
24 Additional laws may potentially be implicated if DOL fails to give fair notice, including but not limited to 
the Paperwork Reduction Act and the Unfunded Mandate Reform Act of 1995.  
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adjustments.  NRF members are particularly concerned that the new regulations would require them 
to spend significant sums updating their timekeeping systems and developing applicable training and 
policies for the reclassified workforce.  Additionally, NRF believes DOL’s projection that 
“managerial costs” would be an additional five minutes per week is a significant underestimation.  
See id. at 38,567.  NRF has received feedback from members who estimate that managerial costs 
would range from one to three hours per week.  Oxford Economics found that if the minimum salary 
were set at $970 per week in 2016, it would cost retail employers an estimated $745 million to 
modify their existing business operations.25   
 
In short, any change to the FLSA regulations would involve a significant amount of resources and 
time to ensure it is implemented properly.  DOL should note that the implementation costs would be 
significantly higher than it estimated and should be mindful of the significant implementation costs 
that would be imposed on businesses when it issues the final rule.26  
 
V. Effective Date Of Final Rule    
 
If the Department moves forward with finalizing the rule, NRF urges DOL to give employers 
sufficient time to review the Final Rule issued and to implement it in a manner that does not unduly 
disrupt operations and allows for timely compliance.  NRF respectfully submits that one calendar 
year is a reasonable time period to do so. 
 
VI. Conclusion 
 
NRF thanks DOL for the opportunity to provide comments on the Proposed Rule but respectfully 
requests that DOL wholesale reevaluate its proposal given the significant consequences a final rule 
mirroring the proposal would have on the retail industry.  If you have any questions with regard to 
NRF’s comments, please contact David French, frenchd@nrf.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Matthew R. Shay 
President and CEO 
National Retail Federation 

                                                           
25 See Ex. D at 6; see also Ex. C at 28-29.  NRF understands that Oxford Economics’ $745 million estimate 
covers what DOL describes as adjustment costs in year one and regulatory familiarization costs. 

26 Cf. Michigan v. E.P.A., 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2707 (2015) (finding that the EPA unreasonably deemed cost 
irrelevant when it decided to regulate power plants). 
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VIA ELECTRONIC FILING:  www.regulations.gov  

Dr. David Weil 
Administrator 
Wage and Hour Division 
U.S. Department of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue N.W. 
Washington, DC 20210 

RE: RIN 1235-AA11, Proposed Rule, Defining and Delimiting the 
Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside 
Sales and Computer Employees, 80 FR 38516 (July 6, 2015) 

Dear Dr. Weil: 

The United States Chamber of Commerce (the “Chamber”) submits these 
comments in response to the proposal of the Department of Labor (the “Department”), as 
published in the Federal Register, 80 FR 38516, on July 6, 2015, to revise the regulations 
at 29 C.F.R. Part 541, defining and delimiting the exemptions for executive, 
administrative, professional, outside sales and computer employees in section 13(a)(1) of 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA” or the “Act”), 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1). 
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STATEMENT OF INTEREST 

The United States Chamber of Commerce is the world’s largest business 
federation, representing more than three million businesses and organizations of every 
size, sector, and region, with substantial membership in all 50 states.  The Chamber’s 
mission is to advance human progress through an economic, political, and social system 
based on individual freedom, incentive, initiative, opportunity, and responsibility.  An 
important function of the Chamber is to represent the interests of its members in federal 
employment matters before the courts, Congress, the Executive Branch, and independent 
federal agencies.  Positions on national issues are developed by a cross-section of 
Chamber members serving on committees, subcommittees, and task forces.  More than 
1,900 business people participate in this process.  The Chamber also represents many 
state and local chambers of commerce and other associations who, in turn, represent 
many additional businesses. 

The Department of Labor’s proposed changes to the regulations at 
29 C.F.R. Part 541 (the “Part 541” or “white collar” regulations), if finalized, will have 
significant impact on our members.  We write to express our concerns with the 
Department’s proposal and urge its withdrawal.  
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INTRODUCTION 

When Congress passed the FLSA in 1938, establishing the minimum wage and 
overtime requirements, they excluded executive, administrative, professional and outside 
sales employees from those protections.  Congress believed then that in exchange for not 
being eligible for overtime, such employees earned salaries well above the minimum 
wage, were provided above-average benefits and had better opportunities for 
advancement, setting them apart from the nonexempt workers entitled to overtime pay.  
This is still true today.   

Exempt white collar employees also enjoy more generous paid leave benefits.  
They earn bonuses, commissions, profit-sharing, stock options and other incentive pay at 
greater rates than non-exempt employees.  Moving from a non-exempt to an exempt 
position is the first rung on the promotional ladder.  

Perhaps most importantly, exempt employees enjoy the stability and certainty of a 
guaranteed salary.  Exempt white collar employees must be paid on a salary basis – that 
is, they must receive a “predetermined” salary that “is not subject to reduction because of 
variations in the quality or quantity of the work performed.”1  Thus, while exempt 
employees do not receive overtime for working over 40 hours in a week, they also are not 
paid less if they work less than 40 hours in a week.  If an exempt employee works as little 
as one hour in the week, and then takes the rest of the week off because of a family 
emergency, that employee will still be paid her entire weekly salary.  A non-exempt 
employee need be paid only for the one hour he actually worked.  A non-exempt 
employee who takes an afternoon off to attend a parent-teacher conference will not be 
paid for that time, but an exempt employee will be paid her full guaranteed salary.2   

This difference provides a level of workplace flexibility that distinguishes exempt 
from non-exempt employees.  Secretary Perez has often discussed the importance of such 
flexibility in his own professional life: 

Involvement in my kids' sports teams is something I have made time for 
over the years.  I've also been able to coach all three of them in baseball 
and basketball, something that has strengthened our bonds and given me 
indescribable joy.  I wouldn't trade it for anything.  I lost my own father 
when I was 12, and I am the same age today that he was when he died 
suddenly of a heart attack.  So when it comes to family time, I have a 
strong sense of the fierce urgency of now. 

1 29 C.F.R. § 541.602(a). 
2 Subject to employer paid leave policies. 
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But I'm lucky.  I've had jobs that allow me the flexibility to achieve work-
life balance, to be there when one of the kids sinks a jump shot or for the 
parent-teacher meetings.3  

The Department’s proposal to increase the minimum salary level for exemption to 
the 40th percentile of all “non-hourly” workers – $50,440, an increase of 113 percent  – 
will eliminate the workplace flexibility that Secretary Perez so values for millions of 
employees who currently perform exempt executive, administrative, professional, 
computer, and outside sales job duties.  These millions will be reclassified to non-exempt 
and be required to start punching a time clock.  They will be paid only for hours they 
actually work, but that is no guarantee of overtime pay – as many employers will limit 
their work hours to fewer than 40 in a week.  Being eligible for overtime is not the same 
as earning overtime, even if the employee may currently be working more than 40 hours 
a week as an exempt employee. 

Although the Department views being reclassified as non-exempt as an 
advantage, in fact, Chamber members with vast experience managing private sector 
businesses know that limiting an employee’s work hours also limits opportunities for 
advancement.  Exempt employees know this too, and will view the reclassification to 
non-exempt necessitated by the Department’s proposal as a demotion.  Employee morale 
will suffer as their work hours are closely monitored, they fall out of the more generous 
employee benefit plans, are no longer eligible for incentive pay, and must carefully 
consider whether they can afford to leave work to attend a child’s baseball game.  

In addition, because of the Department’s proposal to automatically increase the 
salary level every year, more exempt employees will be reclassified every year and lose 
flexibility, benefits and opportunities for advancement every year. 

Among the employers who will be most impacted by the change in the salary 
threshold will be those in the nonprofit and medical provider sectors.  These employers 
are unable to increase their revenues to cover the increased costs of complying with the 
higher salary threshold, either because they are charitable organizations that survive on 
contributions, or their revenue is dictated by insurance rates that they have no opportunity 
to influence.   

President Obama directed the Department to “modernize” the white collar 
regulations,4 but the Department’s proposal will return our workplaces back to the 1950s 

3 See, e.g., Secretary of Labor Thomas E. Perez, The Most Important Family Value, Huffington Post (May 
27, 2014), available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/thomas-e-perez/the-most-important-
family_b_5397442.html. 
4 Shortly thereafter, Secretary Perez conducted “listening sessions” with representatives of the employer 
community, including the U.S. Chamber. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that these sessions had any 
impact on the Department’s proposal. 
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when all but the most highly paid employees punched a time clock and managers were 
prevented by union contracts from pitching in and lending a hand to help supervised 
employees complete the job.  Forcing employees back into a time-clock punching, shift 
work model will not be welcome when 74 percent of workers value “being able to work 
flexibly and still be on track for promotion,” second only after competitive pay and 
benefits.5 

In addition to likely triggering large-scale reclassifications to employee detriment, 
this proposal has inherent flaws.  Procedurally, the Department creates an impression that 
changes to the duties test will be made based merely on questions posed in the preamble, 
without proposed regulatory text or any of the accompanying analysis, supporting data, or 
economic impact studies.  Doing so would mean employers and other regulated parties 
will never have had a chance to review and comment on the specific changes, which 
would be contrary to the intent and spirit of the Administrative Procedure Act, Executive 
Orders 12866 and 13563 on proper rulemaking procedures, and President Obama’s own 
Open Government Initiative. 

Also, the economic data relied upon by the Department to support the new salary 
threshold is flawed and does not provide sufficient detail to support the claims made by 
the Department.  Similarly, the economic impact analysis provided fails to consider many 
factors and severely underestimates the economic impact of the Department’s proposal, 
even without taking into consideration transfer payments related to compliance with 
changing the salary threshold. 

As the Chamber’s comments, infra, will demonstrate,  the Department’s proposal 
should be withdrawn. 

5 Ernst & Young Study, Work-Life Challenges Across Generations (2015), available at 
http://www.ey.com/US/en/About-us/Our-people-and-culture/EY-work-life-challenges-across-generations-
global-study 
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DISCUSSION 

The Fair Labor Standards Act, enacted by Congress in 1938 during the Great 
Depression, generally requires covered employers to pay their employees at least the 
federal minimum wage (currently, $7.25 per hour) for all hours worked and overtime pay 
at one and one-half an employee’s regular rate of pay for all hours worked over 40 in a 
single workweek.6  In addition to ensuring additional pay for working over 40 hours, 
Congress intended the Act’s overtime pay requirement to encourage employers to spread 
the available work among a larger number of workers and thereby reduce unemployment:   

By this requirement, although overtime was not flatly prohibited, financial 
pressure was applied to spread employment to avoid the extra wage and 
workers were assured additional pay to compensate them for the burden of 
a workweek beyond the hours fixed in the act.  In a period of widespread 
unemployment and small profits, the economy inherent in avoiding extra 
pay was expected to have an appreciable effect in the distribution of 
available work.7   

Although the Department has described the FLSA overtime requirements as a 
“cornerstone of the Act,”8 Congress never intended the overtime requirements to be 
applied universally.  As enacted in 1938, and amended through the years since, the FLSA 
includes almost 50 partial or complete exemptions from the Act’s overtime requirements.  
A listing of these exemptions is provided in Appendix A.   

Congress included the white collar exemptions in section 13(a)(1) of the original 
1938 act, which exempted from both the minimum wage and overtime requirements “any 
employee employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, professional, or local 
retailing capacity, or in the capacity of outside salesman (as such terms are defined and 
delimited by regulations of the Administrator).”9  Congress amended section 13(a)(1) in 
1961 to remove the “local retailing capacity” exemption, but also prohibited the 
Department from denying the exemption to retail or service employees who spend less 
than 40 percent of hours worked performing non-exempt tasks.10  In 1966, Congress 
added academic administrative personnel and teachers to the exemption.11  Thus, today, 

6 29 U.S.C. §§ 206 (minimum wage), 207 (overtime). 
7 See Overnight Motor Transportation Co. v. Missel, 316 U.S. 572, 577-78 (1942). 
8 Notice of Proposed Rule, Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, 
Professional, Outside Sales and Computer Employees, 80 FR 38516, 38510 (July 6, 2015) (hereinafter 
“2015 NPRM”). 
9 52 Stat. 1060, 1067 (June 25, 1938).  
10 P.L. 87-30, 74 Stat. 65 (May 5, 1961). 
11 P.L. 89-601, 80 Stat. 830 (Sept. 23, 1966). 
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section 13(a)(1) of the FLSA provides an exemption from both the minimum wage and 
overtime requirements for: 

[A]ny employee employed in a bona fide executive, administrative, or 
professional capacity (including any employee employed in the capacity 
of academic administrative personnel or teacher in elementary or 
secondary schools), or in the capacity of outside salesman (as such terms 
are defined and delimited from time to time by regulations of the 
Secretary, subject to the provisions of [the Administrative Procedure Act], 
except that an employee of a retail or service establishment shall not be 
excluded from the definition of employee employed in a bona fide 
executive or administrative capacity because of the number of hours in his 
workweek which he devotes to activities not directly or closely related to 
the performance of executive or administrative activities, if less than 40 
per centum of his hours worked in the workweek are devoted to such 
activities).12   

Congress did not further define the terms “executive,” “administrative,” 
“professional” or “outside salesman” in the Act itself.  However, the legislative history 
indicates that Congress believed that such employees generally have little need for the 
FLSA protections.  As the Department stated in 2004: 

The legislative history indicates that the section 13(a)(1) exemptions were 
premised on the belief that the workers exempted typically earned salaries 
well above the minimum wage, and they were presumed to enjoy other 
compensatory privileges such as above average fringe benefits and better 
opportunities for advancement, setting them apart from the nonexempt 
workers entitled to overtime pay.  Further, the type of work they 
performed was difficult to standardize to any time frame and could not be 
easily spread to other workers after 40 hours in a week, making 
compliance with the overtime provisions difficult and generally precluding 
the potential job expansion intended by the FLSA's time-and-a-half 
overtime premium.13 

12 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1). 
13 Final Rule, Defining and Delimiting the Exemptions for Executive, Administrative, Professional, Outside 
Sales and Computer Employees, 69 FR 22122, 22124 (April 23, 2004) (hereinafter “2004 Final Rule), 
citing Report of the Minimum Wage Study Commission, Volume IV at 236, 240 (June 1981) (“1981 
Commission Report”) (“Higher base pay, greater fringe benefits, improved promotion potential and greater 
job security have traditionally been considered as normal compensatory benefits received by EAP 
employees, which set them apart from non-EAP employees.”). See also 1981 Commission Report at 243 
(“These compensatory privileges include authority over others, opportunity for advancement, paid vacation 
and sick leave, and security of tenure.”). 
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The Department first issued regulations to define and delimit the white collar 
exemptions on October 20, 1938, at 29 C.F.R. Part 541.  The original regulations, only 
two columns in the Federal Register, set a minimum salary level for exemption at $30 per 
week and established the job duties employees must perform to qualify for the 
exemptions.14  Between 1940 and 1975, the Department raised the minimum salary level 
for exemption six times – in 1940, 1949, 1958, 1963, 1970 and 1975 – an increase every 
two to nine years.15  In 1975, the Department raised the minimum salary levels for 
exemption to $155 per week ($8,060 annually) for executive and administrative 
employees and $170 per week ($8,840 annually) for professionals under the “long” duties 
tests, and to $250 per week ($13,000 annually) for the “short” duties tests.16 

The duties tests for exemption changed less frequently.  In 1940, the Department 
adopted a separate duties test for administrative employees for the first time.17  The 
Department also significantly revised Part 541 in 1949, including the addition of “special 
proviso[s] for high salaried” executive, administrative and professional employees (often 
referred to as the “short tests”) and publishing an interpretive bulletin.18   Between 1949 
and 2004, the Department made other occasional revisions to Part 541, but the basic 
structure and substance of the duties tests for executive, administrative, professional and 
outside sales employees remained unchanged.19 

The last major revisions to the Part 541 regulations were made in 2004 – 29 years 
after the previous increases to the salary level tests and 55 years after the last significant 
changes to the duties tests (apart from the addition of computer employees).  After a 
comprehensive review of legislative and regulatory history, federal court decisions 
interpreting Part 541, salary data and over 75,000 public comments, the Department 

14 3 FR 2518 (Oct. 20, 1938).  
15 5 FR 4077 (Oct. 10, 1940); 14 FR 7705 (Dec. 24, 1949); 23 FR 8962 (Nov. 18, 1958); 29 FR 9505 
(Aug. 30, 1963); 35 FR 883 (Jan. 22, 1970); 40 FR 7091 (Feb. 19, 1975). 
16 40 FR 7091 (Feb. 19, 1975). 
17 5 FR 4077 (Oct. 10, 1940). See also “Executive, Administrative, Professional . . .Outside Salesman” 
Redefined, Wage and Hour Division, U.S. Department of Labor, Report and Recommendations of the 
Presiding Officer (Harold Stein) at Hearings Preliminary to Redefinition (Oct. 10, 1940) (“1940 Stein 
Report”). 
18 14 FR 7705 (Dec. 24, 1949) (final regulations); 14 FR 7730 (Dec. 28, 1949) (interpretive bulletin 
published as Subpart B of Part 541). See also Report and Recommendations on Proposed Revisions of 
Regulations, Part 541, Harry Weiss, Presiding Officer, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, 
U.S. Department of Labor (June 30, 1949) (“1949 Weiss Report”). 
19 In 1954, the Department revised the regulatory interpretations of the "salary basis" test. 19 FR 4405 (July 
17, 1954). In 1961, the Department revised Part 541 to implement FLSA amendments eliminating the 
exemption for employees employed in a “local retail capacity.”  26 FR 8635 (Sept. 15, 1961). The 
Department revised Part 541 in 1967 to implement an FLSA amendment extending the exemption to 
academic administrative personnel and teachers. The Department revised Part 541 twice in 1992. First, at 
the direction of Congress, the Department revised the duties tests to allow certain computer employees to 
qualify as exempt professionals. 57 FR 46742 (Oct. 9, 1992). Second, the Department modified the salary 
basis test for public employees. 57 FR 37666 (Aug. 19, 1992). 
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replaced the long-inoperative “long” duties tests with new standard duties tests (with 
requirements intended as a middle ground between the “long” and “short” tests), and 
raised the minimum salary level for exemption from $155/$170 per week ($8,060/$8,840 
annually) to $455 per week ($23,660 annually).20  In addition, the Department replaced 
the “special proviso[s] for high salaried” employees and its “short test” salary level of 
$250 per week ($13,000 annually) with a highly compensated test applicable to 
employees with annual compensation of at least $100,000.21   

Since 1940, the Part 541 regulations have included three tests that employees 
must meet before qualifying for exemption:  First, employees must be paid at least the 
minimum salary level for exemption established in the regulations, currently $455 per 
week ($23,660 annually) as set in 2004.22  Second, employees must be paid on a “salary 
basis.”  An employee is paid on a salary basis “if the employee regularly receives each 
pay period on a weekly, or less frequent basis, a predetermined amount constituting all or 
part of the employee’s compensation, which amount is not subject to reduction because 
of variations in the quality or quantity of the work performed.”23  Third, the employees 
must have a primary duty of performing the exempt executive, administrative, 
professional, computer or outside sales job duties.24  Highly compensated employees, 
currently defined as employees with total annual compensation of at least $100,000, are 
exempt if they customarily and regularly perform at least one of the exempt duties of an 
executive, administrative or professional employee.25 

On the salary level tests, the Department has proposed to set the minimum salary 
required for exemption at the 40th percentile of weekly earnings for full-time salaried 

20 Although section 13(a)(1) provides exemptions from both minimum wage and overtime, as the 
Department recognizes, “its most significant impact is its removal of these employees from the Act’s 
overtime protections.”  2015 NPRM at 38519. In fact, because the minimum salary level for exemption of 
executive, administrative and professional employees has always been set well above the minimum wage, 
such employees de facto are protected by the FLSA’s minimum wage requirement. See 1981 Commission 
Report at 240 (“Employees paid below the salary test level must be paid premium rates for work in excess 
of 40 hours per week. Since salaries of exempt employees are usually well above the minimum wage, and 
the employer is under no obligation to pay wages equal to the salary test level, this is, in effect, a maximum 
hour exemption.”). However, because of the 29 years that passed between the salary level increases of 1975 
and 2004, the $155/$250 salary levels for exemption under the “long” duties tests was barely above the 
minimum wage for a 40 hour workweek by 1980 (when minimum wage increased to $3.10 per hour) and 
below the minimum wage beginning in 1991 (when minimum wage increased to $4.25 per hour). Thus, in 
2004, the “long” duties tests had been effectively inoperative for almost 25 years. 
21 2004 Final Rule at 22123. 
22 29 C.F.R. § 541.600. 
23 29 C.F.R. § 541.602. Teacher, doctors, lawyers and outside sales employees are not subject to the salary 
level and salary basis tests. 29 C.F.R. § 541.303(d) (teachers); 29 C.F.R. § 541.304(d) (doctors and 
lawyers); 29 C.F.R. § 541.500(c) (outside sales).  In addition, exempt computer employees may be paid by 
the hour. 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(17); 541.29 C.F.R. § 541.400(b). 
24 29 C.F.R. § 541.100 (executives); 29 C.F.R. § 541.200 (administrative employees); 29 C.F.R. § 541.300 
(professionals); 29 C.F.R. § 541.400 (computer); 29 C.F.R. § 541.500 (outside sales). 
25 29 C.F.R. § 541.601.  
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workers.26  Currently, based on 2013 data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), this 
would amount to a minimum salary of $921 per week or $47,892 annually.27  However, 
the Department expects that the 40th percentile will increase to $970 per week or $50,440 
annually by the time a final rule is issued in 2016.28  The Department seeks comments on 
whether “to permit nondiscretionary bonuses and incentive payments to count toward 
partial satisfaction of the salary level test.”29  The Department also proposes to increase 
the total annual compensation requirement needed to exempt highly compensated 
employees (HCEs) to the annualized value of the 90th percentile of weekly earnings of 
full-time salaried workers, which is estimated at $122,148 annually.30  Finally, the 
Department proposes to establish a mechanism for automatically updating the salary 
levels on an annual basis using either the 40th (standard test) and 90th (HCE test) 
percentiles or based on an inflationary measure (the CPI-U).31 

Whether the Department is proposing changes to the duties tests is far from clear.  
In the NPRM, the Department states that it “is not proposing specific regulatory changes 
at this time.”32  Rather, the DOL only “seeks to determine whether, in light of our salary 
level proposal, changes to the duties tests are also warranted” and “invites comments on 
whether adjustments to the duties tests are necessary, particularly in light of the proposed 
change in the salary level test.”33  The Department then requests comments on the 
following issues: 

A. What, if any, changes should be made to the duties tests? 

B. Should employees be required to spend a minimum amount of time 
performing work that is their primary duty in order to qualify for 
exemption? If so, what should that minimum amount be? 

C. Should the Department look to the State of California's law 
(requiring that 50 percent of an employee’s time be spent 
exclusively on work that is the employee’s primary duty) as a 
model? Is some other threshold that is less than 50 percent of an 
employee’s time worked a better indicator of the realities of the 
workplace today? 

26 2015 NPRM at 38517. 
27 Id. 
28 Id., n.1. 
29 Id. at 38536. 
30 Id. at 38537. 
31 Id. at 38524, 38537-42. 
32 Id. at 38543. 
33 Id. 
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D. Does the single standard duties test for each exemption category 
appropriately distinguish between exempt and nonexempt 
employees? Should the Department reconsider our decision to 
eliminate the long/short duties tests structure? 

E. Is the concurrent duties regulation for executive employees 
(allowing the performance of both exempt and nonexempt duties 
concurrently) working appropriately or does it need to be modified 
to avoid sweeping nonexempt employees into the exemption? 
Alternatively, should there be a limitation on the amount of 
nonexempt work? To what extent are exempt lower-level executive 
employees performing nonexempt work?34 

In addition, “the Department is also considering whether to add to the regulations 
examples of additional occupations to provide guidance” on “how the general executive, 
administrative, and professional exemption criteria may apply to specific occupations.”35  
The Department also “requests comments from employer and employee stakeholders in 
the computer and information technology sectors as to what additional occupational titles 
or categories should be included as examples in the part 541 regulations.”36 

I. THE DEPARTMENT’S PROPOSAL TO SET THE MINIMUM SALARY 
LEVEL USING THE 40TH PERCENTILE OF WAGES EARNED BY NON-
HOURLY EMPLOYEES, WILL EXCLUDE MILLIONS OF EMPLOYEES 
WHO MEET THE DUTIES TESTS FOR EXEMPTION, CONTRARY TO 
THE INTENT OF CONGRESS 

A. THE DEPARTMENT HAS LONG RECOGNIZED THAT THE PURPOSE OF THE 
SALARY LEVEL TEST IS TO EXCLUDE ONLY “OBVIOUSLY” NON-EXEMPT 
EMPLOYEES 

Section 13(a)(1) of the Act exempts executive, administrative and professional 
employees from the FLSA minimum wage and overtime requirements.  Thus, although 
Congress granted the Department authority to define and delimit the white collar 
exemptions, the agency has long acknowledged that it “is not authorized to set wages or 
salaries for executive, administrative and professional employees.  Consequently, 
improving the conditions of such employees is not the objective of the regulations.”37   

34 Id. at 38543. 
35 Id. 
36 Id. 
37 1949 Weiss Report at 11 (emphasis added). 
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Rather, the purpose of the salary level test is “screening out the obviously 
nonexempt employees.”38  “The salary tests in the regulations are essentially guides to 
help in distinguishing bona fide executive, administrative, and professional employees 
from those who were not intended by the Congress to come within these categories.  Any 
increase in the salary levels from those contained in the present regulations must, 
therefore, have as its primary objective the drawing of a line separating exempt from 
nonexempt employees rather than the improvement of the status of such employees.”39  

Thus, while the salary level selected may “deny exemption to a few employees 
who might not unreasonably be exempted,” the Department ignores congressional intent 
to its peril by setting the minimum salary level for exemption so high as to exclude from 
the exemption millions of employees who would meet the duties requirements.40  The 
salary level tests should not be set at a level that would result “in defeating the exemption 
for any substantial number of individuals who could reasonably be classified for 
purposes of the Act as bona fide executive, administrative, or professional employees.”41 

In addition, regulations of such “general applicability .  .  .  must be drawn in 
general terms to apply to many thousands of different situations throughout the 
country.”42  As the Department stated in 1949:  “To be sure, salaries vary, industry by 
industry, and in different parts of the country, and it undoubtedly occurs that an employee 
may have a high order of responsibility without a commensurate salary.”43 Thus, to avoid 
excluding millions of employees from the exemption who do perform exempt job duties, 
the Department has recognized that “the same salary cannot operate with equal effect as a 
test in high-wage and low-wage industries and regions, and in metropolitan and rural 
areas, in an economy as complex and diversified as that of the United States.  Despite the 
variation in effect, however, it is clear that the objectives of the salary tests will be 
accomplished if the levels selected are set at points near the lower end of the current 
range of salaries”44 of exempt employees “in the lowest-wage region, or in the smallest 
size establishment group, or in the smallest-sized city group, or in the lowest-wage 
industry.”45  

38 Id. at 8 (emphasis added). See also 1958 Kantor Report at 2-3 (“Essentially, the salary tests are guides to 
assist in distinguishing bona fide executive, administrative, and professional employees from those who 
were not intended by the Congress to come within these categories. They furnish a practical guide to the 
investigator as well as to employers and employees in borderline cases, and simplify enforcement by 
providing a ready method of screening out the obviously non-exempt employee.”). 
39 1949 Weiss Report at 11. See also 1958 Kantor Report at 2-3. 
40 1940 Stein Report at 6 (emphasis added). 
41 1949 Weiss Report at 9 (emphasis added). 
42 Id. 
43 Id. at 11. 
44 1958 Kantor Report at 5. 
45 Id. at 6-7. See also 1940 Stein Report at 32 (“Furthermore, these figures are averages, and the Act applies 
to low-wage areas and industries as well as to high-wage groups. Caution therefore dictates the adoption of 
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As discussed in more detail below, the Department’s proposal to increase the 
minimum salary level for exemption based on the 40th percentile of earnings for all non-
hourly workers – resulting in an estimated minimum salary of $50,440 – quotes but then 
ignores these accepted purposes and principals with little or no justification.  In the past, 
the Department has used data on salaries of exempt employees.  Today, the Department 
uses earnings data for all “non-hourly” paid employees, whether exempt or nonexempt, 
and including employees not covered by the Part 541 salary tests, with no reasonable 
basis for distinguishing salaries of exempt versus non-exempt employees.  In the past, the 
Department has looked to salaries of exempt employees in the lowest-wage region, the 
smallest size establishment group, the smallest-sized city group, and the lowest-wage 
industry.  Today, the Department uses only national data, ignoring the disproportionate 
impact that so doing will have for employers in these groups.  In the past, the Department 
has looked to the 10th, 15th and 20th percentile of exempt employee salaries.  Today, the 
Department proposes using the 40th percentile of earnings for all non-hourly paid 
employees based on the mistaken justification that the current standard duties tests are 
equivalent to the old “long” duties tests.  The Department’s proposed $50,440 minimum 
salary level, in short, is a result in search of a reasoned methodology; but, under any 
supportable methodology, the Department’s proposal is at least $10,000 to $20,000 too 
high.   

B. SETTING THE MINIMUM SALARY LEVEL AT THE 40TH PERCENTILE OF 
EARNINGS OF ALL “NON-HOURLY” PAID EMPLOYEES IGNORES 77 YEARS 
OF LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, REGULATORY HISTORY AND CHANGES TO THE 
AMERICAN ECONOMY 

With few exceptions, historically, the Department set the minimum salary level 
for exemption by studying the salaries actually paid to exempt employees and setting the 
salary at no higher than the 20th percentile in the lowest-wage regions, the smallest size 
establishment groups, the smallest-sized cities and the lowest-wage industries.  In 1949, 
for example, the Department examined data on increases in salaries for exempt 
employees since the 1940 increases, compared that data with the earnings of nonexempt 
employees, and then set a salary level lower than the data indicated to account for lower-
wage industries and small businesses.46 

To set the salary level in 1958, the Department compiled salary data for 
employees who had been found exempt during wage-hour investigations over an 

a figure that is somewhat lower, though of the same general magnitude.”); 1949 Weiss Report at 11-12 
(“Any new figure recommended should also be somewhere near the lower end of the range of prevailing 
salaries for these employees.”); 1949 Weiss Report at 14 (“Consideration must also be given to the fact that 
executives in many of the smaller establishments are not as well paid as executives employed by larger 
enterprises.”); 1949 Weiss Report at 15 (“The salary test for bona fide executives must not be so high as to 
exclude large numbers of the executives of small establishments from the exemption.”). 
46 1949 Weiss Report at 12-15. 
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eight-month period in 1955, grouping employees “by major geographic regions, by 
number of employees in the establishment, by size of city, and by broad industry 
groups.”47  The Department’s report also included published materials on how salary 
levels had changed since 1949 and information on starting salaries of college 
graduates.”48  Based on this data, the Department set the salary level so that “no more 
than about 10 percent of those in the lowest-wage region, or in the smallest size 
establishment group, or in the smallest-sized city group, or in the lowest-wage industry of 
each of the categories would fail to meet the tests.”49   

Again, in 1963, the Department relied on a special survey by the Wage and Hour 
Division (“WHD’) on salaries paid to exempt employees, and increased the salary level 
to “bear approximately the same relationship to the minimum salaries reflected in the 
1961 survey data as the tests adopted in 1958.”50   

In 1970, the Department adopted a minimum salary level for executives of $125 
per week, when salary data on “executive employees who were determined to be exempt 
in establishments investigated by the Divisions between May and October 1968 for all 
regions in the United States, 20 percent received less than $130 per week, whereas only 
12 percent of such executives employees in the West and 14 percent in the Northeast 
received salaries of less than $130 per week.”51   

The rulemaking in 1975 was anomalous:  The Department based the salary 
increase on the Consumer Price Index, rather than a percentile, but also stated that the 
increase was not “to be considered a precedent.”52   

In 2004, the Department considered data “showing the salary levels of the bottom 
10 percent, 15 percent and 20 percent of all salaried employees, and salaried employees 
in the lower wage South and retail sectors.”53  The Department set the minimum salary 
level at $455 per week ($23,660 annually), the 20th percentile for salaried employees in 
the South region and retail industry, rather than at the 10th percentile as in 1958, to 
account for the proposed change from the “short” and “long” test structure and because 
the data included nonexempt salaried employees.”54 

47 1958 Kantor Report at 6. 
48 Id. 
49 Id. at 7-8. 
50 28 FR 7002, 7004 (July 9, 1963). 
51 35 FR 883, 884 (Jan. 22, 1970). 
52 40 FR 7091, 7092 (Feb. 19, 1975). During a private conversation in 2001 between incoming Wage & 
Hour Administrator Tammy D. McCutchen and Betty Southard Murphy, the Administrator in 1975, 
Ms. Murphy stated that the 1975 Final Rule was finalized before a wage survey could be completed so she 
could take up her new post as a Chair of the National Labor Relations Board. 
53 2004 Final Rule at 22167 & Table 2. 
54 2004 Final Rule at 22168-69 & Table 3. 
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Departing from the historical methodologies to use the 40th percentile of earnings 
for all non-hourly employees ignores the fact that most retail and service employees were 
exempt until 1961.  As originally enacted, section 13(a)(1) of the FLSA exempted “any 
employee employed in a .  .  .  local retailing capacity” from the minimum wage and 
overtime requirements, and section 13(a)(2) included an exemption for “any employee 
engaged in any retail or service establishment the greater part of whose selling or 
servicing is in intrastate commerce.”55  In 1949, Congress amended section 13(a)(2) to 
cover employees of retail establishments with more than 50 percent of sales “made within 
the State in which the establishment is located.”56  Because of these exemptions, during 
this time period, only “three percent of the retail trade workers were estimated to be 
subject to the wage and hour provisions of the FLSA.”57  In 1961, Congress amended the 
FLSA to eliminate the “local retailing capacity” exemption in section 13(a)(1) and limit 
the section 13(a)(2) retail exemption to establishments with less than $250,000 in annual 
sales.58 After the 1961 amendments, the Department of Labor estimated that 2.2 million 
employees came within the scope of the Act.59  Later amendments further restricted the 
retail exemption until it was repealed completely in 1989.60 

Thus, when the Department set the salary level at the 10th percentile of exempt 
employee salaries in 1958, that data set did not include exempt salaries of retail 
employees, a lower-wage industry.  Rather, the 1958 data would have included salary 
information in industries such as manufacturing and construction, the primary focus of 
the FLSA protections at the time.  If data on exempt salaries in the retail industry had 
been included in 1958, the salary level selected certainly would have been below the 10th 
percentile.   

In preparation for the 1963 rulemaking, the Department conducted a special 
survey in June 1962 to gather data “on minimum weekly salaries paid executive, 
administrative and professional employee in retail establishments.”61  The survey 
confirmed that exempt executive, administrative and professional employees in retail 
earned less than exempt employees in other industries:  “The survey data indicate that in 
the type of establishment in which all employees would have qualified for the ‘retail’ 
exemption under section 13(a) (2) of the act, 29 percent of the executive and 32 percent 
of the administrative employees were paid less than $100 a week.  Thirteen percent of the 
executive employees and 19 percent of the administrative employees were paid less than 
$80 a week.”  Thus, the Department established lower salary levels for the retail industry 

55 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(2), P.L. 718, 52 Stat. 1060, 1067 (June 25, 1938). 
56 P.L. 393, 63 Stat. 910, 916 (Oct. 26, 1949. 
57 1981 Commission Report at 14, 
58 P.L. 87-30, 75 Stat. 65, 71 (May 5, 1961) 
59 1981 Commission Report at 17. 
60 P.L. 101-157, 103 Stat. 939 (Nov. 17, 1989). 
61 28 FR at 7002. 
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effective until September 1965:  $80 per week for executive and administrative 
employees (instead of $100 for other industries); $95 per week for professionals (instead 
of $115), and $125 per week under the “short” duties test (instead of $150).62  By 1965, 
the Department expected retail salaries to increase as the industry adjusted to its new 
coverage under the FLSA.63  Perhaps most instructive in this regulatory history, the 
Department rejected salary levels for retail employees at the 29th and 32nd percentiles, 
instead adopting salary levels at the 13th and 19th percentile.64 

Changes to the American economy and jobs also support a lower percentile, not a 
higher one.  The Department makes much of the fact that the percentage of employees 
eligible for overtime has allegedly eroded significantly:  “In 1975, 62 percent of full-time 
salaried workers were eligible for overtime pay; but today, only 8 percent of full-time 
salaried workers fall below the salary threshold and are automatically eligible for 
overtime pay.”65  However, these statistics ignore the revolutionary changes to our 
economy since the 1975 salary increases and certainly since Congress passed the FLSA 
in 1938.  Thus, the alleged changes in the number of exempt employees cannot withstand 
even cursory scrutiny or provide support for the Department’s proposal.   

One indicator of exempt status is level of education – not only for the professional 
exemption, but for all of the white collar exemptions.  Possession of a Bachelors, Masters 
or Doctoral degree is a key indicator that an employee, using that degree in his work, is 
performing job duties at a sufficiently high level to qualify for the exemption.  According 
to U.S.  Census data, in 1940, only 4.6 percent of Americans had completed four years of 
college, increasing to 11 percent by 1970.  Today, 34 percent of Americans hold 
Bachelors, Masters or Doctoral degrees.   

In addition, the American economy has steadily moved away from blue collar 
manufacturing jobs that could be performed by unskilled and low-skilled workers to 
white collar jobs in service industries which require employees to perform job duties 
requiring more knowledge and judgment.  In 1939, the year after Congress passed the 
FLSA, 35.5 percent of American workers were employed in manufacturing, but by 2014, 
that proportion had fallen to 10.4 percent.  During the same time period, the more 
educated workforce in the professional and business services sector grew from 7.4 
percent of all jobs in 1939 to 16.3 percent of jobs in 2014, according to the BLS Current 
Employment Statistics surveys.   

62 28 FR at 7005; 28 FR 9505, 9506 (Aug. 30, 1963) 
63 28 FR at 7005. 
64 Id. 
65 5 Million Reasons Why We’re Updating Overtime Protections, Secretary Tom Perez (July 1, 2015), 
available at http://blog.dol.gov/2015/07/01/5-millions-reasons-why-were-updating-overtime-protections/.  
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These two incontrovertible facts can lead to only one conclusion:  Today, more 
employees are performing exempt executive, administrative and professional work than 
ever before in the history of the United States.  Thus, there is no justification for 
increasing the percentile used to set the salary level in an attempt to bring the same 
percentage of employees within the overtime protections as there were in 1975. 

C. THE DEPARTMENT’S 20TH PERCENTILE METHODOLOGY IN 2004 WAS 
SUFFICIENT TO ACCOUNT FOR CHANGES IN THE DUTIES TESTS 

The Department’s sole, but oft-repeated justification for proposing a salary level 
at the 40th percentile – quadrupling the percentile used in 1958 – is that the 2004 salary 
level was too low to adequately compensate for changes in the duties tests: 

• “The proposed increase to the standard salary level is also intended to 
address the Department’s conclusion that the salary level set in 2004 
was too low to efficiently screen out from the exemption overtime-
protected white collar employees when paired with the standard duties 
test.”66 

• “The Department believes that the proposed salary compensates for 
the absence of a long test ….”67 

• “A standard salary threshold significantly below the 40th percentile, or 
the absence of a mechanism for automatically updating the salary 
level, however, would require a more rigorous duties test than the 
current standard duties test ….”68 

• “The Department set the standard salary level in 2004 equivalent to the 
former long test salary level, thus not adjusting the salary threshold to 
account for the absence of the more rigorous long duties test.”69 

• “The Department in the 2004 Final Rule based the new ‘standard’ 
duties tests on the short duties tests (which did not limit the amount of 
nonexempt work that could be performed), and tied them to a single 
salary test level that was updated from the long test salary (which 
historically had been paired with a cap on nonexempt work).”70 

66 2015 NPRM at 38517. 
67 Id. 
68 Id. at 38519. 
69 Id. 
70 Id. at 38526. 
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• “However, the higher percentile proposed here is necessary to correct 
for the current pairing of a salary based on the lower salary long test 
with a duties test based on the less rigorous short duties test, and 
ensure that the proposed salary is consistent with the Department’s 
longstanding goal of finding an appropriate line of demarcation 
between exempt and nonexempt employees.”71 

• “The proposed percentile diverges from the percentiles adopted in both 
the 2004 Final Rule and the Kantor method because it more fully 
accounts for the Department’s elimination of the long duties test.”72   

• “Based on further consideration of our analysis of the 2004 salary, the 
Department has now concluded that the $455 salary level did not 
adequately account for both the shift to a sample including all salaried 
workers covered by the part 541 regulations, rather than just EAP 
exempt workers, and the elimination of the long duties test that had 
historically been paired with the lower salary level.  Accordingly, this 
proposal is intended to correct for that error by setting a salary level 
that fully accounts for the fact that the standard duties test is 
significantly less rigorous than the long duties test and, therefore, the 
salary threshold must play a greater role in protecting overtime-
eligible employees.”73   

• “This is the first time that the Department has needed to correct for 
such a mismatch between the existing salary level and the applicable 
duties test.  ...  The creation of a single standard test based on the less 
rigorous short duties test caused new uncertainty as to what salary 
level is sufficient to ensure that employees intended to be overtime-
protected are not subject to inappropriate classification as exempt, 
while minimizing the number of employees disqualified from the 
exemption even though their primary duty is EAP exempt work.”74   

• “However, although the Department recognized the need to make an 
adjustment because of the elimination of the long duties test, the 
amount of the increase in the required salary actually only accounted 
for the fact that the data set used to set the salary level included 

71 Id. at 38529. 
72 Id. 
73 Id. 
74 Id. 
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nonexempt workers while the Kantor method considered only the 
salaries paid to exempt employees.”75 

• “Setting the standard salary level at the 40th percentile of earnings for 
full-time salaried workers would effectively correct for the 
Department’s establishment in the 2004 Final Rule of a single standard 
duties test that was equivalent to the former short duties test without a 
correspondingly higher salary level.”76 

• To remedy the Department’s error from 2004 of pairing the lower long 
test salary with the less stringent short test duties, the Department is 
setting the salary level within the range of the historical short test 
salary ratio so that it will work appropriately with the current standard 
duties test.”77  

Repeating the same assertion a dozen times does not make it true or justify 
quadrupling the Department’s 10th percentile methodology from 1958 to the 40th 
percentile.  The Department’s assertion that the 2004 salary level was too low to 
adequately compensate for changes in the duties is problematic for several reasons. 

First, as noted above, the 1958 data did not include retail employees, who 
generally earned less than the production employees who were included in that 
data.78  Thus, an expanded 1958 data set that had included retail employees would have 
yielded a lower dollar threshold corresponding to the 10th percentile than the dollar 
threshold actually recommended in 1958. 

Second, as the Department noted both in 2004 and in this rulemaking, the agency 
historically used salary data that included exempt employees only.  The CPS data 
includes both exempt and non-exempt data, lumped together.  As discussed more fully in 
section VI, the only attempt by the Department has ever made to distinguish between 
exempt and non-exempt employees in the CPS data was in 1998 when WHD staff 
attempted to assign probabilities on whether employees in a CPS job title were exempt.  
As every wage and hour investigator learns in her basic training class, and as stated in the 
Part 541 regulations, a “job title alone is insufficient to establish the exempt status of an 
employee.”79  In fact, more often than not, investigators find job titles misleading and 
also refuse to credit statements about duties in job descriptions because the “exempt or 
nonexempt status of any particular employee must be determined on the basis of whether 

75 Id. at 38530. 
76 Id. at 38531. 
77 Id. See also id. at 38532, 38534, 38560, and 38562. 
78 See, e.g., 28 FR at 7005; 28 FR at 9506.  
79 29 C.F.R. § 541.2.   
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the employee's salary and duties meet the requirements” for exemption.80  As 
investigators know, such determinations can only be made after interviewing witnesses 
who are familiar with the actual job duties performed.  And now, in 2015, the DOL’s 
guesses at identifying exempt versus non-exempt employees in the CPS data set is 17 
years out of date!  No apparent attempt has been made to duplicate or validate the 
Department’s 17-year-old assumptions about job duties and exempt status.  Thus, the 
Department’s conclusion that the 20th percentile used in 2004 only accounted for the 
difference in the data is highly suspicious or totally unsupported.  And, without this 
foundation, the superstructure built upon it collapses. 

Third, the 2004 standard duties tests are not equivalent to the old “long” tests.  
For example, the pre-2004 “short” test for the executive exemption required only that the 
employee have a primary duty of managing the enterprise (or a recognized department or 
subdivision thereof) and customarily and regularly direct the work of two or more other 
employees.81  The 2004 regulations added a third requirement:  “the authority to hire or 
fire other employees or whose suggestions and recommendations as to the hiring, firing, 
advancement, promotion or any other change of status of other employees are given 
particular weight.”82  This new requirement under the standard test was taken from the 
pre-2004 “long” test.83  Thus, the standard duties test for the executive exemption is more 
difficult to meet than the pre-2004 “short” test.84  The Department’s methodology for 
increasing the salary level makes no effort to acknowledge or account for this difference.   

Fourth, the Department’s reliance on the 1975 “long” test salary levels is 
similarly misplaced.  The salary levels adopted in 1975 are anomalies.  The Department 
set these rates in a very truncated process, without the benefit of a wage survey.  The 
Department based the salary increase on the Consumer Price Index, rather than a 
percentile, but also stated that the increase was not “to be considered a precedent.”85  Yet, 
here in 2015, the Department is doing exactly that – using 1975 as a precedent – to the 
exclusion of all other comparators. 

While the current standard duties tests do not include a 20 percent restriction (40 
percent in retail or services establishments) on work activities that are not directly related 
to an employee’s exempt duty, this does not have the significance that the Department 

80 Id. 
81 68 FR 15560 (April 23, 2003). 
82 29 C.F.R. § 541.100. 
83 2004 Final Rule at 22127. 
84 Should the Department review the public comments filed in response to the 2003 Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, it will find that most employer groups objected to this change. 
85 40 FR 7091, 7092 (Feb. 19, 1975). During a private conversation in 2001 between incoming Wage and 
Hour Administrator Tammy D. McCutchen and Betty Southard Murphy, the Administrator in 1975, 
Ms. Murphy stated that the 1975 Final Rule was finalized before a wage survey could be completed so she 
could take up her new post as a Chair of the National Labor Relations Board. 
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would give it.  Because of the 29 years that passed between the salary level increases of 
1975 and 2004, the $155/$170 salary levels for exemption under the “long” duties tests, 
on which the Department so heavily relies, were barely above the minimum wage for a 
40-hour workweek by 1980 (when minimum wage increased to $3.10 per hour) and 
below the minimum wage beginning in 1991 (when minimum wage increased to $4.25 
per hour).  Thus, in 2004, the “long” duties tests had been effectively inoperative for 
almost 25 years and were not functioning to distinguish between exempt and non-exempt 
employees.  The Department’s reasons, then, for not returning to a 20 percent restriction, 
already dead for 25 years, are even more compelling today with the 20 percent restriction 
now 36 years dead.86 

Even without these significant faults in its analysis, the Department has failed to 
adequately justify quadrupling the historical 10th percentile to set the salary level based 
on the 40th percentile.  The Department does not appear to have seriously considered less 
burdensome options:  some percentile greater than 10 but lower than 40; using salary 
levels in lower wage regions or industries; using salary levels in rural areas and small 
businesses.  Nor did the Department adequately explore options other than the percentile 
method.  As set forth in the following section, examining all the possible methodologies 
and measures reveals that the 40th percentile methodology is an outlier – reverse 
engineered to get a pre-determined, desired result.87 

D. THE DEPARTMENT’S PROPOSED MINIMUM SALARY LEVEL IS TOO HIGH 
UNDER ANY OTHER METHODOLOGY 

The application of other measures and methodologies results in salary levels 
thousands of dollars below the $50,440 proposed by the Department.  Although these 
other methodologies have not been applied as often as a percentile method, many have 
been considered by the Department over the years as an additional data point.  The 
Department should not give such short shrift to this information, particularly as the 
results appear consistent between and among the other methodologies. 

86 2004 Final Rule at 22126-28. 
87 See e.g., Updating Overtime Rules Could Raise the Wages for Millions, Ross Eisenbrey (March 12, 
2014) (“We are pleased that the president is directing the Department of Labor to update overtime 
regulations, a policy change that I have previously proposed. About 10 million workers could benefit from 
a rule that makes clear that anyone earning less than $50,000 a year is not exempt from overtime 
requirements and must be paid time-and-a-half for any work they do past 40 hours a week.”), available at 
http://www.epi.org/publication/updating-overtime-rules-raise-wages-millions/.  
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1. Lower percentiles 

If it uses the CPS data set for non-hourly paid workers,88 the Department should 
use a lower percentile.  A salary level at the 10th, 20th and 30th percentiles would be 
consistent with the history of the Part 541 regulations and better reflect the actual 
dividing line between exempt and non-exempt employees.89  As shown in Table 1, the 
10th percentile would result in a salary level of $26,000; over 30 percent of non-exempt 
hourly employees in the data set earn below that level.  The 20th percentile would result 
in a salary level of $34,996; over 50 percent of non-exempt hourly employees earn below 
that level.  The 30th percentile would result in a salary level of $40,820; almost 70 
percent of non-exempt hourly employees earn below this level. 

Table 1 

Weekly Earnings Deciles by Categories of Workers Workers who usually work full-time 
(35+ weekly hours) 

Decile 
Non-Hourly 

Workers 
(1) 

Hourly 
Workers 

(2) 

Hourly and 
Non-Hourly 

(3) 

Non-Hourly 
South + Retail 

(4) 

Hourly and 
Non-Hourly 

South + Retail 
(5) 

Min $0  $0  $0  $0  $0  
10 $500  $350  $384  $462  $360  
20 $673  $400  $480  $600  $440  
30 $785  $480  $576  $738  $520  
40 $923  $540  $673  $858  $611  
50 $1,058  $600  $788  $962  $730  
60 $1,250  $700  $942  $1,153  $865  
70 $1,480  $803  $1,134  $1,346  $1,000  
80 $1,826  $1,000  $1,385  $1,654  $1,250  
90 $2,308  $1,287  $1,923  $2,212  $1,731  
Max $2,885  $2,885  $2,885  $2,885  $2,885  
Mean $1,248  $738  $978  $1,162  $909  
Median $1,058  $600  $788  $962  729.6 
Mode $2,885  $400  $2,885  $2,885  400 
SE Mean 0.103 0.061 0.064 0.152 0.092338347 
Source:  Current Population Survey, Public Use Microdata File, Merged 12 months outgoing 
rotations (Earner Study) supplement.   

 

88 As discussed in section VI below, the Department errs by relying solely on CPS data. However, if the 
Department will not use alternative (and better) data sources, we suggest that the agency should consider 
alternative sets of CPS data in setting the salary level.  
89 1958 Kantor Report at 6-7 (10th percentile); 1963 Final Rule, 28 FR at 7005 (13th and 17th percentile of 
retail employees); 2004 Final Rule at 22168-69 & Table 3 (10th, 15th and 20th percentiles). 
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2. Earnings in the lowest wage regions and industries and in small 
businesses and communities 

  Since 1940, the Department has considered salaries in the lowest wage regions 
and industries and in small businesses or rural communities.90  As shown in Table 1, 
setting the salary level at the 10th percentile of earnings in the South and retail sectors 
would result in a salary level of $24,024; over 20 percent of non-exempt hourly 
employees in the data set earn below that level.  The 20th percentile would result in a 
salary level of $31,200; almost 40 percent of non-exempt hourly employees earn below 
that level.  The 30th percentile would result in a salary level of $38,376; over 50 percent 
of non-exempt hourly employees earn below this level.  The 40th percentile would result 
in a salary level of $44,616; almost 60 percent of non-exempt hourly workers earn below 
this level. 

The Department’s proposal to set the salary level at the 40th percentile of 
earnings for all non-hourly paid employees nationwide would have a disproportionate 
impact on businesses in states such as Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee and West Virginia where more than 50 percent of non-
hourly paid workers earn less than $970 per week ($50,440 annually).91  In fact, the 40th 
percentile of non-hourly paid employees is below $970 in 26 states.92  If the Department 
refuses to apply a lower percentile to set the salary level, the Department should consider 
setting the salary level based on the 40th percentile in the three states with the lowest 
salaries – Louisiana, Mississippi and Oklahoma – or, at $784 per week ($40,786).93  

Because of the Department’s refusal to grant an extension of the comment 
period,94 the Chamber cannot provide data on salary levels of exempt employees in small 
businesses and communities.  However, a 2013 study found that the average annual 

90 1940 Stein Report at 32; 1949 Weiss Report at 14-15; 1958 Kantor Report at 5-6; 1963 Final Rule, 28 FR 
at 7705; 1970 Final Rule, 35 FR at 884; 2004 Final Rule at 22168-69. 
91 See Oxford Economics Study (Aug. 18, 2015), attached as Appendix B. 
92 Id. (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, 
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah and West Virginia) 
93 Id. 
94 The Chamber, as well as many others, requested an extension of the comment deadline. See Appendix C.  
The Chamber’s request was specifically predicated on the need to conduct more research and do the work 
the Department would not. Alas, despite signals that an extension would be granted, the definitive rejection 
of the request was not received until Monday August 31. 
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salary for a small business owner is only $68,000.95  The Department should gather and 
examine such data itself before issuing a final rule.96     

3. Relationship to the minimum wage 

The Department should also consider the relationship between the minimum wage 
and the Part 541 salary levels.  As shown in Table 2, in years when the Department has 
increased the Part 541 salary level, the ratio of the salary level to minimum wage spanned 
from a low of 1.85 in 1975 to a high of 6.25 in 1949.  Applying the median of 2.38 would 
result in a salary level of $690.20 per week ($35,890.40 annually).     

Table 2 

Year Minimum Wage Part 541 Salary Levels Ratio 

  
Per 

Hour 
Weekly 

@ 40 Exec Admin Prof Short Exec Admin Prof Short 

1938 $0.25 $10 $30 $30 $30   3.00 3.00 3.00 - 

1940 $0.30 $12 $30 $50 $50   2.50 4.17 4.17 - 

1949 $0.40 $16 $55 $75 $75 $100 3.44 4.69 4.69 6.25 

1958 $1.00 $40 $80 $95 $95 $125 2.00 2.38 2.38 3.13 

1963 $1.25 $50 $100 $100 $115 $150 2.00 2.00 2.30 3.00 

1970 $1.60 $64 $125 $125 $140 $200 1.95 1.95 2.19 3.13 

1975 $2.10 $84 $155 $155 $170 $250 1.85 1.85 2.02 2.98 

2004 $5.15 $206 $455 $455 $455 
 

2.21 2.21 2.21 - 

2015 $7.25 $290 $455 $455 $455  1.57 1.57 1.57 - 

4. Historical annual percentage of increases 

Historically, with only two exceptions, as shown in Table 3 below, the 
Department has increased the salary levels at a rate of between 2.78 percent and 5.56 
percent per year, with a median of 4.25 percent.  The Department’s proposed increase to 
$50,440 represents an increase of 9.43 percent per year.97  Over the last decade, salaries 
did not increase on average by 9.43 percent annually.  Employment Cost Index data from 
BLS shows that for 2004 through 2014, earnings for all wage and salary workers 

95 “And, the Average Entrepreneur’s Salary Is . . .”, Business News Daily (Oct. 18, 2013), available at 
http://www.businessnewsdaily.com/5314-entrepreneur-salaries.html. 
96 Considering salaries paid to exempt employees in small businesses is particularly important given the 
$500,000 in annual gross volume of sales required for enterprise coverage under the FLSA, 29 U.S.C. § 
203(s)(1)(ii), has not been amended since 1989. Today, the $500,000 standard excludes only the smallest of 
small business from the FLSA. The Small Business Administration, for example, defines nonmanufacturing 
small businesses as those with $7.5 million in average annual receipts. See 
https://www.sba.gov/content/summary-size-standards-industry-sector. 
97 This percentage rate is the average per year across the 12 year period. It is not the compound growth rate. 
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increased 27.1 percent cumulatively over the period – 2.7 percent average annual change 
(2.2 percent per year compound rate).  For the subset of private sector workers in 
management, professional and related occupations, the cumulative earnings increase for 
2004 through 2014 was 32.5 percent, equivalent to a 2.6 percent average yearly percent 
change.  The Department has never before doubled the salary levels for exemption in a 
single rulemaking, let alone increasing the salary levels by 113 percent.  Applying the 
4.25 percent annual median increase for 12 years (2004 to 2016, when the final rule is 
expected to issue) results in a salary level of $687 per week ($35,727 annually).98  

Table 3 

Year Salary Level 
Percentage Increase 
Total Per Year 

1938 $30  All     

1940 $30  Exec 0.00%   
$50  Admin, Prof 66.67% 33.33% 

1949 $55  Exec 83.33% 9.26% 
$75  Admin, Prof 50.00% 5.56% 
$100  Short Test     

1958 $80  Exec 45.45% 5.05% 
$95  Admin, Prof 26.67% 2.96% 
$125  Short Test 25.00% 2.78% 

1963 $100  Exec, Admin 25.00% 5.00% 
$115  Prof 21.05% 4.21% 
$150  Short Test 20.00% 4.00% 

1970 $125  Exec, Admin 25.00% 3.57% 
$140  Prof 21.74% 3.11% 
$200  Short Test 33.33% 4.76% 

1975 $155  Exec, Admin 24.00% 4.80% 
$170  Prof 21.43% 4.29% 
$250  Short Test 25.00% 5.00% 

2004 $455  All 82.00% 2.83% 

2016 $970  All 113.19% 9.43% 

5. Employment Cost Index 

As discussed above, the BLS Employment Cost Index data from BLS shows that 
for 2004 through 2014, earnings for all wage and salary workers increased at an average 
rate of 2.2 percent per year.  Earnings for private sector workers in management, 
professional and related occupations increased at a 2.6 percent yearly average.  Applying 

98 Calculated as an average annual change, not a compound growth rate. 
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these average changes growth rates for each of 12 years (2004 to 2016) to the current 
salary level of $455 per week ($23,660 annually) would result in an updated salary level 
of between $590.78 per week ($30,720.30 annually) and $619.13  per week ($32,194.60). 

6. Comparing state law minimums 

The Department should also consider the minimum salary levels required for 
exemption under State law.  Just like the minimum wage, States may set higher standards 
for exemptions from state overtime requirements.  In New York, the minimum salary 
level for exemption is $34,124 (increasing to $35,100 in 2016).99  In California, the 
minimum salary level is currently $37,440 annually (increasing to $41,600 in 2016).100  
Thus, the Department’s proposed salary level of $50,440 is $8,840 higher than the salary 
level that will be required for exemption in California in 2016 and $15,340 higher than 
the salary level that will be required for exemption in New York in 2016. 

7. Comparing salary levels for exempt federal employees 

Historically, the Department has also looked to salaries paid to exempt employees 
of the federal government.  In 1949, for example, the Department stated, “One important 
guide in determining at what point an employee should be considered an administrative 
employee rather than a clerk is to be found in the practice of the Government itself.”101 
At that time (in the clerical, administrative and fiscal group), the federal government had 
reserved grades 1 to 6 for clerical employees, grades 7 to 14 for administrative 
employers, and grades 15 and 16 for executive employees.102  In determining an 
appropriate salary level, the Department looked to average salary for grades 6 and 7.103 

Not much seems to have changed in this regard.  On its web page, the federal 
Office of Personnel Management explains:   

The General Schedule has 15 grades – GS-1 (lowest) to GS-15 (highest).  
Agencies establish (classify) the grade of each job based on the level of 
difficulty, responsibility, and qualifications required.  Individuals with a 
high school diploma and no additional experience typically qualify for 
GS-2 positions; those with a Bachelor’s degree for GS-5 positions; and 
those with a Master’s degree for GS-9 positions.104 

99 12 NYCRR § 142-2.14. 
100 Cal. Lab. Code § 515(a). 
101 1940 Stein Report at 30-31. 
102 Id. 
103 Id. 
104 See https://www.opm.gov/policy-data-oversight/pay-leave/pay-systems/general-schedule/. 
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Although some employees holding Bachelor’s degrees do not perform the duties required 
for the Part 541 exemptions, federal employees with Master’s degree are unlikely to be 
classified as non-exempt.  Thus, the dividing line between exempt and non-exempt 
federal employees is most likely at GS-7, the mid-point between GS-5 where some 
employees may perform exempt duties and GS-9 where most federal employees likely 
are exempt.  As shown in Appendix D, the salary at GS-7, Step 1 for 2015 is $34,622; 
GS-7 Step 5 is $39,282; and GS-7 Step 6 is $40,437.  Federal employees with Master’s 
degrees start in GS-9, Step 1at $42,399.   

E. THE DEPARTMENT’S PROPOSED $50,440 SALARY LEVEL IS PARTICULARLY 
INAPPROPRIATE FOR THE NON-PROFIT, GOVERNMENT AND HEALTHCARE 
SECTORS WHICH CANNOT INCREASE PRICES TO OFFSET COSTS 

Employee advocates often argue that the increased costs of a higher minimum 
wage or paying additional overtime can be offset by simply raising prices.  These 
advocates, and the Department, fail to consider the impact of a $50,440 salary level on 
sectors that cannot raise prices.  Non-profits, for example, primarily rely on private 
donations and government grants for their revenues.  State and local governments rely on 
taxes that can be increased only through elections or legislation (and not very easily).  
Many employers in the healthcare industry depend on reimbursements from Medicaid, 
Medicare and private insurance – which will not increase just because the Department 
raises the salary level for exempt employees.  Thus, none of these sectors can raise prices 
to increase the revenue needed to absorb the costs of a 113 percent increase to the salary 
level.  The only option for non-profit, government and healthcare employers is to reduce 
services by decreasing headcount and hours worked.  For healthcare employers, however, 
reducing services often is not an option either because of laws requiring a minimum level 
of service.  Thus, employers in these sectors will face significant hardships and the 
people who rely on their operations will be forced to go without these services.   

As of September 2, 2015, almost 200 commenters have posted comments at 
www.regulations.gov expressing concerns regarding the impact of the proposed salary 
level increase on non-profits.  Perhaps this was the motivation for Administrator David 
Weil’s recent blog post, “Non-Profits and the Proposed Overtime Rule,” which attempts 
to assure non-profits organizations that they “are not covered enterprises under the FLSA, 
however, unless they engage in ordinary commercial activities that result in sales made or 
business” of $500,000 or more per year.105  Few non-profit organizations are likely to be 
fooled into believing they need not comply with the FLSA or can ignore the 
Department’s changes to the Part 541 regulations.  As acknowledged in the blog, the 
FLSA minimum wage and overtime requirements also apply to any employee of a non-
profit organization who makes out-of-state phone calls, mails information or conducts 
business via the U.S. mail, orders or receives goods from an out-of-state supplier (e.g., 

105 See http://blog.dol.gov/2015/08/26/non-profits-and-the-proposed-overtime-rule/. 
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